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REPORT
THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE-ITS REORGANIZATION
AND ADMINISTRATION
INTRODUCTION

Under date of February 19, 1953, the special advisory group,
appointed under the authority of the chairman of the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation in January 1953 for the purpose of
studying the reorganization and administration of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue, made a partial report dealing with the proper
position of the Bureau of Internal Revenue within the executive
branch of the Government.
This group originally consisted of the following members:
Mon tgomery B. Angell
W. H. Danne
Rowland Hughes
Aubrey Marrs
Fred W. Martin
Mark E. Richardson
W. T. Sherwood, Sr.
W. A. Sutherland
Mr. Harold E. Scaff, of the Controllers Institute, was designated
to succeed Mr. Rowland Hughes on the advisory group upon Mr.
Hughes' appointment as Assistant Director of the Bureau of the
Budget. Mr. Wilfred Godfrey substituted for Mr. Scaff at some
meetings. N either Mr. Scaff nor Mr. Godfrey is serving on the advisory group at this time and the Controllers Institute has not appointed
anyone to fill the vacancy.
Mr. Norman D. Cann was appointed to fill the vacancy created by
the death of Mr. W. T. Sherwood, Sr.
There is herewith submitted a report which deals primarily with
the present organization and operation of the Internal Revenue Service
under Reorganization Plan No.1 which became effective March 14,
1952.
Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1952 arose primarily because of the
Internal Revenue scandals of 1950 and 1951. Reorganization Plan
No.1 was submitted to the Congress on January 14, 1952, and automatically became effective unless rejected by a constitutional majority
within 60 days after its submission. Many Members of Congress
felt that because the plan was so far-reaching in its potential effect on
the tax system it should have been given more thorough consideration
before adoption.
In the Senate the plan was vigorously opposed by Senator George
and Senator Millikin of the Committee on Finance and by Senator
McClellan of the Senate Committee on Governmental Operations.
Representatives of the American Bar Association and the Controllers
Institute were of the opinion that the plan should not be adopted
without further consideration.
1
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In his appearance before the Senate Committee on Governmental
Operations, Senator George stated:
The reorganization of the Bureau of Internal Revenue is a matter which vitally
concerns the entire country. * * * Any tinkering with the internal revenue
system should be undertaken only after full study and consideration of its consequences. Changes in the Bureau structure must be made with a minimum of
disturbance to the present structure and with minimum inconvenience to the
public. * * * I believe that the changes recommended are such radical innovations in the present structure that they will, if adopted, seriously impair and
hamper the collection of revenue so sorely needed. * * * It may well be said
of this plan that it abolishes the present statutory system for the collection of
taxes and substitutes in its place a statutory vacuum to be filled in by the Secretary
of the Treasury.
.

In a report dated January 27, 1948, by an advisory group appointed
by the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation to investigate
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, it was stat~d:
Because the steady flow of Government revenue cannot be jeopardized by
faulty or impractical reforms, any plan of reorganization must be tested and
retested before it is put into full operation. Moreover, the Bureau must maintain full-scale housekeeping operations at all times and cannot go on a standby
basis or completely shut down while it engages in an extensive remodeling job.

Notwithstanding the concern expressed, Reorganization Plan No.
1 of 1952 became effective on March 14, 1952. The Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation felt it necessary to continue a study
of the administration and operation of the Internal Revenue Service
under the reorganization plan.
In February 1954, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue made an
introductory statement before the House Subcommittee on Appropriations for the Treasury Department. He said that he had not been surprised to find the Revenue Service to be "in need of revitalization";
but that he had been surprised and greatly disturbed by the extent of
this need. He gave several illustrations, the first two of which are
here quoted:
The reorganization approved by the Congress on March 14, 1952, was little
more than a paper reorganization by March of 1953.
The lack of definite action in implementing the reorganization created many
uncertainties among our people, morale was at a very low ebb, and production
was adversely affected. 1

In a memorandunl to the Secretary of the Treasury, dated February
18, 1955, which was released to the public, the Commissioner said:
Two years ago the initial stages of the reorganization of the Internal Revenue
Service had been completed. However, the big job of realLl1ing functions,
defining responsibilities, modernizing procedures, and instituting proper controls
remained to be done.
We took the first 6 months to appraise the plan, concluded that it was basically
sound, and, with your concurrence, decided to continue it with some necessary
changes. For example, a topheavy administrative organization was avoided by
reducing the number of regional offices from 17 to 9.
The tedious task of making the reorganization work was completed about
July 1954, and the bare blueprint that we inherited became a dynamic, effective
organization. 2

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue submitted a letter in which
he discussed various changes he has made with respect to the Internal
Revenue Service which he believes have been beneficial. See page 37
in the appendix.
1 Treasury-Post Offiee Departments appropriations for 1955, hearings before the subeommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, IIouse of Representatives, Fob. 1, 1954, p. 545.
2 This memorandum is reproduced in full in the appendix, p. 77.
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Since the reorganization has now become an accomplished fact, it is
not believed that any useful purpose can be served by discussing it
from the standpoint of principle. The only alternative remaining is
to show the revenue effect, and the effect upon enforcement and
administration of the Internal Revenue Service and upon employee
morale.
The study is divided into five parts:
Part I. Revenue.
Part II. Morale
Part III. Enforcement
Part IV. Administration
Part V. Recommendations.
PART

I

REVENUE

In evaluating the effect of the reorganization plan upon Government
revenues, it is important to distinguish between revenue voluntarily
paid through returns and withholding and revenue assessed and
collected by way of enforcement activities, including examination of
returns. For example, the record shows that the amount of income
taxes withheld have increased from $18.5. billion in 1952 to $21.6
billion in 1954. Collections through audit activities declined from
$1,535 million in 1952 to $1,111 million in 1954.
In this connection, the Commissioner in a statement before the
House Subcommittee on Appropriations in February 1954 said:
While the reorganization structure itself is sound, there is still much work which
'has to be done before the Internal R.eyenue Service will be operating 100 percent
,u nder the reorganized basis. 3 * * * vVe are hopeful, by this process, of raising
the number of examinations to something close to that of 1952. It is doubtful,
'h owever, that we can raise the added assessments sufficiently during the remainder
of 1954 to regain the 1952 leye1. 4

The record confirms the fact that additional assessments for fiscal
year 1954 are below the 1952 level. Collection of back taxes shows
the same trend as indicated by the following table:
Back tax collect£ons
[Millions of dollars]
Fiscal year
1948 _________________ _
1949 _________________ _
1950 _________________ _
195L ________________ _

Individual
income tax

Oorporations

617
633
605
706

1,244
1,048
927
1. 097

Fiscal year
1952 ________________ "__
1953 __________________
1954 _________________ _
1955 _________________ _

Individual
income tax

Oorporations

657
562
447

1,516
1,336
652

(1)

(1)

1 Not available.
N OTE.- Back tax collections consist in general of taxes paid more than 12 months after the close of the taxable year for which the return was filed.
Source: Fiscal years: 1948, the budget for fiscal year 1950, p. A-12; 1949, Treasury Bulletin, March 1950,
p. 48; 1950, Treasury Bulletin, March 1951, p. 49; 1951, 1952, Monthly Reports of Internal Revenue 001lections; 1953, 1954, U. S. Treasury Department IRS Report of Internal Revenue Oollections. Tablc S-1
(supplementing data shown in press release of Aug. 16,1954).

3 Treasury-Post Office Departments appropriations for 1955, hearings before the subcommittee of the
Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, Feb. 1, 1954, p. 548.
4 Id., p. 551.
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The record also shows that the amount of taxes outstanding for
which warrants have been issued is substantially increasing as indicated by the following table:
The amount of taxes outstanding for which warrants have been issued

I
Thousands
$528 1953_________________________ $883
557 195L _____ .___________ ._______ 1,163
717

Thousands

1950_________________________
195L________________________
1952_________________________

Source: Monthly activity reports of the Internal Revenue Service.

The falling off of back tax collections occurred during the same
period as collection personnel was being re(luced. The following
table shows a decrease in the number of employees engaged in
collection activities:
Comparative statement of employment, fiscal years 1950-55
Fiscal year
1950 ___________________________
195L __________________________
1952 ___________________________
1953 ___________________________
1954 ___________________________
1955 2 _________________________
I
2

Collection
officers

Revenue
agents

10,174
10,634
10,300
9,.074
6,877
5,794

7,705
8,147
7,815
7,601
10,605
10,894

Office
auditors
3,194
3,296
3,278
3,064
2,430
2,099

Special
agents
1,283
1,251
1,218
1,210
1,277
1,300

Other enforcement
personnel!
3,840
3,795
3,593
3,678
3,646
3,655

Total enforcement
personnel
26,196
27,123
26,204
24.627
24.83523,742

Includes alcohol-tax inspectors, alcohol-tax investigators, storekeeper-gaugers, and returns examiners.
As of Jan. 29, 1955.

Source: Hearings before the subcommittee on Appropriations of the House of Representatives for the
Treasury and Post Office Departments, Monday, Feb. 14, 1955, p. 458.

It also appears that new assessments are not keeping pace with the
assessments proposed in prior years, despite the steady rise in national
income and the number of taxpayers filing returns. }\10reover, this
occurred during a period when the number of agents on the rolls were
increasing. Some of the difficulty may be due to the large number of
experienced agents leaving the Service and an attempt to replace
them by inexperienced personnel. For example, infornlation submitted by the Revenue Service shows that 3,317 collection officers were
transferred to the audit division as internal revenue agents during the
period July 1953 to June 1954. The effect of this transfer upon the
morale of the internal revenue agents will be discussed later.
PART

II

MORALE

In November of 1954, the staff of the Joint Committee circulated'
a questionnaire to various groups and individuu.Is outside the Internal
Revenue Service for the purpose of securing data as to morale, enforcement, and adlninistl'ation under the reorganization plan.
With the aid of the American Bar Association, American Institute
of Accountants, National Society of Public Accountants, Research
Institute of America, United States Chamber of COlnlllerce, Controller
Institute of America and others, questionnaires were circulated
throughout the country. See questiol111aire, p. 42, and sanlple reply
p.45.
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As a result of this circulation the staff received a great many
responses which give a strong indication that since the reorganization
plans were put into effect and implemented there has been a serious
decline in the morale of Service employees. It is believed that without
good morale the Service will not be able to function properly or
efficiently in the best interest of the Government and the taxpayer,
The Commissioner in a letter to all field employees dated October
27, 1954, expressed concern over the low morale of Service personnel
and stated:
I have been impressed and seriously disturbed by the very evident signs of
discontent and worry among field personnel. 5

The responses received from the questionnaire with respect to
morale may be summarized as follows:
Question 1. What is the present morale of the Service in your
district? Good, 34 percent; fair, 19 percent; poor, 47 p8rcent.
Question 2. How does morale at present compare with the
morale in 1951? Same, 19 percent; better, 35 percent; worse,
46 percent.
Question 3. How does morale at present compare with morale
at the end of 1953? Same, 47 percent; better, 29 percent; worse,
24 percent.
Question 4. Is the morale now: Improving, 27 percent; con..
stant, 47 percent; declining, 26 percent.
It is important to emphasize that mere enumeration of answers
to questions asked should be only the first step in an accurate analysis
of respondents' answers.
The complete table dealing with the question of morale appears
in the appendix, page 50, and only the replies from the New York
region show a percentage of "good" greater than "poor." An analysis
of the New York region seems to indicate that the retentjon of experienced men who are able to inject such experience and ability into
performance, and to follow to a great extent old and tried techniques
and practices, even under new procedures, results in better morale.
In addition to the responses to the staff questionnaire, there were
received hundreds of letters from all regions dealing with the reorganization. This correspondence indicates that morale in all levels
is far from good. The reasons given in responses for most of the
difficulty appear to be grounded in the following:
1. There is a conflict of authority between regional commissioner's offices and directors' offices, which results in interference
in the audit function.
2. The inspection service through its investigations creates
fear and uncertainty among employees as to whether their
honest decisions will be questioned and thus there is considerable
buckpassing of difficult questions to supervisors, resulting in
impaired efficiency.
3. Instructions from the national office are ambiguously
worded. Many such instructions apply to one. region and are
directed to all regions which merely creates confusion.
4. When supervisory positions both in the Washington office
and in the field offices become vacant, they are in some cases
filled with personnel, from within and without the Service, lacking
technical experience or qualifications.
6

The full text of this letter is reproduced in the appendix, p. 75.
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5. Methods, policies, and procedures for administering the tax
laws have been formulated and adopted by persons lacking tax
administration experience without consultation with experienced
internal revenue employees in sections affected.
As previously stated the preceding brief digest indicates some of
the reasons for low morale in the Internal Revenue Service. A moredetailed analysis appears in the appendix, page 50. See also Servicememorandum on page 84.
PART III
ENFORCEMENT

The enforcement activities of the Internal Revenue Service appearto be at a low ebb. The staff questionnaire revealed that a majordeterrent to effective examinations is the "production quota" system.
The Commissioner attempted to explain this in his release to all field
employees dated October 27, 1954.
For some time we in the national office have been disturbed by (1) the fact
that the total number of indi vidual cases handled bv the service is not consistent
with the total number of employees ann (2) the fact fhat there are some excessively
wide variations in total case production among the 64 district offices. I can
assure you the figures are not explainable by such factors as differences in casetype, population density, number of employees, and the like.
As a consequence, during 1954 we have been encouraging regional and district
offices to establish specific office standards of production, so that both supervisors
and employees know what is considereo norma1. 6

The "standard of production" which was established in the Serviceappears to have caused a worsening of the enforcement picture.
Replies to the staff questionnaire indicate that under the established
production quota system proper standards of individual performance
and proper standards of examination are ignored in favor of number of
returns examined. The established production quota procedure hastoo frequently reduced the agent's investigation to a cursory examination of readily available records and a quick look for a few obviousitems on which a change can be made so as to close the case and meet
the quota set.
Replies to the staff questionnaire indicate considerable complaint
with respect to the consolidation of the office of the collector with the
office of the revenue agent in charge under a district director.
Under the reorganization procedure many former collectors wereplaced in control of the Audit Division, and a number of deputy
collectors were ultimately transferred to that Division. Due to thediversified character of the deputy collectors' prior duties nlany did
not have experience in audit work to enable them to make a properexamination of taxpayer's accounting and legal records.
A majority of the respondents to the staff questionnaire felt that
enforcement activities of the Service have been greatly unpaired by
the new audit procedure which delegates to the group supervisor
multiple functions such as personnel supervisor, reviewer, liaison,
conferee and technical guide. 7 Under this procedure it is felt that no
one individual is c.apable of performing all of these functions in a satis-factory manner. Due to such multiple duties and responsibilities of
the group supervisor, cases in general do not receive proper considerae The full text of this letter is reproduced in the appendix, p. 75; see also Commissioner's memorandum,_

p.110.

r See material in the appendix, p. 81.
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tion at that level. As a result of heavy duties imposed, issues too
difficult or time consuming are either not developed or are sent to a
higher level for decision.
The result of the staff questionnaire relative to whether the abolishment of the old conference section in the agent's office and the
substitution of the group supervisor procedure resulted in more or less
cases being settled prior to reference to the Appellate Division is:
Same, 23 percent; more, 44 percent; less, 33 percent. vVhile the
opinions expressed indicate that more cases are being settled prior to
reference to the Appellate Division, it was pointed out that many cases
are being settled without adequate consideration. Many respondents
to the staff questionnaire felt that the old conference section eliminated
many cases which are now being sent to the appellate staff.
vVith respect to the question which inquired whether there is now
more or less chance of arriving at fair settlements the results are:
Same, 21.3 percent; more, 44.0 percent; and less, 34.7 percent.
Reasons were requested from those respondents who indicated
"more" or "less" with reference to the preceding question. In summary of those replies which indicated that there is now less chanc,-' of
arriving at fair settlenlents promptly it was pointed out that agents are
now endeavoring to avoid taking cases to an informal conference due
to the time required for research and documentation. The agent also
fears that taking too many cases to conference will give the group
supervisor the impression that he is not capable of resolving the case
in the field. Here again production quotas were mentioned as a
hindering factor and it was stated that many important issues were
overlooked in arriving at settlements. The respondents who felt that
"more" cases were settled attributed it to the reorganization in general
or gave no specific reason.
Question 8 of the questionnaire inquired as to which procedure was
preferred. The results of the tabulation were: Old, 40.3 percent;
new, 59.7 percent.
The opinions expressed by the respondents varied widely. A brief
summary of the reasons given by those respondents who preferred
the prereorganization procedure is as follows: More fair settlement of
cases; less paperwork required of the agents in rewriting reports; a
clear':'cut and functional separation of audit from collection. Respondents also felt that a group supervisor who has advised an agent on a
matter during his examination cannot be disinterested and, therefore,
is not in the position of an impartial judge. It was also pointed out
that prior to the reorganization it was possible to discuss a tax case with
a conferee in the agent's office who had made a thorough study of the
revenue agent's report and the taxpayer's protest, and was prepared
to discuss fully the issues involved. It may be that those who
approved the old procedure felt that under the new procedure the
group supervisor rarely has time to consider a taxpayer's complaint
prior to conference.
A summary of replies from respondents who prefer the new procedure indicates that they feel the new procedure is less cumbersome
and more expeditious than the old.
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THE NEW INFORMAL CONFERENCE PROCEDURE

One of the greatest accomplishments attributed to "the new informal
conference procedure" is the substantial decline in the proportion of
cases protested, both in respect to number as well as amount. The
Quarterly Surveys reveal the following situation as respects the
·"proportion of cases protested":
Protested cases
Individual and fiduciary income
returns involving defiClencies
Calendar year
Total
number
1952___________________________
1953 ___________________________
1954___________________________

259,766
324,398
554,301

Protested
17,996
7,260
7,730

Percent
6.9
2.2
1.4

I

Corporation income returns
involving deficiencies
Total
number
53,235
45,229
52,256

Protested

Percent

5,109
1,958
2,004

9.6
4.3
3.8

Source: Quarterly Survey. Dec. 31, 1954. pp. 8-9 and 22-23; Quarterly Survey, Dec. 31, 1953, pp. 8-9 and
22-23; ibid., pp. 56-59.

The above figures would indicate that the proportion of protested
individual and fiduciary income deficiencies had dropped from 6.9
percent in the calendar year 1952 to 2.2 percent in 1953 and 1.4 percent in 1954. The comparable situation with respect to corporation
income deficiencies is a drop from 9.6 percent to 4.3 percent in 1953
and 3.8 percent in 1954. The Service claims this "is undoubtedly due
to the new informal conference procedures", which leans to the impression that the drop in volume and amounts of statutory notices
is to be ascribed to the superiority of the "new informal conference
procedures," whereby cases are settled in the early stages and, with
the same volume of work, fewer deficiency returns ever reach the
statutory notice status. On analysis, this conclusion is not supported
when it is realized the words "cases protested" do not have the same
meaning under the new organization as they had under the old.
THE NEW INFORMAL CONFERENCE PROCEDURE ANALYZED

The "new informal conference procedure" should be carefully examined. Hearings before the revenue authorities have always been
"informal" in income, estate, and gift tax controversies.
Under the old procedure the examining agent discussed the case
with the taxpayer, and consulted with his group chief as to raising
issues or conceding them. Having the examining agent present
with the group chief at the so-called informal conference level is not
exactly new. Conferences· before the group chief with the agent
present, and before the preparation of the final report of the agent,
were daily occurrences under the Bureau, especially if requested by
th e t axpayer. In fact, in certain offices the agents in charge assigned
trained conferees to such groups. TIllS practice, however, was not
universal b ecause the old conference sections were there to give the
taxpayer a real hearing.
"The new informal conference procedures" nlerely eliluinate one
place for a conference and confine the taxpayer, in tho average case
before the director's office, to a conference with the examining agent
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and his inlmediate supervisor. Under the old system the taxpayer
had every conference opportunity that is afforded by the new; and,
in addition, a right to a conference before the conference section
of the agent in charge. This conference section played no part in
setting up the tax to which the taxpayer was objecting. It functioned under its own chief conferee and was administratively free
from the group chiefs and the review section. The conference
section performed a very useful function not only from a publicrelations standpoint but also in reducing the pre-gO-day workload of
the Appellate Division and stabilizing the settlement activities of the
agent's office. There is a question as to whether any particular. advantage is gained by either the taxpayer or the Government from the
adoption of "the new inform.al conference procedures."
The present informal conference procedure with the group supervisor, which is in lieu of the old conference section, appears to have
many shortcomings. The absence of a record showing the issues and
conchlsion reached in the settlement at the preappellate level may
operate unfairly both with respect to the taxpayer and the Government. Many practitioners have indicated that under the informal
procedure some issues are entirely overlooked by the agents in the
initial examinations. In fact, some practitioners have disclosed that
cases with controversial issues have been settled in a few hours on
minor issues, the large m.ajor issues being entirely overlooked. This,
of course, is a real danger to the Government revenues. It is felt
that a thorough study should be made of this informal conference
procedure. For establishment of this procedure see p. 79.
The new procedure will now be exalnined from the standpoint of
what is a "protested case." As before, the examining agent discusses
his findings with the taxpayer. If the taxpayer agrees wit.h the proposed adjustments he executes the agreement form, and the examining officer prepares a report and submits it to his group supervisor.
Upon approval of the report by the group supervisor it goes to Review
for technical review.
If the taxpayer does not agree the agent informs the taxpayer of
his right to an informal conference. The agent will furnish the
taxpayer a IIbrief statement identifying the proposed adjustments." An
approved form letter for that purpose has been issued by the Service. 8
This form letter advises the taxpayer that he may present his "objections" to the proposed changes at "an informal conference." This
is a new form letter which was unnecessary under the old procedure.
It nowhere uses the word "protest." The official explanation of "the
informal conference procedure" is to provide a means whereby contested issues may be resolved "pn'or to thr. preparation of the internal
revenue agent's final report." It was apparently thought that combining the conference function with the investigative supervisor would
somehow bring the disposition of disputed cases closer to the taxpayer
and also improve the supervision of field examiners. At this point and
so long as the case pends in the informal conference status, the agent's
report has probably not been prepared, and certainly has not been
typed or revimved; neither is the taxpayer required to file a brief or
reduce his "objections" to writing.
8

See material in the appendix, p. 80.
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In the event that an agreement is reached at the informal conference,
the conference report and the examining agent's report are prepared
and submitted to Review. If approved a copy of the examining
agent's report is furnished the taxpayer.
"
In the event that no agreement is reached at the informal conference,
the examining agent's.report will be prepared and a copy furnished the
taxpayer, together wIth a 3~-day letter affording the taxpayer the
privilege of filing "a formal protest, under oat.h, with the Director of
Internal Revenue." If a "timely protest" is received the case will be
transmitted to the Appellate Division. This is the first point at
which the word "protest" is used and it undoubtedly is the procedural
stage at which a deficiency return is counted as a "protested" return.
Under the old procedure a protest, eo nomine, was made to the agent's
findings and the case was heard by the conference section of the
agent. in charge. The conference sections have now been abolished
and, in lieu thereof we have the group supervisor conducting the
informal conferences, "with the examining officer present." Under
the terminology, the objections taken before the group supervisor are
not accorded the designation of a protested case, and ·are not counted
as such in the statistics. When the conference work at the lower level
was conducted by the conference sections, it was classed as a protested
case. Hence the drop in number of protested returns and the diminishing ratio.
This is set forth by the Quarterly Survey for December 31, 1952,
at which time all 17 districts had just been established on paper
and the figures for the entire calendar year were undoubtedly kept
largely under the old system. See pages 48 to 59, Quarterly Survey
for the quarter ended December 31, 1952. The calendar 1952
figures cover protests to the conference sections under the old procedure; the calendar 1953 figures cover the protests to the appellate
divisions under the new procedure. They are in no wise comparable.
This situation is further pinpointed by tables S-2 and S-4 on pages
50 and 54 of the Quarterly Survey for December 31, 1952. There
is shown the substantial number of cases closed without preliminary
notice, on preliminary notice, and by conference group. In the
calendar year 1952, the bulk of the conference work was done in the
old conference sections and they functioned on protested cases.
That is the real explanation why there were the following deficiency
adjustments protested in the calendar year 1952:
1. Individual and fiduciary income returus ___________________________ li.O!)(}

Corporation income returns _______ _________ .. __ _ ___ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
3. Estate and gift rcturns ____________________ .. _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
~.

5; 109
1,070

Total _____________________________________________________ 24,175

The appellate group (formerly the Technical Staff) did not receive
as many as 24,175 deficiency returns in nondocketed status in 1952 or
any prior year. The drop in the proportion of cases protested is
illusory because the numbers of "cases protested" as between the
calendar years 1952 and 1953 are kept on different bases and cannot
form a factor in an accurate ratio.
There is another objection to the usc of the ratio conlparison.
It is that the base upon which the ratio is constructed is different in
the 2 years. The total number of deficiency returns for 1953
covers all such returns including the fOl'lner collectors' cases. In the
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-calendar year 1952, there are comparatively few such cases, if any,
included in total number of deficiency returns. In other words, the
base is swelled in 1953 with old collectors' type of cases.
The soundest comparison in judging the accomplishments of the new
-organization is between the fiscal years 1952 and 1953 and not the
~alendar years 1952 and 1953. The latter half of 1952 was a period of
.disruption and, detracts from the first half; similarly the latter half of
1953 is buoyed up by the inclusion of increasing num bers of collectors'
type cases. In the Quarterly Survey for June 30, 1953, pages 68-73,
are tables showing the activity of the directors' offices (Audit Divisions) in the closing of cases. These tables cover deficiencies in individual and fiduciary returns, corporate returns, and estate and gift returns. They reveal reduced activity in both numbers of returns closed
in. those offices and in the amount of deficiencies involved. These
tables also show the drop in the number of deficiency returns closed
"'By conference group." By December 31, 1953, the closings "By
·conference group", are down to relatively nominal figures. This is
because the conference groups, as such, have been abolished. Undoubtedly some of the cases which were formerly protested to and
dosed by the conference sections, now find their way to the Appellate
Divisions. The contraction of conference facilities at the preappellate
staff level resulting in earlier closings has delayed the closing of the'
~orporation cases and the more difficult individual cases.
The lower amounts in issued deficiency notices, at an annual rate
as shown in the Quarterly Survey referred to might be due to a lower
amount of investigative work and detection of deficiencies and not to
any superiority of "the new informal conference procedures."
Any change in the policy of asserting jeopardy assessments would
be relatively unimportant as to the mere numbers of statutory notices.
Also, should the entire amount of jeopardy assessments be eliminated
from the statistics, there would still be revealed the substantial drop
in the amount of proposed deficiencies included in statutory notices
issued in 1954.
CORPORATION INCOME TAX

Historically, the audit of corporation income-tax returns has been
under one auditing jurisdiction, namely, the revenue agents in charge
prior to reorganization, and the Audit Division of the directors'
offices after reorganization. For the most part, the better and more experienced revenue agents were assigned to this work. The corporation
figures are:
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Corporation income and excess profits taxes
[Additional tax, penalty and interest assessed as a result of audit]

Fiscal year

1947 ____________________ -- --- ---------- - -- -- ---1943 _______________ - __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1949 ____________________ - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - -19!i0 _____________________ - - -- - - - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - -1951 ___________________ --- ---- ------ ---- ------19,52 ____________________________ --------- -- - --1953 _____________________ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1954 ________ ____________ - __ -- ______________ ----July 1,19,53, to Mar. 31,1954 __________________ _
July 1,1954, to Mar. 31,1955 __________________ _

Number of
examinations

Additional
Additional assessments,
Additional assessments,
corporation
assessments, excess profits income tax
corporation tax (World
and all
income tax
Wa,r II)
excess-profits
taxes
Thousands

Thousands

151,870
$568,456
$451,293
126,934
336,693
584,863
143,022
336,931
561,681
166,299
399,491
325,864
199,039
496,281
280,934
139,725
500,741
201,973
110,515
1386,230
156,729
125,281 -------------- -------------90,994 -------------- -------------110,445 -------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Thousands
$1,019,749
921,561
898,612
725,355
777, 215
702,714
2542,959
2583,070
435,'149
494,032

1 The additional assessments of excess-profits taxes for the taxable year 1950 and subseqnent taxable year~
is now included in the regular corporate income-tax assessments. The 1953 and 1954 fiscal figures are sub.
stantially below the fiscal 1952 figures.
2 Thif' figure includes the World War II excess profits additional assessments.
The corporate figures now
include all excE'SS profits additional assessments under the 1950 act and World War II. The separate World
War II figures for J954 and 1955 are not available.
Source: Quarterly Survey, June 30, 1953, pp. 79 and 88; Quarterly Survey, June 30, 1954, p. ix; Quarterly
. Survey, Mar. 31, 1955, table 2, p. 2.

The figures for World War II excess-profits taxes are shown separately, through fiscal 1953, as indicated in the foregoing table. The
corporation income tax figures for fiscal 1953, however, now include
collections from the Korean war excess profits tax. The figures for
1953 cover only the additional assessments issued under World War II
legislation, prior to Reorganization; the corresponding data for later
periods "are not available." Beginning with the excess-profits tax
cases under the Revenue Act of 1950, where the income and excessprofits taxes are combined in one assessment, the excess-profits tax
figures are included with the corporation income tax "since it is not,
feasible to differentiate between the two classes of tax."
Between 1947 and 1953, the total additional assessments against
corporations for income and profits taxes had dropped close to one-half
of the 1947 amount. The Internal Revenue Service assigns three primary reasons for this, (1) The repeal of the World War II excessprofits tax; (2) a 38-percent drop in the manpower applied to the
examination of corporate tax returns; and (3) the "temporary readjustments" during the fiscal year 1953 required to give effect to the
reorganization. These will be discussed in order:
(1) The repeal of the World War II excess-profits tax. By the
close of 1952, the examining program for the World War II excessprofits tax returns was virtually completed. See Quarterly Survey,
October 1 to December 31, 1952, page v. The repeal of the tax and
completion of the examining program undoubtedly account for most
of the decrease in the amount of a,dditional profits-tax assessments.
However, it is believed that the reduction in the llumber of COl'pOrate field examinations accounts for a material portion of that drop.
Besides, the excess-profits taxes under the Revenue Act of 1950,
should begin to compensate for this loss by 1953.
(2) The 38 percent drop in manpower devoted to the examination
of corporate reLul'ns. The figure of 38 percent was evidently obt.ained
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by comparing the man-years of agents (2,324) assigned in 1947 with
those (1,451) of 1953. The comparison is not valid. The manyears of agents assigned to corporate work in 1947 were doing a double
job. They were examining both corporation income tax returns and
corporation excess-profits tax returns. The profits-tax work was
virtually completed by December 31, 1952, and had been gradually
tapering off for several years. Thus, more time could be devoted to
corporate income-tax returns. The volume of that work could be
greatly increased with a reduced force as is shown by the record of
examinations and additional assessments of corporation income tax
for the fiscal years 1950 and 1951. However, instead of an expected
increa~e in corporate income-tax deficiencies, there was in the fiscal
year 1953 a drop of $114,511,000, even with the inclusion of the
excess-profits taxes 'growing out of the Korean action. In addition,
there was a drop of 29,210 in the total number of examinations.
(3) The "te:-y- porary readjustT.ents" during the fiscal year 1953
required to give effect to the reorganization. This is the first indication that the reorganization was responsible for·the drop in deficiencies
resulting from enforcement activities.
Reorganization also affected corporation income-tax deficiencies, as
demonstrated by the data on the number of returns and the amount of
proposed deficiencies pending in the directors' or former agents'
offices, as of the close of quarters:
Corporation income tax deficiencies
Quarter ended-

Amount of
deficiency

Number of
returns

Sept. 30, 195L _______ _
Dec. 31, 195L ________ _
Mar. 31,1952 ________ _
June 3D, 1952 ________ _
Sept. 3D, 1952 ________ _
Dec. 31, 1952 _________ _

2,391
2,078
2,281
2,395
2,281
3,096

$55, 905, 078
49,977,193
54,929,356
59,998,551
66,267,188
81,369,956

Quarter cndedMar. 31,1953 ________ _
June 30, 1953 _________ _
Sept. 30, 1953 ________ _
Dec. 31, 1953 _________ _
, -ar. 3 , '954 __ _.
June 30,1954 _________ _

Number of
returns
1,802
1,433
1,277
1,310
L 405
1,349

Amount of
deficiency
$55,414,082
4R, 101. 309
49,863,002
39, DOl, 044
42,695,000
48,040,000

Source: Quarterly Survey, June ilO, 1953, tahle C-b, p. 28; Quarterly Survey, June 3D, 1954, table C-b,
p.26.

The drop in the revolving inventory of pending proposed deficiencies
might be expected to have an effect upon corporation income-tax
deficiency assessments. It represents the backlog for deficiency
assessments. The future loss on this score may never be pinned down
with exactitude, but it is real. An equally serious drop occurred
in the same respect as to estate and gift-tax returns. In both corporation and estate and gift-tax audits, the collectors never had jurisdiction. Also, very few, if any, of the estate and gift-tax examiners were
used in the taxpayers' assistance program. The estate and gift-tax
figures . are:
Estate and gift tax deficiencies
.,

Quarter ended-

Number of
returns

Sept. 30,1951. _______ _
Dec. 31, 1951. ___ _____ _
Mar. 31,1952 ______ ___
June 30,1952 ________ _
Sept. 3D, 1952 ________ _
Dec. 31, 1952 _________ _

425
385
557
382
355
340

!

Amount of
deficiency
$12,030,586
25, 107. 730
17,581,343
9,713,942
24,319,266
14,481, ,704

Quarter endedMar. 31,1953 . _______ _
June 3D, 1953 _______ ___
Sept. 3D, 1953 ____ ____ _
Dec. 31, 1953 _________ _
r,lfa r. 3' , 1954 ___ _____
I June 30, 1954 ____ ______

Number of
returns
347
232
156
159
280
187

Amount of
deficiency
$8,368,737
15,005,541
4,289,914
9,109,170
7,188,000
4,929,000

Source: Quarterly Survey, June 30, 1953, tablc EG-6, p. 43; Quartcrly Survey, June 3D, 1954, table EG-6,
p.40.

53874-55--2
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The foregoing figures would seem to demonstrate that the reorganization has had an adverse effect upon the efficiency and the tax
results of the enforcement effort. Here again, the Service has a long
way to go before it recaptures the position occupied by the old
organiza tion.
The corporation returns are generally examined by the highest grade
aUditing and examining personnel in the Revenue Service. There is
excellent ground for believing that the disruptions occasioned by a
congressional investigation or by a sweeping reorganization would
affect them the least, if at all. When their performance drors it is
logical to expect even more serious consequences with the examiners
of individual returns and with. deputy collectors. There is enough
information available to demonstrate that that.is what happened,
although a precision comparison cannot be made.
Individual income tax-Returns examined and additional assessments by revenue
agents 1 and deputy collectors
[Thousands of dollars]
Number of examinations
Fiscal year

Revenue
agents

1948 _____________________________
1949 _____________________________
1950 _____________________________
1951 _____________________________
\ 1952 _____________________________
1953 ______ '_______________________
1954 __________________
________
~--

Deputy
collectors

Individual income tax assessments
Revenue
agents

Deputy
collectors

341,863
676,964
$484,063
$281,217
372,002
574,877
509,912
289,760
450,428
665,575
527,442
302,245
440,866
794,455
519,160
278,436
425,587
651,238
564,042
268,663
399,136
341,416
373,786
246,034
21,370,227 -------------- -------------- --------------

Total additional
assessments
$765,280
799,672
829,687
797,596
832,705
587,450
532,692

1 Thc number of individual income examinations made by revenue agents is compiled from the quarterly
surveys. Some figures specially submitted by the Internal Revenue Service for the fiscal year 1953 show
485,168 individual income examinations. This discrepancy may be due to the inclusion of collection officers'
examinations in the fiscal 1953 figures.
2 It appears that for the fiscal year 1954 the audit work of the former deputies is being added to the revenue
agents' work to show the directors' total audit activities.
Source: Q.uarterly Survey, June 30,1954, table B, p. viii.

The combined drop in individual income-tax assessments between
the revenue agents and the old deputies or collection officers cannot
be accounted for by the explanations of the Internal Revenue Service
which are:
The precipitous rise in jeopardy assessments during 1952 was the result of the
racket drive that was instituted in June 1951 following the Kefauver hearings.
Very little of these assessments were ever realized as tax collections. The policy
has since been changed in respect to the making of large and unsubstantial
jeopardy assessments.
The 1953 assessments began to reflect this change in policy with a drop of some
$29 million. The 1954 drop in this kind of assessment will, of course, be even
greater. This drop, plus a 16-percent drop in manpower, easily accounts for the
total drop of $108 million as between 1952 and 1953.
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In view of the fact that the following table A has become the leadoff
table in the Quarterly Survey for the fiscal year 1954 and to date, it
should be subjected to critical analysis. The table on its face shows an
increase in so-called effective personnel of over 40 percent. Since this
might be easily misinterpreted as evidencing a greatly increased efficiency beginning with the fiscal year 1954, it is deemed important to
point out that the table merely states the number of man-days assigned to technical work and does not reflect efficiency.
TABLE

A.-Technical personnel-Audit divisions-Man-days worked by type of
assignment, fiscal years 1952, 1953, and 1954
Fiscal year

9 months ended Mar. 31-

Type of assignment
1952

General supervision _____________

1953

1954

1953

1954

1955

18,625

24,253

30,787

15,905

24,803

16,025

Olassification and survey _______
Examinatioll ____________________
Review_________________________
Oonference _____________ ________

27,815
1,309,881
64,552
87,887

34,844
1,135,480
70,682
30,090

72,686
1,486,416
103,706
21,210

24,804
805,063
50,788
26,622

52,495
976,139
77,132
112,736

69,214
1,244,437
97,105
24,605

TotaL ____________________

1,490,135

1,271,096

1,689,018

907,277

1,118,502

1,435,361

178,717
92,117

266,607
176,719

655,748
119,308

184,294
164,531

515,637
78,758

680,585
50,238

1,779,594
253
7,034

1,738,675
253
6,872

2,494,861
253
9,861

1,272,007
188
6,766

1,737,700
189
9,194

2,182,259
189.5
11,516

REGULAR ASSIGNMENTS

~

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS

All classifications 2-Fraud; engineering and valuation; pension trust plans; instruction
of personnel; and other assignments (total) _________________
Detailed out of audit division ___
GRAND TOTALS

Man-days worked ______________
Workdays in fiscal year _________
Effective personneL ____________

I

I Beginning Jan. 1, 1954, this figure represents only informal conference time under new procedure.
2 The increase in special assignments is due principally to taxpayers' assistance and instruction of
personnel.
Source: Quarterly Survey, June 30,1953, p. iii; Quarterly Survey, June 30,1954, table A, p. vii; Quarterly
Survey, Mar. 31, 1954, table A, p. iii; Quarterly Survey, Mar. 31, 1935, table 1, p. 1.

It should be noted that in spite of a large incre30se in the number
of man-days assigned to technical work in the Audit Divisions of the
Directors' offices, as is shown in the foregoing table, the additional
tax secured in 1954 as the direct result of audit actually decreased.
This decrease is shown in table D, which follows.
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TABLE

D.-Amount of tax, interest, and penalty secured as a direct result of enforcement efforts, fiscal years 1952, 1953, and 1954[In thousands of dollars]
Fiscal year
1952 3

1953

9 months ended1954

Mar. 31,
1953

Mar. 31,
1954

Mar. 31,
1955

---------------1·--- ---------------1. Increase in tax resulting from mathe-

matical verifications:
Individual income tax______________ __________
Corporation income tax____________ __________
TotaL ____________________

97,683
3,175

77,207 __________
1.281 __________

43,162
847

28,355·
1,177'

78,488

44,009

29.532'

_____ __ ___

100,858

2. Amounts of tax, interest, and penalty
assessed ou delinquent returns:
Income taxes ________________________________ _
Employment taxes __________________________ _
Miscellaneous taxes _________________________ _

25,264
98,766
23,560

TotaL ___________________________ ___ __ ___ __

147,590

127,633

3. A dditional tax, interest, and penalty
assessed as a direct result of audit:
Income and profits:
Corporation income and profits 1__________________________ 702,714
Individuals and fiduciaries:
Prerefund audiL___________ _____ _____
Regular audit 2_____________ 832,705

542,959
13,618
587,450

~______

16.305 _____________________________ _
90,408 _____________________________ _
20,921 _____________________________ _
107,377

93,899

57,744

583,070

435,149

494,032'

33,714
498,978

4,404
369,922

10,322'
472,357

Total income and profits ___________ 1,144,026 1,115,761

853,182

809.475

976,706

Employment taxes. ________________ __ ________

27,400

23,561

20,934

18,695

7,810'

Miscellaneous internal revenue:
Estate and gifL________________ 121,420
All other_______________________ __________

118,382
17,706

105,904
7,471

92,624
14,133

72.144
5,864

85,906.
8,754

Total, miscellaneous taxes____ __________

136,088

113,376

106,756

78,008

94,660'

Total, as a direct result of
audit 3 _____________________ 1,656,839 1,307,514 1,252,698

980,872

906,178

1,079,176·

1,555,962 1,458,820 1,140,776 1,044,086

1,166,453.

Grand total
1
2
3

52,527

3__________________________ •

Includes profits taxes from World War II and under Revenue Act of 1950.
Includes work of former deputy collectors.
Only 3 amounts are listed under fiscal 1952 for lack of information.

Source: Quarterly Survey, June 30, 1953; Quarterly Survey, June 30, 1954, table D, p. ix; QuarterlySurvey, Mar. 31, 1954, table D, p. v; Quarterly Survey, Mar. 31, 1955, table 5, p. 4.

Discussions pertaining to the various headings under table 0 now
follow:
1. MATHEMATICAL VERIFICATIONS

It should be noted that for the fiscal year 1954 there has been a
reduction of over $22 million in additional taxes resulting from mathematical calculations. This was explained by the Service as follows:
The Commissioner has announced that a check of the 33.8 million returns filed
this year shows fewer errors in arithmetic than a similar check of the same number
of returns filed in 1953. In the returns checked to date, 750,570 errors ,,'ere
found as compared to 888,880 found in returns checked in 1953. The Com.,.
missioner said, "I believe that the fewer adjustments neceSS8.ry this year resulted
from increased taxpayer care and accuracy in preparing their returns." 9

The first part of 1953 is when there was an all-oll t taxpu,yer assistance program. The Quarterly Survey for 11arch 31, 1954, page v,
indicates that the income-tax increases resulting from mathematical
verification for the 9 nlOn ths' period ending 1tJu,l'ch 31, 1953, amoun ted
g

Taxes on Parade, No. 41, Sept. 22, 1954, Commerce Clearing House, Chicago, Ill.
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to $52.5 millions. It may be noted that such increases during the
first 9 months of the fiscal year 1954 showed a drop of $8.5 million.
However, for the entire fiscal year 1954 the drop was over $22 lnillion.
2. DELINQUENT RETURNS

The amounts assessed on delinquent returns are disappointing.
This was formerly one of the primary functions of the deputy collectors.
A reference to table 0 will show that between the fiscal years 1953 and
1954 the revenue derived from this enforcement activity dropped
-from $147.6 million to $127.6 million, or a drop of $20 million.
3. ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENTS AS A DIRECT RESULT OF AUDIT

-This brings us to the third classification of table D, namely, the
additional tax, interest, and penalty assessed as a direct result of
audit. As between the fiscal years 1953 and 1954, this has dropped
about 55 million on the overall figures. But when compared with
the limited figures for the fiscal year 1952, the drop is over 400 million.
It is not truly representative to compare fiscal year 1954 with fiscal
year 1953. Those 2 fiscal years merely reveal the effects on the
revenue of the reorganization. Both of them should be compared
·with fiscal year 1952, which is the last year under the old organization.
,Corporation income and profits
Examiners of corporation returns have generally been the best
'qualified examining officers of the Revenue Service. They would
normally be the least affected by reorganizations. Yet the result of
their activities are also adversely affected under the new system. As
between fiscal 1954 and 1953, an improvement of about $40 million is
·s hown. However, as World War II profits assessments dwindle, the
Korean war additional profits assessments should be increasing. That
probably explains the improvement. Nevertheless, fiscal 1954 is some
$120 million below fiscal 1952 in that respect.
Individuals and fiduciaries
The amount of deficiency assessnlents against individuals and
fiduciaries as a direct result of audit (prerefund and regular audit)
is also disappointing. The figures are here repeated from table D:
[Thousand of dollars]
Fiscal year
1952

1953

1954

Prerefund audiL______________________________________________ ______________
13,618
33,714
Regular audiL_______________________________________________
832,705
587,450
498,978
--------1---------1-------Total __________________________________________________ _
601,068
532, 692
832,705

The fiscal year 1954 covers the period from July 1,1953, to June 30,
1954. The reorganization was approved by the Congress on March
14, 1952. During the fiscal year 1954, the former deputy collectors
were pretty well integrated with the internal revenue agents and their
work on individual returns should show up in the above figures. When
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a comparison is made with the fiscal 1952 deficiency assessments
against individuals the continuing drop in revenue is apparent.
Estate, gift, and so forth
Even estate and other miscellaneous taxes show a drop of nearly
$23 million as between fiscal 1954 and 1953, and both of those years
are below the fiscal 1952 level. The line under miscellaneous revenue
labeled "All other," was largely accomplished by the former deputy
collectors. The disproportionately large decrease in that activity
seems to be evidence of some deterioration in that area of the Service.
CONCLUSIONS

There are now available the statistics of the reorganization for the
fiscal years 1953 and 1954. The performance is very disappointing
when compared with that for 1952, which was the last fiscal period
under the old organization. There has been an apparent drop in
revenue in the fiscal year 1953, as compured with the fiscal year 1952,
of over 359 million dollars in additional income tax assessments as a
direct result of audit, as follows: 1
Corporation income tax (excluding excess-profits tax) ___________ $114,511,000
Deputies income assessments_________________________________
22,629,000
Revenue agents' individual assessments _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 222, 626, 000
Total_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

359, 766, 000

The foregoing shows the serious drop in revenue derived from
additional assessments since the reorganization; and also that the
additional assessments as a direct result of audit for fiscal 1954 were
lower than those for fiscal 1953.
ADMINISTRATION
INTRODUCTORY

From an administrative standpoint the reorganization of the Internal
Revenue Service, as implemented over the past 2 years, has been
characterized by the decentralization of practically all operational
activities formerly performed at national headquarters to the field
offices, (see Commissioners memorandum on p. 100), and the establishment of extensive supervisory and management controls in the
national office, involving elaborate reporting procedures.
The operating functions decentralized to the field include: (1) postaudit review function; (2) certain tax rulings; (3) engineering problems; (4) estate and gift tax activities; (5) records units; (6) all
collection activities, including issuance of assessment lists and scheduling of overassessments; (7) interest computations; (8) processing of
bankruptcy and receivership cases; (9) offers in compromise of less
than $500; (10) alcohol and tobacco tax operating functions.
Many of the operating functions decentralized to the field represent
sound administrative decisions designed to streamline the revised
structural organization. However, it is believed that the decen.tralization lias been too rapid and too extensive, and without due regard
I

Mathomatical verifications and delinqnent returns not considered.
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to the practical aspects of operation in certain instances-such as
whether postaudit review procedures conducted in nine different
regions can provide effective uniforIuity in the interpretation and
application of the inteI11al revenue laws, regulations, and rulings.
There are a number of fields within which the problems are so complicated as to require highly tra.inecl technicians with specialized
knowledge or do not a.rise with sufficient frequency over the country
generally to justify the expense of adequately trained personnel in the
different district offices or in the regional offices to deal with them
properly. In such situations there should exist in the national office,
or in some other central place, groups of trained experts which any
field office would be free to call upon for advice. \Vhile it is most
desirable that to the extent feasible the handling of tax matters should
be brought to the doorstep of the taxpayer, decentralization should
not be carried to the point of placing in the hands of inexp eri~nc ed
persons unusual and difficult problems which demand specialization
of a sort which it is not feasible to provide at the local level. The
problems of corporate distributions and adjustments is clearly such
an area; and certain engineering problems would seem to be another.
It is felt that the present reorganization has not been carried forward
with a full appreciation of these principles.
Under the reorganized structure, each district director is charged
with all the responsibilities and duties formerly performed by two
different men, namely, the Collector of Internal Revenue and the
internal revenue agent in charge. In addition, he is charged with the
additional management burdens and duties inherent in the recently
decentralized headquarters activities. It is difficult to see how one
man is capable of effectively administering all these duties. The
stream of directives and instructions flowing from the national and
regional offices to the district directors offices is reported to be in such
numbers as to preclude adequate comprehension and compliance.
It appears that it must be difficult for the field forces to stay abreast
of the numerous changes in directives and consequently production
is adversely affected.
PERSONNEL

The following charts indicate the trends with respect to number of
employees and the activities in which they are engaged.
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Personnel.. summary
On rolls, On rolls, On rolls,
June 30, June 30, Apr. 24,

Type of personnel

1952

National
office: _______________________________________________ _
Supervisory
LegaL ____________________________________________________ _
Other technicaL __________________________________________ _
Stenographers and typists _________________________________ _
ClericaL __________________________________________________ _
Messengers and laborers ___________________________________ _

1953

1954

On rolls,
Apr. 23,
1955

39
206
1,364
670
1,413
150

42
210
1,416
684
1,333
149

10,221
3,278
866
7,758
1,186
526
857
1,453

9,037
3,064
1,002
7,617
1,200
581
832
1,294

6,971
2,634
1,129
10,667
1,296
528
815
1,223

5,741
2,110
1,200
10,815
1,515
471
902
1,050

26,145
357

24,627
514

25,263
482

23,804
479

26,502
232
2,412
6,578
14,642
183
980

25,141
271
2,786
6,453
13,791
178
1,009

25,745
284
2,907

24,283
266
2,614

20,164

20,614

51,529

49,629

---------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ----------

-------- -------Total, departmentaL ____________________________________ :
3,842
3,834
2,888
2,669
---- --------

Regional and district offices:
Collection officers _________________________________________ _
Office auditors ____________________________________________ _
Returns examiners ________________________________________ _
Revenue agents ___________________________________________ _
Special agents _____________________________________________ _
Alcohol tax inspectors _____________________________________ _
Alcohol tax investigators __________________________________ _
Alcohol tax storekeeper gaugers ___________________________ _
Total, front-line enforcement personneL ________________ _
Supervisory enforcement officers __________________________ _

---- ------------

---- -----------personneL __________________________ _

Total, enforcement
LegaL _____ _____ _____ ___ __________________________________ _
Other technical personneL ________________________________ _
Stenographers and typists ________________________________ _
Clerical (excluding temporaries) ___________________________ _
Messengers and laborers ___ _____ ________ __ __ ______________ _
Temporary personnel in district directors' offices __________ _
Total, regional and district offices _______________________ _

2,474

3,679

51,574

51.456

---- ---- ---- ----

- - - - - - - - -- - - -Grand totaL ____________________________________________ _ - -55,371
53,463
54,462
54,125

Personnel analywts
July 4, 1953

July 3,1954

June 4,1955

National office:
Commissioner's office_____________________________________ ______________
Administration_ __ _____ __________________ _____ _____ ____ __ _ __ ____ _______ _
Inspection ___________ _____________________________________ ______________
Operations _____________________________ -___________________ ______________
Planning ____________ ______________ _______ ________ _______ _ ___ ___________
TechnicaL ________________________________________________ ______________
Chief CounseL___________________________________________ ______________
TotaL _________________________________________________ _
3,861i

29
400
91
735
397
616
439

27
372
110
736
403
617
405

2,707

2,670

,Regional offices:
Administration_ _____ _____________________________________
Collection_ __________ _____________________________________
AudiL _____ __________ _____________________________________
InteIIigence_ _____ ____ ____ _________________________________
Alcohol and tobacco tax_______ ____________________________
Appellate ___ ___ ___________________________________________

859
40
128
246
3,393
1,091

934
54
145
308
3,276
1, 149

1=========1========1=========
695
28
38
246
3,608
1,016

TotaL __________________________________________________ I---------i-------I
5,631
5,757 - --------5,866
Inspection _______ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ ________ ___________
488
393
397
Regional counseL___ ______________________________________
532
566
547
D irectors' offices:
1====1=====1=== =
Administration _______ ____________________________________
1,614
1,333
1. 316
Coll()ction __
14,588
13,746
16,017
~________________ _ _ _ _ _______________ __ _____ ___

~~~rt~~~~~_~~~~~_t~_:~~~~~~~~~-_~~====================== } 23,1, 271
24, 621
1~;1, ~~~
407
1, 438
712
-------1
--------1
--------TotaL _____________ ____ _______ __ __ ________ _________ _____
40,880
41, 138
42, 495

Intelligence______________________ _________ _________ ___ ____
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P ersonnel analysis-entire service
July 3,
1954

June 4,
1955

Technical services____________ ____
616
Processing and revenue accounting _____________________________ 14,809
Delinquent accounts and returns _ 8,669
Audit __ ___ ___ _____ ___ __ ___ __ __ ___ 16,304
Fraud and special t ax in vestigations ________ ____ ___ ____ ___ _____ 1,727
Alcohol and tobacco tax-_________ 3,589

617

Activity

17,140
7,380
16,448
2,077
3,466

July 3, June 4,
1954
1955

Activity
Appellate________________________ _
Legal services _ ___________________
Inspection__ ______________________
Statistical reporting ______________
Executive direction___ ____________
Supervision and administratiqn__

1,172
1,005
484
376
450
2,210

1,228
952
507
383
419
2,263

TotaL_________ ____________ 51,411

52,880

It should be' noted that the total personnel engaged in frontline
enforcement activities has decreased substantially in the past year.
Moreover, although the number of revenue agents has increased from
7,758 as of June 30, 1952, to 10,815 as of April 23, 1955, it should be
noted that a substantial part of this increase reflects the reassignment
of collection officers (from old collection office) to the status of iuternal
revenue agents. During the fiscal year euded June 30, 1954, 3,317
collection officers were reassigned to the Audit Division and designated
internal revenue agents.
During the period from July 1, 1952, through November 21, 1954,
approximately 585 internal revenue agents resigned from the Revenue
Service and 174 retired. Moreover, the charts disdose that the
number of revenue agents increased by only 148 during the year ending
April 24, 1955, while the number of office auditors decreased by 510,
and the number of collection officers decreased by 1,230.
In the national office, the abolition of the Uniform Audit Branch
(which conducted postaudit review) involved about 450 employees.
The decentralization of this and other functions to the field resulted
in reducing personnel at the national office to about 2,700 by June 30,
1954, and this figure has been roughly maintained. Of the 3Jpproximate 400 employees in the Office of Assistant Commissioner, Planning,
about 380 are engaged in statistical reporting activit es.
The rise in the annual cost of personal services for permanent
employees is reflected in the following chart:
Permanent employees only
Employees
(man-years)

Fiscal year
1950__________________________________________________________ _
195L _________________________________________________________ _
1952____________________ ., _____________________________________ _
1953 __________________________________________________________ _
1954 __________________________________________________________ _
1955 _____________ ________________________ ____________________ _
~

1
2

154,411
156,262
156,336
154,596
152,726
252,549

Oost of
personal
services
$207, 595, 000
219,663,000
246, 413, 000
243, 882, 000
241,103,000
243, 050, 000

Average
salary
$3,815
3,904
4,373
4,467
4,572
4,625

Actual.
Estimated.

The number of man-years, as estimated, shows a decrease in fiscal
1955 of 177 from fiscal 1954, although the cost of personal sf!rvices
increased approximately $2 million. When actual figures are available it is indicated that the decrease for fiscal 1955 will be about 800
man-years.
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INSPECTION

The Inspection Service was established to make an independent
review and appraisal of all Internal Revenue Service activities, and
to maintain high standards of honesty and integrity among its
employees.
As of May 21, 1955, personnel in the Inspection Service totaled
506, of which 112 were in the national office, and 394 in the field.
Of this latter -number, 294 were inspectors, and 24 held supervisory
positions.
Numerous complaints have been received that the effectiveness of
many frontline enforcement personnel has been seriously diminished
by reason of the constant fear of unjustified investigation. Numerous
instances of petty investigations have been reported-to the great
detriment of morale in the Service. In at least one region the Inspection Service makes some kind of inspection of all cases disposed of by
group supervisors which are labeled "settlement." Accordingly, group
supervisors undertake to dispose of cases without labeling such
dispositions as "settlement." There is some indication that the
Inspection Service often engages in "fishing expeditions."
As presently operated, field inspectors have authority to investigate
not only allegation3 of misconduct by employees, but can inquire into
every phase of field operations. This, of course, includes the investigation of any determinations made by revenue agents or conferees in
the Appellate Division. It would seem that such function necessarily
requires field inspectors to review cases on their merits-even though
most of the inspection personnel are not qualified by training or
experience to conduct such a review. As a result of the inspection
activities, morale of employees has been seriously damaged. Moreover, it is indicated that the constant vigil maintained by the field
inspectors with respect to the fulfillment of "work quotas" has
seriously affected the quality of the field examinations.
Information from the staff questionnaire and other sources indieates
that the "broad brush" approach and overzealous attitude of the
Field Inspection Service is an important factor tending to disrupt
morale and reduce effectiveness of revenue agents and other employees to the detriment of the enforcement activities and the revenues.
Moreover, employees resent the fact that only income-tax returns
of Treasury Department employees are singled out as a group and
required to be audited while returns of other Government employees
are not subject to the same requirement. See material in the appendix,
page 107.
It appears that the establishment of an inspection arm in the
Internal Revenue Service strengthens the structural organization and
is a necessary and proper means of assuring high standards of honesty
and integrity among employees in the Service (by providing an orderly
method of investigating allegations or evidence of improper or illegal
conduct), and as a means of providing a systematic verification and
analysis of accounts and financial transactions and the accuracy of
statisCical reports. However, there are serious doubts as to the wisdOlll
of extending this function to include the "independent review and
appraisal of all Internal Revenue Service operations," including the investigation and review of deterlnillations made by technical personnel.
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POST-A UDIT REVIEW

Post-audit review was abolished in' the national headquarters in
the summer of 1953 and its functions were decentralized to the regional
commissioners' offices. Initially the regional commissioners were
instructed to install whatever post-audit review procedures were
.deemed necessary. As a result of the lack of implementation prior
to decentralization, there apparently were no effective post-audit
r~view procedures in operation either in the field or in the national
office during part of fiscal 1954. As of June 1, 1955, there were
approximately 211 employees in the Audit Division in the national
office, and 144 employees in the audit divisions of the 9 regional
offices-of which 87 were designated regional analysts.
The present functions and operations of post-audit review in the
regional offices are described in the following statement submitted by
the Internal Revenue Service.
STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER

The post review of examined cases was decentralized to the regional commissioners as of January 1, 1954.
As of June 4, 1955, there were 87 technical employees [called regional analysts]
engaged in the regional review of cases closed by the various district directors'
audit divisions. Such employees were distributed as follows:
.
Region

Number of
employees

Atlanta _________________________________________________________ _
Boston __________________________________________________________ _

gf~~r;~ati========================================================

I>allas ___________________________________________________________ _
New York _______________________________________________________ _
Omaha __________________________________________________________ _
Philadelphia _____________________________________________________ _
San Francisco ____________________________________________________ _

8
6
12
11
7

16
8
9
10

Total _____________________________________________________ _

87
It is the policy of the Internal Revenue Service to subject all completed examinations to a technical review in the office of the district director in which the examination was made. In addition, it is the Service policy to select on a uniform basis
in each district director's office, a sample of examined returns for review in the
offices of the various regional commissioners. The basic unit in such selection is a
case file which may contain one or more returns for one or more taxpayers. The
basis for selection is the amount of tax change, including penalties in any tax year,
resulting from examination of any return included in such case file.
The following table sets forth by type of case file the percentages of such case
files which are selected for review in the office of the regional commissioner:
Type of case file

Percent of case files

One containing a corporation income tax return:
selected/or regional
Tax change, including penalties, for 1 taxpayer for 1 year:
review
$5,000 or more ____________________________________________ 100
$1,000 to $5,000____ __ __ _ _ ___ ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 25
Less than $1,000_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 15
No tax change for any taxpayer ____ __________ ____ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 10
One containing individual, fiduciary, or partnership but not corporation
returns:
Tax change, including penalties, for 1 taxpayer for 1 year:
$10,000 or more __________________________________________ _ 100
$1,000 to $10,000 _________________________________________ _ 15
Less than $1,000 _________________________________________ _
2
No tax change for any taxpayer ____________________________ _
.5
One containing a gift tax return ____________________________________ _ 100
One containing only estate tax returns:
1. Tax change $10,000 or more, or gross estate of $1 million or more __ 100
2. Tax change under $10,000 or no tax change ____________________ 20
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As stated heretofore, all case files are reviewed by the review staff in the district
directors' offices. During this procedure the reviewer determines in which of the
classes listed above the case file falls and indicates it by means of a code letter.
As the closed case files are received in the Control Section of the district directors'
audit divisions for disposition they are numbered consecutively within each code
letter class. Case files are then selected for regional review in accordance with
selection schedules furnished by the national office. These schedules list the
numbers of the case files within each code letter class to be selected. The case
files so selected constitute the minimum post review. Regional commissioners
may provide for the review of additional examined returns as they deem necessary.
It is the policy of the Service not to reopen cases closed in the district directors'
offices except those involving substantial errors both in amount and in relation to
the total tax liability and cases in which there is evidence of fraud or collusion.
Advisory letters are issued when errors are disclosed which do not warrant reconsideration. This is generally the same policy that was in effect prior to the reorganization as set forth in Com.-Mim. ColI. No. 6330, R. A. NQ. 1682, dated
November 23, 1948.
The following table sets forth by regions the approximate number of returns
reviewed in the offices of the various regional commissioners, together with the
number of returns included in the case files returned for reconsideration or on
which advisory letters were written.
1954
Region

Number of
returns
reviewed

Jan. 1 through May 31, 1955 I

Returns
reopened
for reconsideration

A tlanta __________________________
Boston __________________________
Chicago _________________________
Cincinna tL _____________________
DaIlas ___________________________
New ¥ork _______________________
Omaha __________________________
Philadelphia ____________________
San Francisco ___________________

7,506
5,117
10,545
10,121
8,617
16,473
9,097
10,998
10,436

37
53
36
41
29

TotaL _____________________

88,910

I

Returns on
which ad visory letters
were written

Returns
reopened
for reconsideration

Returns on
which advisory letters
were written

27
30
13

9
21
44
27
15
27
41
61
3

23
40
42
51
28
19
23
22

3
16
25
43
5
28
27
7
40

277

248

262

194

11

14

Number of returns reviewed during period Jan. 1 through May 31, 1955, not presently available.

The national office receives copies of all regional advisory and exception letters.
The issues involved are digested for study as to correctness and uniformity in
application of the tax laws and prescribed procedures. Letters indicating the
existence of technical problems are referred to the Assistant Commissioner,
Technical, for consideration.
Copies of all reports on informal conferences are forwarded to the regional
offices where they are reviewed to determine the adequacy of the informal conference procedure and whether issues are being uniformly handled throughout the
region. '

When the postreview of case actions in the field was decentralized
to the regional commissioner, the question occurred as to how the
actions of the nine regions were to be coordinated.
1. R.-Mimeograph No. 78, Supplement 4, was promulgated October 15, 1953.10 It is a document dealing with the selection of field
case actions by code numbers and the preparation of "management
information reports" and related material by the district directors'
offices. The management information reports are to be reviewed by
the Regional Commissioner (Audit). These reports are then sent to
the national office (Audit Division), where they are tabulated and
coordinated.
Under this lnanagement information report system the national
office relies upon a form containing certain words and figures. The
forn1 may represent the conscientious translation of a case action by
10

Sce material in the appendix, p. 83.
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a director's reviewer. But he is in 1 of 64 directors' offices and does
not know what is going on in the other 63 offices. I t is not practicable to transfer such reviewers to other regions at certain intervals.
These reports are then reviewed in the Regional Conlmissioner's Office
(Audit), but that office does not know the attitudes of the other eight
regions. Thus, it appears that it may be deficient as a system for
national coordination of technical case actions.
It is believed that the present systenl of having postaudit review
in the various Regional Commissioners' Offices should be eliminated
and a centralized postaudit review section established in the national
office. While there were substant.ial defects in the operation of
postaudit review prior to the reorganization, the remedy for these
defects, clearly would not lie in the direction of splitting the postaudit
review section among the nine regional offices. While the present system has not been in effect long enough to permit any judgment based
upon the resul ts so far obtained, it appears that inevitably the present
system will result in unreasonably expensive postaudit review or ineffective review, or probably both.
CHIEF COUNSEL

SO long as the office of the Chief Counsel remains under the direction of the General Counsel for the Treasury Department, budgetary
c01ltrol of the Chief's Counsel's office should be placed in the hands of
the General Counsel for the Treasury Department.
The operating effectiveness of the office of Chief Counsel would
bt' considerably enhanc('d if the position of Chief Counsel werp restored
to the dignity of a Presidential appointment. This would enable the
Chief Counsel to establish his own policies and render independent
opinions without divesting the Commissioner of his power to reject the
recommendations of the Chief Counsel.
Office of Chief Counsel Enforcement Division-Criminal prosecutions
The following chart indicates the trend of prosecutions in fraud cases,
and the impact of the new policy adopted in 1953 under which cases
are referred to the Department of Justice directly from the regional
field offices.
Criminal prosecution
6 months
ended December 31,
1952
(a) Summary of operation of Enforcement Division:

6 months
ended December 31,
1953

6 months
ended December 31,
1954

Pcnding beginning of period___ _______________________
2,473
891
Received from Intelligence Division_ ___ ______________
Closed without prosecution___________ ___ _____________
113
Others closed (including referred to Department of
Justice) . __________ __ ________________________________
362
Pending end of period________________________________
2,889
(b) Departm ent of Justice:
Pending beginning of period _________________ ________ _
1,711
Received from Chief COUllseL ________________________ ===:::::80=0=1=========I===========
1
Dispositions:
.
Guilty plea or nolo contendere____________________
249
Convicted after triaL_____________________________
58
Acquitted after triaL ___ __ __ _________ ____________
23
Returned for no prosecution______________________
37
Nol-prossed, dismissed____ __ _________________ ____ _
31
Others ___ _______ ___ ___ ____ _______ ___ _______ ______ _
15
Total returned to Chief CounseL _______________ I- - - 41:c:-3- 1- - - - - : - : - I - - - - Pending end of period____________ __ __________________
SOUTce: Monthly Activity Reports.

2.098
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Cases referred to Department of Justice by Internal Revenue Service, cases ret1),rnea
by Department of Justice as no prosecution cases, and cases nol-prossed or
dismissed for the period July 1, 1953, to June 30, 1954
Number
of cases
referred to

Region

Cases returned by Department of Justice as no
prosecution cases

Number of
cases nol-

~1Pl~~tic~nt 1 - - - - - - ; - - - - - - 1 prossed or
for prosecution

Atlanta_ _____ _____ ____ __ __ __ _____ ____ __ __ __ __ __
Boston_______ __ __ _________ ______ _____ __ _____ ___

91
44

g~~~~ati===~ =============================== ~

g~

Number

Percent

dismissed

8
4
0
12
19
5
5
11
10

9
1
9
23
5
=
Dallas_ ______ __________________________________
79
24
2
New York_______________________ ______________
157
3
5
5
4
18
11
10
11
1_ _ _:_:_:- 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - 74
10
57

f~~::~:::::::::::::~::::~:::::~::-:::~::

NOTE_-Number of cases refer to number of individuals involved.
tax casas are not included in the above tabulation.

Wagering excise and occupational

At first the above tables might indicate that there is, under the new
system, very effective criminal enforcement. However, any real appraisal of the effectiveness of criminal enforcement during decentralization as compared to the period prior to decentralization would
require a comparison with the period prior to decentralization. For
instance, the cases forwarded to the Department of Justice for criminal
prosecution in any particular period should be broken down into the
number of guilty pleas, the number of convictions and of acquittals
in actually tried cases, the number returned to the Internal Revenue
Service as no prosecution cases, the number of cases whether disposed
of by trial or plea in which jail sentences were imposed, the nlunber in
which fines only were imposed and the number of suspended sentences,
etc. Ratios based upon the foregoing for anyone period as compared
to similar ratios based on comparative statistics for another period
might furnish a real key to the efficiency of criminal tax enforcement.
For instance, if during one period 60 percent of the taxpayers indicted
pleaded guilty, 85 percent of the cases actually tried under not guilty
pleas were convicted and 75 percent of those convicted were given
jail sentences, it would be a more effective enforcement program than
if in another period 40 percent entered guilty pleas, 60 percent of
the cases tried under pleas of not guilty were convicted and 50 percent
of those convicted were given jail sentences.
It is regretted that the statistical material available is not in such
form as to permit a full appraisal of this situation. However, it should
be noted from the current tables furnished that there is a great disparity
in the number of cases referred to the Department of Justice by regions.
Moreover, the wide spread in the percentage of cases returned by the
Department of Justice as "no prosecution" cases, varying fr0111 0 percent in the Chicago region to 24 percent in the Dallas region, Blight
indicate the necessity for a centralized review of field recommendations
for criminal prosecution prior to forwarding to the Department of
Justice.
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APPELLATE DIVISION

The operating results of the Appellate Division of the Office of
Assistant Commissioner (Operations) are reflected in the following
tables. Approximately 10,000 cases were transferred to the Appellate
Division during fiscal 1953 as a result of the abolition of the conference
sections in the internal revenue agents in charge offices.
Analysis of nondocketed case disposals (income, profits, estate, and gift tax)

Fiscal year ended-

Total
disposals

Unagreed overassessmen ts
and claim
rejections

Defaulted
deficiencies

Agreed

Petitioned
deficiencies

---------------~------ I ----~------ I ----~------

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

--------------------1----- ----- ----- - - - - ----- - - - - ----- ----- ----June 30, 1941. _______________
June 30, 1942. _______________
June 30, 1943 ________________
June 30,1944 ________________
June 30, 1945 ________________
June 30,1940 ____ ____________
June 30, 1947 __________ ______
June 30,1948 . _______________
June 30,1949 ________ ________
June 30,1950 ________________

8,270
6,128
5,930
6,480
5,754
4,579
5,243
5,473
6,108
6,986

4,614
3,494
3,661
3,953
3,277
2,639
3,275
3,368
3,760
4,268

Total for 1tl years _____ 60,861
Average for 10 years __ _______ 6,086

36,309
3,630

1952 _________________________ 7,528
1953 _________________________ 11,674
1954 _________________________ 14,737

4,6.34
8,166
10,631

Total for 4 years ______ 41,086
Average for 4 years __________ 10,272
First half fiscal year 1955 ____ 8,994

27,805
6,951
6,169

55.8
57.
61. 7
61.0
56.9
57.6
62.5
61. 6
61.6
61. 9

°

----- ----- - - - - -

---59:7-

934
646
630
751
611
556
702
713
732
760

11. 3
10.6
10.6
11. 6
12.4
12.1
13.4
13.
12.
11.

517
430
249
315
291
186
223
183
349
341

6.2
7.
4.2
4.9
5.1
4.1
4.2
3.4
5.7
5.

°

2,205
1,558
1,390
1,461
1,475
1,198
1,043
1,209
1,267
1,527

26.7
25.4
23.5
22.5
25.6
26.2
19.9
22.1
20.7
22.1

14,333
1,433

----23:5
---

°°
° - - - - - -° - - - - - - -----7,135
713

---ii:7-

3,084
308

----5:i-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - 1951. ________________________ -7,147
4,374
61.2
776
10.9
429
1. 568
6.

°

61. 8
70.
72.1

802
933
951

10.7
8.
6.5

522
576
933

6.9
4.9
6.3

1,570
1,999
2,222

21. 9
20.9
17.1
15.1

67.7
68.6

3,462
866
706

8.4
7.9

2,460
615
703

5.9
7.8

7,359
1,840
1,416

18.
15.7

°

°

----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

°

I ncome, estate. and gift tax cases

Received:
Nondocketed_____________________________________________
Docketed_________________________________________________
TotaL _____

~ ____________________________________________

Fiscal year
ended June

Fiscal year
ended June

6 months
ending Dec.

30,1953

30, 1954

31,1954

120,962
8,950
4,419
7,677
4,433
2,199
1----------1----------·1- - - - - - - 28,639
13,383
6,618

Disposals:
Nondocketed_____________________________________________
Docketed_________________________________________________

211,674
314,737
8,784
5,763
6,858
2,650
1----------1----------·1- - - - - - - TotaL __________________________________________________
17,437
21,595
11,434

Pending as of June 30:
Nondocketed_____________________________________________
Docketed_________________________________________________

1=========1========1=========

19,365
13,578
9,213
10,920
8,495
8,044
1----------1----------·1--------TotaL__________________________________________________
30,285
22,073
17,257

1 Includes 10,069 cases transferred from Internal Revenue Conference Sections merged into Appellate
Division during the year under Reorganization Plan No. 1.
2 Chart on next page discloses that of this number 8,166 (70 percent) were closed by agreement, and that
1,999 (17.1 percent) cases were closed by petition to Tax Court.
3 Chart discloses that of this number 10,631 (72 perccnt) were settled by agreement and ~hat ~,222 (15 per·
cent) were closed by petition to the Tax Court.
.
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Analysis of docketed case disposals (income, profits, estate, and gift tax)
Agreed settlements
Total
disposals

Fiscal year ended-

Original consideration
Number

Percent

Reconsideration
Number

Percent

Dismissed or
defaulted

Number

Percent

Tried on merits

Number

Percent

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---

June 30, 194L _______________
June 30, 1942 _______ ________
June 30, 1943 ________________
June 30,1944 ________________
June 30, 1945 ________________
June 30, 1946 ________________
June 30,1947 ________________
June 30,1948 ________________
June 30, 1949 _______________ _
June 30, 1950 ________________

4,833
3,918
4,081
3,019
2,922
2,816
2,986
3,879
4,484
4,097

~

1,732
1,231
1,400
906
828
873
941
1,425
1,938
1,652

35.8
31. 4
34.3
30.0
28.3
31. 0
31. 5
36.7
43.2
40.3

1,340
1,243
1,380
1,006
941
928
1,037
1,047
1,187
1,070

27.7
31. 7
33.8
33.3
32.2
33.0
34.7
27.0
26.5
26.1

239
175
163
180
160
142
217
458
413
419

5.0
4. 5
4.0
6.0
5.5
5.0
7.3
11. 8
9.2
10.2

1,522
1,269
1,138
927
993
873
791
949
946
956

31. 6
324
27.9
30.7
34.0
31.0
268
24.5
21.1
23.4

--- ------ --- --- ------ --- ---

Total for 10 years _____ 37,035 12,926
11,179
2,566
10,364
Average for 10 years ________ 3,703
1,293
34.9
1,116 ---30~ 2256 ----6~9- 1,036 ----28~O
---- ----------195L _____________________ --- -4,941
1,332
27.0
2,004
40.6
541
10.9
1,064
21. 5
1952________________ - __ -- - - -- 4,971
2,184
43.9
1,189
23.9
12.0
1,002
20.2
596
1953 ________ - ___ - - -- - - - - - ---- 5,763
2,582
1,647
23.6
44.8
520
9.0
1,014
17.6
1954 ____________ -_ -- -- ---- --- 6,858
2,202
32.1
3,165
46.1
300
1,191
17.4
4.4

--- --- --- --- ------------ ---

Total for 4 years ______ 22,533
Average for 4 years __________ 5,633
First half fiscal year 1955 ____ 2,650

9,935
2,484
1,032

44.0
38.9

6.370
1,592
1.039

28.3
39.2

1,957
489
124

8.7
4.7

4,271
1,068
455

19.0
17.2

Although the preceding data indicates that the number of cases
disposed of by the Appellate Division increased substantially during
fiscal years 1953 and 1954, the following chart discloses that there has
been a substantial drop, percentagewise, over 1951 and 1952 in the
amount of deficiencies finally determined by the Appellate Division as
compared to the amount of deficienciE's recommended by the revenue
agents or asserted in st~tutOl'Y notices:
Amount of revenue involved, nondocketed cases
Revenue agents' find-J

Fiscal year

1951. _________________________ _
1952 __________________________ _
1953 __________________________ _
1954 __________________________ _

Decision of appellate

lfle
s~~t~~:%d~t
staff
P~f~~m~fe
Number
of cases 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 · - - - - . , . . . - - - - - 1 deficiencies
closed
OverassessOverassess- det~rmined
Deficiency
ment
Deficiency
ment

efn

15,579
25,958
39,675
4

12,515

123,035
102.651
152.963
189,997

36,547
22,636
24,687
41,194

66.573
55,977
67.641
87,148

31,659
17,543
28,224
36,753

54.1
54.3
44.2
45.8

1 Of this number, 4,374 cases were settled by agreement, 776 cases were defaulted on statutory notice,
and 429 cases were unagreed overassessments and claim rejectifllls.
2 Of this nnmber, 4,634 cases were settled by agreement, 792 were defaulted, and 522 were unagreed
overassessments and claim rejections.
3 Of this number, 8,166 cases were settled by agreement, 933 were defaulted, and 576 were unagreed
overassessments and claim rejections.
4 or this number, 10,631 were settled by agreement, 951 were defaulted, and 933 were unagreed overassessments and claim rejections.

Source: Commissioner's annual reports.

MATERIAL TAKEN FROM THE STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE WITH RESPECT TO
ENFORCEl\1ENT ACTIVITIES

Question 1 of the staff (lllCstionnaire inquirE'd whether the production of the examining and enforce,ment personnel of the Servicc is
being matcl'inlly haInpered by unnecessary supcrvision, lack of sufli-
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cient stenographic, typing, and clerical assistance or other causes.
The result is as follows: 27 percent of the replies indicated unnecessary supervision; 44 percent indicated lack of sufficient stenographic,
typing, and clerical assistance; and 29 percent indicated other reasons.
Information received from the questionnaires discloses that 71
percent were of the opinion that the production of the examining and
enforcement personnel of the Service was being materially hampered
by unnecessary management and supervisory controls and insufficient
stenographic and clerical assistance. And 61 percent were of the
opinion that the revenue-producing activities of the Service were
being interrupted by unnecessary supervisory work, statistical reporting, and other nonproductive work.
Among other causes hampering production of the examining and
enforcement personnel of the Internal Revenue Service, respondents
submitted a variety of factors, which include the following more
important points:
(1) Inadequate office space and equipment, such as adding and
calculating machines, reproduction equipment and telephone facilities,
and inadequate reference material, such as tax services and court
decisions.
(2) Nonproductive work, particularly in the case of revenue agents.
This factor was described variously as(a) 'Requirements that agents submit reports showing the
amount of time spent on various assignments.
(b) The taxpayer's assistance program which resulted in
qualified revenue agents being removed from their primary
function of auditing returns in order to assist taxpayers in
preparing relatively simple personal income tax returns.
(c) Requirements that revenue agents submit detailed statistics
concerning the number of case-years audited and additional
revenue assessed.
(d) The "package audit" under which a. single agent now audits
all the taxpayer's Federal tax returns at. the same time. It is
felt that compelling a revenue agent to spend a great deal of time
away from his chief duty, that of auditing difficult income tax
returns, results in an inefficient use of manpower and materially
reduces the amount of revenue properly collectible. It is
pointed out that in many instances clerks are capable of disposing
of excise and miscellaneous tax problems at a savings in cost,
as well as freeing the revenue agent for more product.ive work.
(3) Production quotas: Oorrespondents point out that this procedure results in inferior examinations, as agents are frequently not
provided enough time in which to make a careful analysis of all issues.
It is stated that many cases are settled for only a fraction of the potential additional liability because agents fear that to prolong their
investigation, would prevent fulfillment of their quotas.
(4) Restricted travel allowances, which results in a decreased
number of audits as revenue agents find it impossible to investigate
defective returns except in their immediate locality. In addition, the
practice, by which agents follow up on various leads in seeking cases
of unreported income, is seriously affected by the lack of adequate
travel allowances. This condition has become more apparent foHow5387~55--3
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ing the practice .adopted in the reorganization of closing many small,
local agent-in-charge offices.
(5) Insufficient and inadequately trained revenue agents: This condition was created by the large number of resignations and retirements
of career employees following the reorganization, and by the difficulty
of providing qualified replacements. Thus, production suffers, particularly among the more difficult cases, since newly recruited revenue
agents often lack the experience necessary to cope with problems that
may arise in auditing such returns, and may pass over points which a
more experienced auditor would press and which frequently result in
collection of large amounts of additional revenues. In addition,
compensation offered prospective agents is often inadequate to attract
capable applicants to a career in the Internal Revenue Service.
In addition to these factors, unnecessary supervision and the lack
of sufficient stenographic, typing, and clerical assistance, various
sundry points were raised which may hamper production locally.
For instance, some respondents felt that intereference from the Inspection Service affected thb work of the examining and enforcement
personnel of the Internal Revenue Service. Others submitted the
view that the reorganization itself was accompanied by a decline in
production of the enforcement personnel. It was felt that the uncertainty and insecurity of Service employees created by job reclassification and reassignment of duties, which often involved a transfer
of personnel to other districts, brought about a decline in morale
which frequently manifested itself in decreased output. Additional
points included undue emphasis on fraud cases, complexity of laws
and regulations, the consolidation of collection and audit function,
the abolishment of the conference section and the Commissioner's
policy of nonacquiescence in certain court decisions.
Question 2 which inquired as to whether or not the existence of the
9 regional commissioners' offices between the 64 district directors'
offices and the national headquarters results in more or less efficiency.
The opinions expressed are as follows: More, 67.4 percent; and less,
32.6 percent.
Although the majority of respondents appeared to believe that the
existence of the 9 regional commissioners' offices resulted in more
efficiency it was pointed out that in identical items, different determinations will result due to what was described as over decentralization. Statements were submitted which support the theme of overdecentralization, such as rulings have no central guidance and therefore will vary as to interpretation and administrative results. Instructions are issued both by the regional commissioners' offices and
the national office.
With respect to question 4, "Have you observed whether or not
the taxpayer assistance program unduly interferes with the audit of
returns, and if so how?" the results were: Yes, 55.7 percent; no,
44.3 percent. It was pointed out that in past years the taxpayer assistance program materially affected the audit program due to the fact
that many deputy collectors and agents are assigned to do this work.
In many cases collectors and directors require all personnel capable
of preparing returns to make them out in full which consumes a
great deal of time. The Commissioner revised this system so that
now a few employees answer questions for the taxpayers who then
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must prepare their own returns. This has alleviated this problem
to some extent.
The results of question 5, "Have you had any opportunity to
observe whether there is now greater or less uniformity in the settlement of cases as between different districts than before reorganization?" are: Yes, 21.8 percent; no, 78.2 percent.
In this question our evaluation can merely deal with the replies
received from the 21.8 percent. A summary of their statements
indicate that the various group supervisors are not able to practice the
same uniformity as was done under the old conference group. It was
pointed out that under the reorganization there are so many supervisors that cases are .closed without foIl owing a uniform practice.
Question 6 is answered by the preceding digest of responses.
The results of question 7, "In your opinion is there a proper balance
between management and supervisory work as compared to examining
and collection work?": Yes, 51 percent ; No, 49 percent.
Although 51 percent of the respondents felt that a proper balance
between management and supervisory work did exist, a digest of the
responses indicated that with respect to the examining and collection
work it did not. Time and time again the response of "too many
Indian chiefs and not enough Indians" was encountered. This
question appeared to cause some confusion among the respondents as
to what was required.
The results of question 8, "In your opinion are the revenue-producing activities of the Service being interrupted by unnecessary supervisory work, statistical and other unproductive work?" is: Yes, 60.9
percent; No, 39.1 percent.
A digest of responses indicate that there are too nlany reports,
meetings, memos, statistical work and that the overseeing and collating
of functions impair the productive efforts.
With respect to question 9 which inquired whether or not experienced high-grade career employees are leaving the Service the
response was: Yes, 58.3 percent; No, 41.7 percent.
An examination of the responses received from the 58.3 percent
reveals that the reason most often advanced as to why career employees are leaving the Service is the inadequate compensation of
Revenue Service employees. Many correspondents point out that
pay scales within the Service are not commensurate with those outside
the Service for work of a similar nature. In addition to inadequate
compensation, the view was frequently expressed that agents particularly were leaving because of the poor morale situation resulting
from the consolidation of the deputy collectors' offices with the
revenue agents in charge offices. In some cases career employees
left the Service following the reorganization because they hesitated
to move their families from established homes to new posts of duty
elsewhere in the district or, in many cases, to other districts. This
situation was the result of the dosing of many small agents in charge
offices and the consolidation of personnel in larger centralized offices.
Other causes included improper promotion policies, quota system of
production by which agents were graded according to the number of
cases closed, uncertainty and job insecurity, and harassment of
Revenue Service employees by the Inspection Service. The following
quotations appear to be representative of the reasons submitted by
respondents to the staff questionnaire as to why experienced, highgrade employees are leaving the Service before retirement:
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Many of the experienced high-grade career employees who were field agent.s or
members of the technical staff in this area left the Internal Revenue Service because of the combined factors of low salaries and of being passed over in the reorganization. In this area, at least, the key positions went to collector's personnel and not to field agents or technical staff personnel. The damage has
already been done in this respect and probably little can be done to remedy the
situation other than to rebuild an experienced group of men from among the
younger men now in the Service.
The Audit Division in which I worked has lost three C. P. A.'s and three attorneys in the past couple of years mainly due to lack of promotions and poor
working conditions.
One reason seems to be the mixing up and consol~dation of the agents' and
collectors' offices; another is the pronounced reduction in ~he dignity, prestige,
and freedom of operation of the agents' offices; another is the obvious inability,
due to interference and pressures from other offices between it and Washington,
to exercise independent and authoritative control and management by the division heads.
In my experience I was grade 9 for 41 months. The work assigned and responsibility involved appear to call for a higher grade. It was and still is my opinion
that the opportunity offered there is not equivalent to the opportunity outside
of the Service.
Morale factors such as unsatisfactory promotional opportunities; positions
graded too low to compensate for the pressure of the job; in agents' division.
We have experienced many experienced employees leaving the Service for private
employment. It did not appear they were leaving because of conditions in the
IRS but rather because outside legal work or private employment promised
greater rewards for the use of their training and talents. Many agents get their
law training while employed by the IRS and after they receive their degrees and
pass the bar exams they go into law practice.
Lack of proper grade increases commensurate with experience and ability;
too much redtape; too many conflicting directives from Washington.
I would not have left the Service but I couldn't see any future. I was at the
top of my grade for several years and was bypassed so often that I lost the incentive to stay on. Otherwise I would have stayed on longer or at least until
I was 60 years of age. I lost money on my retirement by leaving early.
The cause, I believe, lies in what I have stressed throughout: General disgust
with the confusion and uncertainty in the Service and with inordinate and petty
criticism from above. Many who are not leaving the Service are simply coasting
along with indifference and nonchalance, or a feeling of impotent helplessness,
without dignity or courage or confidence.
Again the answers to the other questions are pretty much the answer t07this
question. The morale of the employees is so low that their interest in their
work is not there, and most good employees will not put up with this type of an
operation. Some that I know stayed quite a while thinking that this would
straighten out, but it didn't; consequently the Service lost good, hard-working
employees who were liked by the taxpayer as well as their supervisors.
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Ruling out the phrase "high-grade career employees" we know of cases where
examining agents have resigned for what they consider unsatisfactory conditions.
One such condition was ranking them by the number of deficiencies in tax reported,
whether well-founded or not. We have heard that some near retirement would
retire except for their years of service, the cause being that they do not feel secure
in their positions.

Several long-time employees have confided in me.
balled-up condition of the Service and internal politics.

Their reasons were the

(a) No recognition of services rendered either by way of remuneration or
"a slap on the back." (b) The failure on the part of administration to realize
the tax dollars lost by placing the agents on menial tasks. (c) Lack of direction
and management and the general confused conditions.

Their self-respect is no longer considered. They are being subjected to undignified supervision and "snooping." The good men are leaving-the stupid ones
stay-so the agent reasons "I must be one of the stupid ones, if I stay." If the
examining agent's self-respect is not restored soon, the Department is going to be
a sorry mess.
Agents with whom I have had contact have indicated morale is low-too much
supervision, lack of support from those higher up, insistence on production
quotas, too critical reviewers, and inability to secure prompt decisions on questions confronting them.
Undemocratic and discriminatory attitude toward former collector's employees.
A "holier than thou" attitude of former IR agents groups and supervisors toward
former deputy collectors. My opinion is that this is the policy that was created
right at the top in the national office and it has been carried out in an almost
ruthless manner, by American standards.
I myself had planned to make the Service a career but was driven out after
giving it 10 years of service. I know of several more who have been driven out,
and many more who want to leave in the worst way. I know of very few who are
staying because they are happy about anything about their work.
It is time that those who have destroyed the functioning of the Department
should be driven from their posts. The tremendous loss of revenue in the past 2
years is too great to let them continue and to fiddle away more billions of the
country's much needed revenue.
Serious slowing down of grade increases. Some had been eyeing commercial
jobs and the reorganizational upsets provided the final straw. The resentment of
the audit group at the influx resulted in a loss of incentive on their part. Perhaps
there was a corresponding improvement in the morale of collection personnel.
PART

V.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recognizing that the reorganization of the Internal Revenue
Service under Plan No.1 is an accomplished fact, the advisory group
is of the opinion that it is not practical at this late date to suggest a
return to the old system. Moreover, it is believed that some of the
changes accomplished under the new system have been an improvement. It is the opinion of the advisory group, however, that changes
can be made in the present organization of the Service which will
materially improve the revenue situation and the morale and administration of t.he Service.
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Our recommendations for improving the Service are as follows:
(1) That a study ,b e made under the direction of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation to determine whether the offices
of regional commissioner rep res en t an unnecessary superstructure
which should be abolished. From information presently available,
it appears that these offices may be unnecessary.
(2) The supervision of the two functions of tax determination and
tax collection should be placed in a single administrator above the
district director level. Either the determination or the collection
function should be reassigned to another official coordinate with the
district director and responsible to a higher level.
(3) A centralized post-audit review should be established in the
national office in order to provide greater uniformity in the administration of tax laws and regulations but with no authority to reopen
cases in the absence of fraud or misrepresentation of material facts.
(4) The role of the Inspection Service in the Internal Revenue
Service should be confined to investigating wrongful conduct by
Service employees and to the systematic verification of audit accounts
and financial transactions. It should be the stated policy of the
national office to make clear at all times that its function is limited
to these duties. It should not be permitted to reopen and review
determinations and settlements on the merits.
(5) Performance of agents should not be judged on the basis of
production quotas. There should be a return to the system which
places more reliance in the judgment of the group supervisor in determining what type of case ought to be handled by agents under his
control and the time to be allotted to a particular agent to make an
examination. Agents should not be compelled to make a hurried
and ineffectual examination through a production quota.
(6) There should be assembled in the national office groups of
specialists capable of giving advice to the field on particular technical
subjects. It is believed essential that specialized problems should be
passed upon by an experienced group of technicians and not entrusted
to the judgment of individual agents. This is particularly true with
respect to such matters as engineering problems, exempt organizations,
corporate distributions and adjustments, pension and profit-sharing
trusts, insurance, and interest computations.
(7) The Chief Counsel should be restored to his former position as a
statutory officer appointed by the President and confirmed by the
Senate. (8) So long as the Chief Counsel remains under the authority of
the General Counsel for the Department of the Treasury the budgetary
control of the Chief Counsel's Office should be vested in the General
Counsel and not subject to the budgetary control of the Commissioner.
Some adjustments should be made in the salary scale of the Chief
Counsel's Office so that top positions of comparable responsibility in
the Commissioner's Office will not be above those of equal responsibility in the Chief Counsel's Office.
(9) A study should be conducted under the direction of the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue taxation to determine whether a
separate conference section should be established in the district
director's office. From information available it appears that the new
informal conference procedure is not working satisfactorily in all
regions and that the overburdening and conflicting administrative and
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technical duties of the group supervisor make it impossible for one
man to adequately perform such duties.
(10) The voluminous reports now required from the field should be
curtailed. There should be a lessening of requirements from the
field for statistical reports and data. The compilation and furnishing
of statistical information which the field offices are now required to
submit seriously interfere with the main function of determining and
collecting taxes.
(11) Adequate clerical and stenographic assistance should be provided for revenue agents and others engaged in making tax determinations. This is a problem which has existed for some years but recently
has become more acute.
(12) This report sets forth certain comments of the present operation of the Internal Revenue Service under the reorganization. The
advisory group is o( the opinion that the report should be released for
public examination and analysis and that public hearings be held for
discussing the advisory group's recommendations.

APPENDIX
I. Letter from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue in which he discusses
various changes he has made which he believes have been beneficial to the
Service.
H. Questionnaire
A. Form
B. Example of reply to the questionnaire.
C. Data and statements from the staff questionnaire as to morale in the
Internal Revenue Service.
HI. Internal Revenue Service Memorandums and Directives.
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I. LETTER FRO 1\'1 THE COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL
REVENUE IN WHICH HE DISCUSSES . VARIOUS CHANGES
HE HAS MADE WHICH HE BELIEVES HAVE BEEN BENE ..
FICIAL TO THE SERVICE
The following is a letter from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
setting forth a list of what he regards as the more important improvements made in the Internal Revenue Service since he became CommISSIoner. While some of the changes made by the Commissioner
have undoubtedly improved the Service, others have been criticized
in the report, pa.rticularly decentralization of postaudit review and
certain other functions which have been transferred to the field. The
too rapid decentralization has caused the field to receive a multitude
of duties before it was in a position to handle all such duties. While
the Commissioner in reducing the regional commissioners from 17 to 9
has improved the situation to some extent, there is a real question as to
whether the system of regional commissioners should be continued.
UNITED STATES TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Washington 251 July 7, 1955.

Mr. COLIN F. STAM,
Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on Internal Ref/enue Taxation,
Room 1011, House Office Building, Washington 25, D. C.
DEAR MR. STAM: In response to your letter of June 17, 1955, I am happy to
submit a list of the more important improvements made in the Internal Revenue
Service since I came into office as Commissioner. The order of presentation
of the items is not intended to indicate the magnitude of their significance.
I trust this material will be of help to you. If you should wish additional
information along this line we shall be glad to hear from you further.
Sincerely yours,
T. COLEMAN ANDREWS,
Commissioner.
MAJOR INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE ACCOMPLISHMENTS UNDER THE DIRECTION
OF COMMISSIONER ANDREWS
ORGANIZATION

1. Appraised the status of reorganization begun by the past administration
under the Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1952 and made the following modifications:
(a) Achieved a better balance between management and supervision and
operations by reducing the number of regional offices from 17 to 9.
(b) Strengthened top management in the National Office by establishing
the following new positions1. Deputy Commissioner.
2. Assistant Commissioner, Administration.
3. Assistant Commissioner, Planning.
(c) Decentralized operating functions by delegating broad management
authority from the National Office to regional and district offices.
(d) Centralized in regional commissioners' offices alcohol and tobacco tax
operations which had previously been fragmentized by an attempt to place
them in district offices.
37
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2. Transformed the organization from an "on paper" basis to an effective
operating organization with responsible officials fully informed of their authority
and discharging their responsibilities.
(a) Delegated authority to field officials commensurate with their responsibilities. For example1. District Directors were given authority to(a) Certify assessment lists;
(b) Adjust ~mployment tax claims;
(c) Make assessments on employment tax returns prepared for
delinquent taxpayers, and assess fraud and 100 percent penalties
in employment tax cases;
(d) Handle estate tax claims under the same rules applicable to
income tax claims;
(e) Schedule for abatement, credit, or refund tentative allowances
in any amount;
(f) Accept as final offers in compromise involving liabilities of less
than $500 (except offers in cases in which court proceedings or
criminal prosecution are involved or cases which involve alcohol or
tobacco taxes). Also, to reject any such offers;
(g) With some limitations, to determine the status of organizations claiming exemptions under section 501 (c) of the Internal
Reven ue Code;
(h) Make final decisions, with the legal advice of the regional
counsel, with respect to the release of Federal tax liens and discharges
of property from the effect of such liens.
2. Final authority was delegated to each of the Excess Profits Tax
Council advisers stationed in regional offices to make settlements on
behalf of the Commissioner within certain monetary limitations.
3. Regional commissioners were delegated authority to issue notices
authorizing additional inspection of taxpayers' books and records.
4. Regional counsel were directed to furnish legal advice to the district
directors on their collection problems.
2. (b) Other actions taken in furtherance of the policy of decentralizing all
operational activities and restricting the National Office role to policymaking,
planning, and programing:
.
(1) Housing of corporate returns for 1949 and subsequent years transferred
to district directors' offices.
(2) Discontinued practice of transmitting examined cases to the National
Office for post review and established at the regional office level a group
charged with the responsibility of post reviewing a representative sample of
such cases and on-the-spot appraisal of audit operations in the district offices.
(3) Transferred from the National Office to district directors the processing
of bankruptcy and receivership cases and informers' claims for rewards.
(4) The processing of certain applications for inspection of returns and
related documents was transferred to the district directors' offices.
(5) Decentralized scheduling of refunds not in excess of $100,000.
(6) Decentralized computation of interest in cases involving restricted
interest adjustments.
(7) Decentralized functions relating to alcohol and tobacco tax claims.
(8) D ecentralized approval of personnel actions and the maintenance of
p ersonnel records.
2. (c) Realined the functional responsibilities of the Audit and Collection Divisions to assure that the Audit Division is responsible only for audit activities and
is not concerned with the collection of delinquent accounts. Conversely, charged
the Collection Division with the full responsibility for all collection matters, ranging from the initial assessment and billing operations through the levy, lien, and
seizure operations.
3. Vitalized a management program in which(a ) Trl ea'l flow smoothly from all levels;
(b) Prompt a ction is taken on the ideas-evaluation, investigation, adoption or rejection;
(c) Continued review is made of the effectiveness of the operating program;
and
(d) There is leadership and a fonow-through at all levels from the Commissioner on down.
4. A program for the realinement of local office locations is nearing completion.
This realinement will result in equalization of service to taxpayers as between
regions and districts and will permit more effective supervision of Internal Revenue
Service personnel.
.
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IMPROVED PUBLIC RELATIONS

1. Greater emphasis has been placed upon improving public understanding of
Federal tax laws and the policies and procedures as to their application.
2. Increased the volume of rulings published in the Internal Revenue Bulletin.
3. Earlier responses have been made to requests of taxpayers for rulings.
4. The taxpayer has been given the maximum opportunity to settle his disputes
at the level of his local internal revenue office.
5. Instructions have been issued which require that especially careful considerations be given to complaints from the public that regulations are not consistent with the intent of Congress.
6. Obtained the services and active cooperation of an Advisory Committee,
composed of outstanding representatives of professional associations.
TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE

1. Revamped the taxpayer assistance program to carry out continued service
with a minimum diversion of technical manpower from normal activities. "Group
assistance" methods are being employed in the preparation of taxpayers' returns.
These methods have the advantage of lower initial cost and are conducted in such
a way as to maximize the educational aspects with the view that many of these
taxpayers will be able to prepare their own returns in the future.
2. Encouraged and extended the use of telephone service in connection with
taxpayer assistance.
3. Made survey to determine characteristics and needs of taxpayers requesting
assistance. The results of the survey will be used in improving the return forms
for 1955 and realining the taxpayer assistance program for 1956.
COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

1. Installed new revenue accounting and reporting system which provides (a) Integration with Treasury revenue accounts;
(b) Built-in internal controls;
(c) Classification of accounts by type of tax and taxable year;
(d) Accounting control of property seized or otherwise acquired;
(e) Prompt and accurate recording of all tax collections, including
depositary receipts;
(f) A complete and effective accounting manual.
2. Streamlined procedures for issuing and recording special occupational
tax stamps. Four inexpensive printed stamps have been substituted for over 70
different varieties of engraved stamps.
3. Established a tighter collection policy by(a) Placing delinquent accounts in hands of collection officers on a current
basis;
(b) Providing safeguards against the tolling of statutes on unpaid accounts;
(c) Making greater use of the seizure, levy, and lien procedures in flagrant
cases.
4. Mathematically verified the tax computations on all returns. Developed
a tax table for this purpose.
5. Demonstrated by pilot operation at Kansas City the feasibility of mechanical
processing of returns in a central location serving several districts.
6. Established standards of performance and introduced production controls
in processing operations.
7. Made a substantial reduction in the utilization of technical personnel in
clerical operations.
8. Initiated a program to eliminate correspondence backlogs. These procedures
have(a) Assured the taxpayers prompt and courteous replies; and
(b) Significantly reduced costs of letter writing and correspondence filing.
9. Extended package mailing for income-tax forms, including declaration of
estimated tax, and forms presorted by towns and cities before delivery to Post
Office Department, in order to reduce mailing costs.
AUDIT

1. Developed a regional audit management program to insure uniformity in
the application of the tax laws and administrative operating policies.
2. Brought audit examinations to current status.
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3. Applied the same principles in connection with the consideration of claims,
offers in compromise, etc., as are applied to the selection of returns for examination.
4. Simplified and standardized audit forms.
5. Introduced simultaneous examination of corporation returns and individual
returns of corporate officers and employees.
6. Expanded the program of examining individual income-tax returns prior to
making refunds. This field was found so productive that the number of examinations of this type has been greatly increased and a means for selecting the most
productive returns was devised.
7. Developed a procedure for partial allowances of refunds or credits in cases
where complete agreement has not been reached. Partial allowances are made
in such instances to provide the taxpayer with earlier use of the funds and to
reduce the Government's interest obligations.
8. Developed better methods of selection of returns for examination.
9. Increased the number of revenue agents.
10. Increased production per agent by(a) Closer supervision, and
(b) Streamlining examiners' reports.
11. Provided opportunity to resolve issues at the earliest possible stage by
emphasizing the informal conference procedure whereby a taxpayer may discuss
disputed issues with group chief (revenue agent's immediate superior) prior to
completion of agent's report.
APPELLATE

1. Reduced substantially the backlogs of both non docketed and docketed cases.

Factors contributing to this reduction included the assignment of additional
conferees, training and improved supervision, wider delegation of final settlement
authority, and the establishment of additional field offices .
. 2. Developed means of reducing petitions to the Tax Court. Small cases
involving questions of fact in which conference was requested after issuance of
statutory notice by the district director are being returned to district directors
for reinvestigation and further efforts to close in 90 days.
INTELLIGENCE

1. Increased investigation of tax fraud cases to an alltime high.
2. Increased number of criminal prosecution recommendations to an alltime
high. Number of successful prosecutions has also reached an alltime high.
3. Secured Justice Department approval to arrangements permitting direct
referral from regional counsel to United States attorneys of all excise-tax cases,
thus expediting trial.
4. Developed a plan for the regular examination of the income-tax returns of
the top racketeers in the country.
ADMINISTRATION

1. Established a training school of graduate college level at the University of
Michigan for revenue agents and certain other employees for the purpose of
progressively raising the level of technical competence of personnel in the Service.
2. Extended and improved other types of in-service training courses.
3. Improved the program under which high-school students are given instructions as to how to prepare tax returns.
4. Established a well-rounded, balanced program for the evaluation of organization, management, and performance.
5. Developed and published promotion policies in region and district offices.
Under these policies, qualified employees are considered for promotion before
recruiting from the outside and promotion opportunities are not limited to the
immediate office where vacancies exist.
6. Converted a sadly lagging classification program to a current status, thereby
insuring equitable pay and facilitating all phases of personnel administration.
7. Secured more adequate office space in field offices and embarked on a program
of consolidating in a single building all internal revenue offices located in the same
city.
INSPECTION

The Inspection organization was thoroughly overhauled and streamlined in
order to place the appropriate emphasis on the organization's two broad functions-internal audit and internal security.
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STATISTICS

1. Increased the timeliness of Statistics of Income and other statistical releases.
2. Greatly expanded the number of special tabulations tailored to the needs of
the various operating divisions.
3. Secured high-speed electronic data processing equipment which should operate to increase the capacity of the Statistics Division and permit further improvements in the timeliness of statistical releases.
OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS

1. Extended tax enforcement to citizens residing abroad by(a) Preparation and distribution of an income tax guide for United States
citizens abroad;
(b) Assigning, during the filing period, a small number of revenue agents to
various places throughout the world where a relatively large number of American citizens are concentrated;
(c) Negotiated tax treaties with additional countries for avoidance of
double taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion.
2. Developed in cooperation with Department of Health, Education, and Welfare a plan for improved administration of payroll taxes. Essentially, the plan
is based upon combined reporting of wages and taxes for income-tax withholding,
and old-age and survivors insurance purposes.
3. Formed a committee, which has worked closely with industry advis "ry
groups, to streamline and modernize the supervision of the legal alcohol and
tobacco tax system. Proposed system will (a) reduce the cost of supervision and
at the same time allow producers to utilize all facilities in a flexible manner, and
(b) substitute a return system for collecting tax in lieu of stamps. The saving in
manpower will permit the addition of investigators for enforcement purposes.

iI. QUESTIONNAIRE
A. Form
Whom I t May Concern:
The successful operation of the Internal Revenue Service vitally affects the
taxpayer as well as the Government.
There has been considerable discussion of the merits and demerits of the
reorganization of the Internal Revenue Service over the last 2;Y2 years. The
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation is interested in learning as much
as possible about the effects of such reorganization and the present operation
of the Internal Revenue Service, and has instructed its staff to investigate the
matter.
It is believed that representatives of taxpayer groups and others who are in
daily contact with the Internal Revenue Service at the various levels afford one
{)f the best sources of information on the operation of the Service. While it is
recognized that experience will vary between different individuals and between
different sections of the country, it is felt that a composite of the views of a number
{)f persons from every section will afford a fair picture of the effects of the reorganization and the present operations of the Service.
You will be rendering a public service if you will submit on a confidential
basis any information developed from your knowledge or experience which may
cast light on these matters. The source will not be disclosed without the author's
written permission. The information should be mailed to the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation, room 1011, New House Office Building, "Washington, D. C., as promptly as possible, and if practicable by January 31, 1955.
The attached questionnaire lists some of the more important questions upon
which we would like to have your views. These questions are merely illustrative
and if you have information relating to other matters not herein listed your
views would be appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
COLIN F. STAM, Chief of Staff.
.L

0

MORALE OF THE SERVICE

(Please underscore the words which express your opinion)
1. What is the present morale of the Service in your district?

Good
Fair
Poor
2. How does morale at present compare with the morale in 1951?
Same
Better
\V orse
3. How does morale at present compare with morale at the erid of 1953?
Same
Better
Worse
4. Is the morale now:
Constant?
Improving?
Declining?
5. To what do you attribute any changes in morale indicated above (such as
reorganization, personnel practices, standards of recruitment and promotion)?

ENFORCEMENT

(Please underscore the words which express your opinion)
1. As compared with the calendar year 1951, do you feel that agents are
making more or less effective investigations, both a'S to number and quality?
More
Less
Same
2. If your answer is that they are making less effective investigations, what in
your opinion is the cause? Is it due to the agent's desire to meet production quotas,
42
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the work of the inspection service, the regional analysts (local post audit review) I
the consolidation of audit and collection offices, or some other reason?
3. If your answer is that they are making more effective investigations, what
in your opinion is the cause? Is it due to more effect.ive supervision, to improvement in prior methods of review, or to some other reason?
4".: -Does your observation indicate that there bas been any tendency on the part
of the examining agents to inve~tigate the easy cases for production purposes and
leave uninvestigated the more difficult cases?
Yes
No
Reasons: _____________________________________________________________ _

5. Has th,e abolishment of the old C<;mference Section in the agent's office and
the substitution of the group chief procedure resulted in more or less cases being
settled prior to reference to the Appellate Division (corresponding to the old
technical staff)?
Same
More
Less
6. In your opinion is there now more or less chance of arriving at fair settlements
promptly than under the old procedure?
Same
More
Less
7. If there is any difference indicated by your above answer, to what do you
attribute the difference?
8. Which procedure do you prefer?
Old
New
Reasons:
ADMINISTRATIVE

(Please underscore the words which express your opinion)
1. In your opinion is the production of the examining and enforcement personnel of the Service being materially hampered by any of the following:
Unnecessary supervision
Lack of sufficient stenographic, typing and clerical assistance.
Other causes: __________________________________________________________ _

2. In your opinion does the existence of the 9 regional commissioners' offices
between the 64 district directors' offices and the national headquarters result in
more or less efficiency?
More
Less
3. Excluding your dealings with the Appellate Division, in what matters have
you had dealings with the regional commissioner's office?
4. Have you observed whether or not the taxpayer assistance program unduly
interferes with the audit of returns, and if so how?
No
Yes
Comments: ____________________________________________________________ _

5. Have you had any opportunity to observe whether there is now greater or
less uniformity in the settlement of cases as between different districts than before
reorganization?
Yes
No
6. If so, do you feel that the uniformity is:
Greater
Less
Same
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7. In your opinion is there a proper balance between management and supervisory work as compared to examining and collection work?
Yes
No
8. In your opinion are the revenue-producing activities of the Service being
interrupted by unnecessary supervisory work, statistical and other unproductive
work?
No
Yes
9. Do you have any information as to whether or not experienced high-grade
career employees are leaving the Service before retirement because of unsatisfactory conditions?
No
Yes
If your answer is in the affirmative, have you any information as to the cause?

B. Example of Reply to the Questionnaire
MORALE OF SERVICE

1. "What is the present morale of the Service in your district?"
Good
Fair
Poor
2. "How does morale at present compare with the morale in 195 1?"
Same
Better
Worse
3. "How does morale at present compare with morale at end of 1953?"
Same
Better
Worse
4. "Is the morale now:"
Improving
Constant
Declining
5. "To what do you attribute any change in morale indicated above (s uch as
reorganization. personnel practices, standards of recruitment and promotion) ?"
(a) I would attribute the changes in morale indicated above to all of the, items
mentioned in question 5. Some, of course, to a larger degree than others, but all
of them have had effect on the employees' morale.
(b) The impact of reorganization as set up was such a radical change the
employees were quite disturbed over whether they would he retained in their
present positions or be classified in lower grades, or, possibly, be trant"ferred t o
positions in what may be called the old collector's office. At the time of reorganization the appropriations by Congress had been lowered for adjustment
of salaries and traveling expenses prior thereto which had affected a large p ercentage of employees in all agencies that went into the consolidation for m ing t he
reorganization. However, the old collectors, revenue agents in charge, and
heads of other agencies had been successful in maintaining a high morale. The
incentive to produce and double up on the work required was apparent, but still
there was a feeling throughout the Service that positions on the outside had a
better future and a large percentage of the employees did resign to t a ke these
positions. The impact of the reorganization with less money for advancement,
due to the excessive cost of reorganizing, had a very decided and obviouR effect
on the personnel. There were many excellent employees who left the Service
because they could not see any future by staying with the Government.
(c) There was very little discretion used in selecting the proper personnel for
the various positions. Some career employees were demoted and others p romoted to positions which they were not qualified for and that situation was a
very disturbing factor. In the first place, the men selected from outside departments and agencies as head of Personnel Division were not qualified, but t heir
actions were influenced somewhat by the Directors of Internal Revenue who,
themselves, were politicians and in many instances did not meet the qualifications
under the rules 'of appointment. The actions taken by the head of personnel and
administrative sections were most discouraging to all employees both in the old
collector's office and the old revenue agent in charge office. Ina grea t m any
instances the head Administrative DiviRion and personnel sections were fo rmer
employees of the then liquidating Office of Price Administration, with limited
experience, notwithstanding there were excellent employees in the Revenue
Service then who could qualify for these positions. One could continue on in
detail but it is obvious that the directing heads of Personnel and Administrative
Divisions have had a demoralizing effect on the morale of all employees .
(d) The standards of recruitment and promotion, I feel, have had the greatest
effect on morale and from information obtained by discussion in general with t he
employees in the Service it seems that people from the outside agencies and t he
so-called civil-service appointments are given some of the best positions, while
those who have made the Service their career for many year:3 and were entitled to
consideration because of their ability, experience, and qualifications re quired for
the position have not been considered. One can readily see that such action n ot
only affected many old employees that were qualified and who were in the Service
for years, but also other employees who observed the actions taken. I n a great
many instances Directors were appointed even though they did not strictly meet
fl3874-55-4
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the qualifications required. This is also true as to the heads of various departments in the regional commissioner's office, and most apparent in the office of
Directors of Internal Revenue Service. A cursory examination of the personnel
in most any office would disclose the foregoing facts.
ENFORCEMENT

1. "As compared with the calendar year 1951, do you feel that agents are making more or less effective investigations, both as to number and quality?"
More

Less

Same

2. "If your answer is that they are making less effective investigations, what in
your opinion is the cause? Is it due to the agent's desire to meet the production
quotas, the work of the inspection service, the regional analysts (local postaudit
review), the consolidation of audit and collection offices, or some other reason?"
Each and every suggestion in above question has a decided effect on why there
is less production today than in 1951.
(a) The regional offices are calling for such a volume of statistical data from the
examining officers they tell me it takes nearly a third of their time to compile the
data. I have been told about some of these reports and have tried to analyze
same as to whether it benefits the Service in the enforcement of the laws or otherwise. I will have to admit that it appears superfluous a::. the main statistical
reports were sufficient to cover everything. The regional commissioner has set
a quota for field agents, and the agents are trying to meet that quota, which results in inferior examinations and reports. The accountants and tax lawyers
have often asked why the taxpayers have quit protesting examinations made by
agents since the reorganization in comparison to protests filed prior thereto. I
think the real fact as to why protests have decreased is because no examinations
made at present are as thorough as those made in 1951 and in prior years. This
condition is partly due to the lack of experienced men in the field since the reorganization. The Director's office in each State, and particularly the regional
offices, have been flooded with new positions andso me of the more experienced
agents have been given these new positions. Thus the men left to make the
field examinations, with few exceptions, were the average men and deputy collectors, with very little or no experience, who were transferred to the Audit Section.
This condition is, in my opinion, generally true throughout the country. In
addition the reorganization created much overhead in the Director's office, such
as group chiefs, supervisory group chiefs, and Head of Audit Section, and this is
true in the regional office but to a greater extent.
(d) I am informed that the inspection service has from 1 to 3 men checking the
Director's office approximately 75 percent of the time, thereby consuming the time
of the employees who should be devoting same to their respective duties. These
inspectors, I am told by friends in the Service, are making criticisms of little
technical things that mean nothing to the efficiency of the Director's office. When
the inspectors make their reports through regular channels to the regional commissioners then the directors receive a critical letter about these technical points and
said letters are passed down the line to the employees who may be responsible for
answers to the inspector's letters. This action consumes considerable time which
could be more profitably applied to production and other duties.
(e) It is my considered opinion that the consolidation of the revenue agent in
charge with the Collection Division was one of the greatest mistakes in the reorganization. The directors took control and transferred some deputy collectors to
Audit Division who did not have the proper experience to make real examinations
of taxpayers' records. Thus no change cases were submitted or a very small deficiency to which the taxpayer readily agreed. Also the more experienced revenue
agents were promoted to nonessential supervisory positions, leaving only average
agents for production, with few exceptions. It appears the Commissioner and
Director promoted the latter's employees wherever possible and gave the employees of old agents offices lower positions in the Collection Division. I think
you will find this condition true, more or less, throughout the country. These
actions were most disturbing to the morale of all employees, and continues to be so.
I am confident that the record will show that the offices of the revenue agents in
charge were the most efficient of any agency in the Internal Revenue Service.
What was true with the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division, which readily was
ascertained could not function under the consolidated system and was immediately
divorced and now continues as a separate unit, is also true with respect to the
enforcement of the income, estate, and gift taxes. There is no worl:nble connec-
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tion with collections division and the enforcement division. The old revenue
agents have been browbeaten until they are so "cowtowed" they are afraid to take
the initiative and settle cases according to the law and regUlations. However,
the group chiefs are required to supervise a number of field agents, and in addition
hold all informal conferences arising from investigations made by his group. These
informal conferences are not satisfactory to either the Government's interest or
that of the taxpayer. It is for these reasons cases are being closed without due
consideration of merits of the case, whether it involves major or minor issues.
(f) I am of the opinion that if the Audit Division (now so called) is divorced
from the influence of the Director you would see a material increase in production
and efficiency in disposing of cases, and also an increase in revenue over the present
system would be very much improved. I cannot conceive of a better system
than restoring the office of agent in charge to its original position in the Service.
I would further suggest that all field and office audit examinations of income,
excess profits, office audits, estate and gift tax be placed under the head of "Agent
in Charge" or some other suitable name if necessary. It is believed advisable to
place all special agents under the agent in charge and thus increase their production and cooperation. They work independently and lose a great deal of time.
3. IIIf your answer is that they are making more effective investigations, what
in your opinion is the cause?" "Is it due to more effective supervision, to improvement in prior methods of review, or to some other reason?"
(a) My answer to question 2 above praetically answers this question because
I still say less effective examination~are being made. I think that some of the
real causes of less effective examinations in the reorganization has been entirely
too much overhead compared to the manpower in production and is thus "topheavy," both in the regional office and the Director's office. I believe that the
examining offices should have some supervision, and I believe that a permanent
conference section should be reestablished. The taxpayers do not get a full
hearing and consideration of their cases in informal conferences.
4. "Does your observation indicate that there has been any tendency on the
part of the examining agents to investigate the easy cases for production purposes
and leave uninvestigated the more difficult cases?"
(a) It has been my observation that the more difficult cases are not assigned
to the examining officers apparently because of the standard for the number of
examinations set by regional offices are attempted to be complied with regardless
of the revenue that might be produced by working some of the more difficult
cases, which ordinarily take more time.
5. "Has the abolishment of the old Conference Section in the agent's office
and the substitution of the group chief procedure resulted in more or less cases
being settled prior to reference to the Appellate Division (corresponding to the
old technical staff)?"
Same

}'1ore

Less

(a) I am confident and have observed that more cases have been settled, but
they have not been settled on their real merits because it is impossible for the
group chief to give real consideration to cases warranting same on account of
other pressing duties that he must perform. I am thoroughly convinced that the
Government loses much revenue by such a system. While I believe in the group
chief procedure, I do not think he should be called upon to attempt to settle all
questions that may arise in an informal conference. It is true that some small
adjnstment may be settled satisfactorily by the group chief. However, I think
that the old Conference Section should be reestablished to see that' the Government's and taxpayer's interest are both protected. In the old system we closed
in a most satisfactory manner, with the old Conference Section functioning, and
eliminated many cases that are now going to the Appellate Staff. The proof of
this statement is borne out by the fact that the Appellate Staff personnel has
practically been doubled since the reorganization, and that increase in personnel
has been recruited from the old revenue agents in the Conference Section, and
field examining officers. Thus the effectiveness of the field production forces has
been impaired.
.
6. "In your opinion is there now more or less chance of arriving at fair settlements promptly than under the old procedure?"

Same

More

Less

It is definitely a less chance of arriving at fair settlements promptly than the
old procedure.
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7. "If there is any difference indicated by your above answer, to what do you
attribute the difference?"
I do not believe there is any difference in my answers above, because I believe
in the highly technical system used before reorganization. Such system was built
up over a number of years of experience, and was functioning in a highly efficient
manner at a cost far less than the present system. The reorganization in retrospect
is nothing but an experimental proposition which has cost the Government an
immense amount of money. I believe the reorganization has proved a failure
compared to the old system.
8. "Which procedure do you prefer?"

Old

New

It is obvious from the foregoing that I prefer the old procedure. However,
for many years I have advocated that all income, excess profits, estate and gift
tax returns be examined by the field revenue agents. Thus there would be
eliminated many duplications, and saving of time and revenue to the Government because the old field agents were highly trained to do this work, whereas,
the old deputy collector was not required to attain the ability to audit any type
of caS6. It is my belief that the old system would be a real savings in cost to
the Government and much more satisfaction to the taxpayer, and, at the same
time, have all types of statistics which could be furnished the Congress readily
upon request.
ADMINISTRATIVE

1. "In your OpmIOn is the production of the exammmg and enforcement
personnel of the Service being materially hampered by any of the following?"
Unnecessary supervision
Lack of sufficient stenographic, typing, and clerical assistance
Other causes
(a) I fully believe that the unnecessary supervision is having effect on production of a great many employees. The answer to this question was obtained from
several employees and each of them said others had expressed themselves
accordingly.
(b) I do not know whether there is a lack of stenographic, typing, and clerical
assistance at present or not. However, I do know that a number of such
employees have been placed on the payroll since I retIred.
(c) It is believed that other causes have been answered under the general
subject "Enforcement" herein above.
2. "In your opinion does the existence of the 9 regional commissioners' offices
between the 64 district directors' offices and the national headquarters result in
more or less efficiency?"

More

Less

(a) I would say less efficiency because, as I understand, the regional commissioners' offices in addition to the national headquarters, have the authority to
issue instructions covering their area. One can understand that there may be
nine different instructions with none of them alike, which would prohibit a
uniform system over the United States. I might state here that it is my considered opinion that the worst thing about the reorganization is the maintenance
of nine regional offices. I cannot see the necessity for same. It would be my
suggestion that these regional offices should be abolished as the first act of improving the Service. I have been told by those in the Service, who are wellinformed, that when money is appropriated for each regional office, that office
doles out the money as is deemed necessary for operations to each director under
his jurisdiction, regardless of the merits of the different offices. I firmly believe
that if the direct supervision was placed back in the national headquarters at
Washington, D. C., and regional offices abolished there ,,"ould be a more uniform
handling of all functions , of the Internal Revenue Service. To maintain the 9
regional offices I would guess the cost to be at least 3 to 4 times as much as it
would be to maintain the main directing heads in 1 central location. Furthermore, I understand that these regional offices maintain a roster of personnel
almost twice as large as is needed. Uniformity, loyalty, cooperation, and efficiency constitute the key to a good service for the Revenue Department., its suboffices and the public. Practically everyone with whom I have discussed the
reorganization, both in the Service and on the outside, first state that they cannot
understand thc necessity for nine regional offices since all administration of the
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laws and enforcement, etc., should emanate from the central office at \Vashington,
D. C.-and I heartily agree with them. I am further told that some Director's
offices have been discriminated against, especially in small funds to increase lowergrade salaries of some of the experienced employees, but I personally know some
who have not had an increase since prior to the reorganization. It is not the fault
of the Director as he has recommended some adjustments be made for examining
officers and clerks but such recommendations were refused by the regional office.
3. "Excluding your dealings with the Appellate Division in what matters have
you had dealings with the regional commissioner's office?"
The personnel in various divisions in the local office of the district director have
made many remarks to me which indicate to me that they are somewhat dissatisfied with the voluminous amount of statistical data required by the regional office.
Some of the heads of the division state that such data is a duplication in many
instances and consumes much of their time. When a situation like this occurs
throughout an office one can readily understand why production has been curtailed and revenue reduced. These conditions lead to an unhappy personnel and
many of the career employees leave the Service.
6. "If so, do you feel that the uniformity is:"
Greater

Less

Same

7. {jIn your opinion is there a proper balance between management and supervisory work as compared to examining and collection work?"

Yes

No

(a) The management and supervisory personnel is completely out of line with
the examining and collection work. It is a common, everyday remark by those in
the Service that the reorganization resulted in "Too many Indian chiefs and not
enough Indians to do the work." I have also observed this condition existing
since the reorganization. I am of the opinion this is true in all regional and
Director's offices.
8. "In your opinion are the revenue producing activities of the Service being
interrupted by unnecessary supervisory work, statistical and other unproductive work?"
No
Yes
(a) The facts set forth above I believe will prove my answer to this ques1ion.
Looking at the organization charts I think anyone would come to the same
conclusion.
9. "Do you have any information as to whether or not experienced high grade
career employees are leaving the Service before retirement because of unsatisfactory conditions?"

Yes
No
In this district alone there have been many who have left the Service due to
nonrecognition of their ability, no encouragement for their future, and the fact
that some of their coworkers, with no greater ability, were promoted to some
supervisory position with large increases in salary. The constant change of various
employees from one position to another created a serious apprehension on their
part as to what would become of them. Also some heads of Sections (so-called)
in the old collector's office being transferred to supervisory positions without
experience and the ability to properly do the work has caused an unsatisfactory
condition among the career employees. This uneasiness on the part of many
as to their future career service has made them feel it is better for them and their
families to accept positions on the outside of the Service.
In closing it is my opinion that the supervisory work is entirely too heavy in
personnel compared to these in production work. The old system had an excellent supervisory system, but the main thought was the proper examination of
income-tax returns filed; whether they were easy, average or difficult. The
various revenue agents in charge maintained a force well qualified to perform the
duties in the field and in the home office and were equal to any occasion that might
arise. With so many supervisors under the reorganized system it is difficult to
maintain a smooth operation, and certainly it cannot ever reach the cooperation
and good business procedure we had before reorganization.

c.

Data and Statements From the Staff Questionnaire as to Morale
in the Internal Revenue Service
1. 'What is the present morale of the Service in your district?
[Percent]
Region

Good

Atlanta ____________
Boston ____________
Ohicago ___________
OincinnatL _______
Dallas _____________
New york _________

39
19
42
35
36
38

Fair
10
12
13
13
22
28

Region

Poor
51
69
45
52
42
34

Omaha ____________
Philadelphia _______
San Francisco ______
Other ______________
TotaL _______

Good

Fair

Poor

- - - - ----

28
31
32
19

34
17
32

38
45
51
49

34

19

47

Z4

- - - - ---- - - - -

NOTE.-The above tabulation is made from 3,528 questionnaires and approximately 500 letters. It is
estimated that 20,000 questionnaires were circulated by various groups. Of the 20,000 circulated approximately 3.561 replies were received. With respect to question 1, 869 questionnaires were not included in
the tabulation. Many returns were rejected due to inconsistencies on the part of respondents between
the text of their comments and the items checked in making answers. Many respondents failed to comment upon the morale situation but did comment upon other phases of the reorganization.

2. How does morale at present compare with the morale in 1,951?
[Percent]
Region

Same

Atlanta ____________
Boston _____________
Ohicago ____________
OincinnatL _______
Dallas ____________ "
New York _________

19
15
25
22
16
16

Better
41
15
45
32
44
39

Region

Worse
40
70
30
45
40
44

Omaha ____________
Philadelphia _______
San Francisco ______
Other ______________
TotaL _______

Same

Better

Worse

---- ----

17
19
14
21

27
27
37
21

55
54
49
58

19

35

46·

- - - - - - - - ----

3. How does morale at present compare with morale at the end of 1953?
[Percent]
Region

Same

A tlanta __ -_________
Boston _____________
Ohicago ____________
OincinnatL _______
Dallas _____________
New York _________

41
45
64
44
41
45

Better
35
13
25
29
40
32

Region

Worse
24
43
11
27
19
24

Omaha ____________
Philadelphia _______
San Francisco ______
Other ______________
TotaL _______

Same

Better

Worse

43
47
45
45

26
25
30
22

30'
28
25
33

47

29

24

- - - - - - - - ----

4. Is the morale now constant? improving? declining?
[Percent]
Region
Atlanta ___________ _
Boston ____________ _
Ohicago___ ________ _
OillclnnatL ______ _
Dallas ____________ _
New York ________ _

50

Oonstant ImprovDeclining
ing
41
43
59
48
5)
39

32
15
26
23
34
33

27
42
14
29
16
2S

Region
Omaha ____________
Philadelphia _______
San Francisco ______
Other ______________
TotaL _______

Declining
Oonstant Improving
42
47
44
43

26
25
28
22

32
2S
28
35

47

27

26

- - - - - - - - ----
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With respect to question No.5 which inquires into the attributing
factors in changes of morale, it was felt that a mere tabulation of comments, such as some form of "keyword" system, would serve little
purpose for the reason that the same phrases were used by respondents
to describe both the merits and demerits of the reorganization. Therefore, the staff made a careful analysis of the attributing factors given
by respondents.
,
r; ..:~
Correspondents, in replying to the questionnaire, submitted a variety
of factors which it was felt contributed to the present poor state of
morale in the Internal Revenue Service. A summary of these factors
follows:
(1) Downgrading of career employees.
(2) Poor promotion policies.
(3) Consolidation of Audit and Collection Units.
(4) Commensurate compensation.
(5) Quota system of production.
(6) Inspection Service activity.
(7) Lack of incentive.
(8) Excessive supervision.
(9) Group chief procedure.
(10) Inadequate recruitments.
(11) Taxpayer's assistance program.
(12) Nonproductive work.
(13) Uncertainty and job insecurity.
(14) Internal Revenue scandals of 1951-52.
(15) Inadequate travel allowance for examining agents.
(16) Reorganization generally.
No attempt has been made to arrange these factors in order of
relative importance, nor are the causes of discontent and uncertainty
which currently exist in the Service limited to these few points. Even
a cursory exalnination of these factors will call to mind several additional matters which could be equally responsible for the adverse
morale situation. A more thorough analysis would disclose that the
number of possible causes of employee unrest is almost infinite, and
the pro blenl then becomes one of classification. In this connection,
there follows a commentary on the above listed items in which the
points are elaborated. Following this conlmentary are excerpts from
selected letters and questionnaires in \vhich taxpayers and practitioners
have expressed their opinions with respect to morale.
Downgrading of career employees.-Downgrading has been employed
to secure funds for the creation of additional jobs in regional offices.
In some cases the consolidation of collectors and revenue agents in
charge was accompanied by downgrading of personnel heing transferred from one division to another.
Poor promotion policies.-Certain key positions were filled with personnel brought in from outside the Service. Experienced career personnel who felt they were qualified for these and other desirable positioI!s 'were passe.d over and not given the promotions which, in many
cases, were richly deserved. In other cases, competent career t'mployees have been promoted to administrati.ve positions in which their
technical knowledge and experience is not required, rather than to
more responsible positions where their background would be useful.
It is also stated that revenue agents are told that promotions are
based on merit but with the condition precedent that the agent must
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produce tax deficiencies as high, or higher, than any other agent in the
same grade in his district.
Consolidation oj Audit and Collection Units.-The promotion of
deputy collectors to Internal Revenue agent status reduced the prestige of the latter since it was felt that in many cases deputy collectors
were not qualified to perform the duties of revenue agents.
Commensurate compensation.-The pay scale in the Chief Counsel's
office is out of line with pay scales in the Commissioner's office with
respect to work of a similar nature. Compensation of revenue agents
has been held back because of the upgrading of deputy collectors who
have been transferred to the Audit Division upon consolidation of the
functions of audit and collection.
Quota system of production.-Placing undue emphasis on number of
returns examined hampers the quality of examinations and at the
same time places an inequitable production pressure upon examiners
with the result that agents are forced to close cases to meet quotas
without regard to the merits of the case.
Inspection Service activity.~The reprehensible procedures of the
Inspection Service in conducting its investigations of personnel ignore
the fundamental rights of citizens.
Lack of incentive.-In situations where the review section overrules
an agent on a point, an explanation should be made to the agent. Also,
the agent should be given an opportunity to further explain his stand
and not simply ordered to change his report.
Excessive supervision.-Regional and district heads often are not
familiar with the problems connected with the function of collecting
revenue since they are not, in all cases, long-time experienced employees of the IRS but are often brought in from outside the Service
to perform management functions. Instead of permitting a wide
degree of discretion on the part of supervisors, as was the case prior
to the reorganization, the reorganized Service is inflexible; procedures
are frozen in accordance with manuals, mimeographs, and Commissioner's letters. One example is the present treatment of taxpayers
with respect to declaration of estimated tax. It is stated that agents
no longer have any latitude in determining the reasonableness of an
underestimated declaration or of cases in which declarations were due
but not filed.
It is also stated that career employees are leaving the Service because they have no faith in leadership which expresses one policy and
follows another.
Group chief procedure.-Group chiefs are unwilling to assume responsibility for making decisions generally, and specifically, decisions in
favor of the taxpayer where (a) there are complicated questions of
fact; or (b) there is some fear of disapproval of the taxpayer's occupation or methods of business.
Inadequate recruitments.-The same factors affecting morale which
resulted in experienced personnel leaving the Service have also unduly
hampered the recruitment of adequately qualified replacements. The
practice of overlooking career employees when promotions are luade
deters many prospective career personnel from seeking employment
with the IRS.
The taxpayer's assistance program.-The taxpayer's assistance program ha,s resulted in the removal of talented ag;ents from their work
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examining difficult returns to assist taxpayers in preparing relatively
simple individual returns. Dlu'ing this time not only is their work
neglected and disrupted but also their morale is severely shaken because it is felt that much of the work performed in taxpayer's assist.
ance could be efficiently performed by less experienced clerks .
Nonproductive work.-Under the reorganized plan of operation ,
agents find themselves preparing statistical tables, production sheets,
and other reports which take them from their primary function of
auditing returns. It is pointed out that much of this data is requested
by the Inspection Service. Agents are often required to read, study,
and understand directives which have little or no direct bearing on
their particular work. In addition, employees are often compelled
to forego normal examination and concentrate on special phases of
the work, such as claims for refunds and informer awards.
In many instances it was pointed out that agents are required to
prepare their own typewritten reports because of the lack of adequate
stenographic assistance. It is felt that their time could be more efficiently spent on additional audit and thus, their morale situation
would be materially improved.
Uncertainty and job insecurity.-This is in part the result of downgrading of career employees and poor promotion procedures , as well
as the reassignment of personnel between district and regional offices.
Many former career employees stated that their transfer fron1 a district in which they had worked all their lives and in which they had
brought up their families was the overriding factor which caused them
to leave the Service and seek employment in other fields.
Internal Revenue scandals oj 1951-52.-0ne of the widely publicized
reasons for the reorganization was the uncovering of dishonesty in
the Service, particularly at the policy level. It is felt that the stigma
of the scandals remains, and that nothing has been done to correct
this situation.
Inadequate travel allowance jor examining agents.-Meager travel
allowances often do not permit the agents to make the field audits
necessary to produce the greatest amount of revenue. It is sta ted that
agents frequently are compelled to confine their activities to so-called
nuisance investigation of returns in their immediate vicinities rather
than audit obviously defective returns in cases where it is necessary
that a travel allowance be provided.
Reorganization generally.-Reorganization resulted in the creation
of additional higher paid positions in regional offices without commensurate increases at the district level and also brought about the closing
of many local offices and the transfer of the personnel who had maIllled
those offices.
The "package-audit" method of examination, under which the agent
is required to audit excise tax returns, employment tax statements, and
other miscellaneous tax problems as well as income tax returns, has
seriously affected the morale of revenue agents who feel that most of
such problems could be handled efficiently by clerks. They feel that
doing this 'York has lowered their stature and prestige, and has kept.
them from performing their primary function of auditing returns.
The following quotations were taken from questionnaires received
from each of the regions.
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ATLANTA REGION

There are four factors tending to destroy the morale in the Atlanta
region of the Internal Revenue Service:
(I) Lack of pay raises.
(2) Harassment by Inspection Division.
(3) The appointment of heads of offices from headquarters
and passing over competent personnel in a particular office.
(4) Too much brass, reorganization generally.
The morale and effectiveness of agents in the Atlanta region have
been materially reduced by the following:
Under the reorganization, former deputy collectors were converted into revenue
agents. One of the primary duties of these former deputies, namely, that of
preparing tax returns during the filing season, was consequently delegated to the
.a gents' office. By so doing, the Service has taken from the field a highly skilled,
highly paid (by Government standards) agent, and transformed him into a
veritable clerk for 21~ months (under the 1954 Code, 3% months).
The result of this action is (1) agents become extremely displeased with the
sudden transfer in assignment amounting to a downgrading of duties; (2) cases
on which the agent had worked prior to January 1 became cold in his mind in
regard to facts and law; and (3) taxpayers (through their agents) are unable to
schedule and hold conferences which tend to settle and dispose of pending tax
matters effectively. Oftentimes the speedy disposition of a tax case is essential,
since many decisions thus arrived at affect a taxpayer's status for subsequent
years.
Present morale in the Atlanta region is fair. We believe that it is not quite
as good as it was because of the uncertainty brought about by the change. It is
,o ur belief that it will improve as the organization gets more settled and accustomed
to the new way of doing old things.

The existing morale is very bad and we have seen no indications of
trend toward improvement. There are several reasons for this, among
which are:
(1) The existing practice of internal checking upon the in~
tegrity of Service employees.
(2) The so-called racket drive and disproportionate amount of
time which agents were required to devote to this class of investigation.
(3) The arbitrary and unrealistic methods which agents were
frequently required to apply in setting up deficiencies in those
racket cases.
(4) The national publicity attendant to the discovery of graft
and corruption of Internal Revenue employees.
With respect to the investigations of the Inspection Service, the
writer heard an Appellate Division conferee express in confidence
the thought that any settlement recommended by him might very
,easily result in an investigation of him personally in connection with
his modifications.
The poor state of morale is due partly to reorganization, but mainly
to personnel practices and promotions. Some dissatisfaction is
'c reated by hiring people from outside the Service for jobs that could
be filled by qualified people in the Service. Low pay also contributes
to low morale.
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Among the reasons for the low morale in the Atlanta region are:
(1) Certain taxpayers are still receiving special advice from
Collection Division in paying delinquent taxes, while others have
their salaries levied upon weekly in order to clear the accounts
before they become a certain age.
(2) Rarity of grade promotions coupled with instructions on
annual leave.
(3) The downgrading of many highly capable employees and
the upgrading of employees not qualified to accept further
resp onsi bili ties.
(4) An acute shortage of supplies.
(5) The practice within the Internal Revenue Service of
requiring a net worth statement of employees and the examination
of their personal income tax returns.
(6) The prohibition against internal revenue agents and
auditors from having outside income while collection officers
and the "boys" have many sources of outside income.
(7) The Administrative Division sees to it that unless a person
is one of the "boys" he receives nothing but threats and is put on
certain production quotas and told to produce a certain number
of investigations each month.
Threats, pressure, and lack of promotions have resulted in the resignation of many highly capable and faithful revenue agents.
(1) Morale is terrible in both high and low places----:-good personnel
leaving Service as fast as new jobs can be found.
(2) Reasons for most of the difficulty:
A. Conflict of authority between regional commissioner's office
and directors' offices, resulting in interference in the audit
function.
B. Inspection Service is equivalent to gun in the back of every
examining agent, and also audit heads. Is a complete duplication of work of Audit Division analyst, and is a complete waste
of money, which merely hampers service by creating fear, thus
impairing efficiency and loss of good manpower.
C. Instructions from Washington are not intelligently directed.
May apply to one region and are directed to all regions creating
confusion.
D. Inspection Service conducts its investigations with an
arrogant and distasteful manner and manufactures morale destroying criticism in an apparent attempt to justify its existence.
E. Washington never requests advice or suggestions from
regional commissioner or his aides, who are in a position to
advise on the basis of experience with the system.
The factors which created the low morale situation in the Atlanta
region include:
(1) The impact of reorganization with such a radical change
that employees were quite disturbed over whether they would be
retained in their present positions or be classified in lower grades
or possibly be transferred to positions in what may be called the
old collector's office.
(2) At the time of reorganization appropriations by Congress
had been lowered for adjustment of salaries and traveling
expenses.
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(3) There was little discretion used in selecting the proper
personnel for various positions. Some career employees were
demoted, and others were promoted to positions which they were
not qualified to fill. In addition, there were many instances
where former employees of other agencies, such as Office of Price
Stabilization, with limited tax experience, were selected to fill
various positions notwithstanding the fact that there were excellent employees within the Service who could qualify for these
positions.
(4) The standards of recruitment and promotion have had the
greatest effect on morale. People from other agencies and the
so-called civil-service appointments are given some of the best
positions while career employees with ability, experience, and
qualifications required for various positions have no t been
considered.
The poor state of morale in the Atlanta region results from the
hounding, harassment, and persecution by the Inspection Service.
The ,'vriter refers to a particular case in which a 6-month investigation of a career employee with more than 20 years' service resulted
from receipt of an anonymous complaint by the Bureau. The defendant in this case was given a hearing by the Inspection Service but
was refused a copy of the transcribed testimony. Later a gO-day
warning notice was issued which stated that defendant should improve his performance standards or separation action would become
necessary. A second hearing by the Inspection Service was held and
defendant was again denied a copy of the testimony. During this
hearing defendant was informed upon asking the inspector the purpose of the hearing that it was "to prove mental instability. " Still
later the 90-day warning notice was canceled because the defendant
had improved his performance sufficiently to warrant such cancellation. In early 1955, defendant received a letter from the district
director of the Jacksonville office advising him that he was soon to
be removed from his position as a grade 11 agent. The writer points
out that experienced, high-grade career employees are being forced to
resign from the Service by the harassment and persecution of the
Inspection Service.
BOSTON REGION

One correspondent enclosed with his questionnaire a clipping taken
from the Boston Post, Wednesday, February 16,1955, which reported
that the regional commissioner is pointing out surveys have shown that
nonperformance and misconduct of Department employees} along
with instances where actual payments were not turned in, were hllJllpering the Department. The correspondent pointed out that statements such as this were doing a great deal of harnl to morale in the
Boston region.
Another factor tending to create a poor state of morale in the Boston
region is the recent program of transferring agents to posts of duty
elsewhere. This factor is particularly disturbing to those agents
who have established homes and fnmilies for many years in a certain
locality.
~ .
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One correspondent feels that decentralization is comnlendable, but
high state of morale is lacking. Three suggestions are offered to
improve this condit:on:
(1) That public announcement be nlade that each auditor has
been given instructions that his job does not depend upon the
amount of deficiency tax he can obtain fr0111 the taxpayer.
(2) That the auditors be given an increase in their salary to
more nearly reflect the importance of their work.
(3) That field auditors make appointnlents for audits rather
than attempt an audit without the cooperation of the attorney
or accountant.
The consensus of opinion of a group in the Boston region is that
morale is not good because of the following reasons:
(1) Improper delegation of authority by the Washington office.
(2) Topheavy regional office which re"s ults in the local director's
office being harassed from above with directives, memoranda, etc.
(3) The Inspection Service with a lack of tact and understanding on the part of those adnlinistering it. Further, the Inspection
Service is going into the merits of settlements made by agents
and conferees.
(4) The blanket inclusion of political appointees into a civilservice status.
(5) The production schedules set for revenue agents are unrealistic and are causing a decline in revenue because of lack of
time adequate to go into assigned cases. In some cases agents
have made determinations before all the facts have been submitted in order that production quotas may be met. In one
instance an agent spent 17~ months on a.single case and determined
a deficiency of approximately $1,500,000. Subsequently he received a warning notice for having failed to meet his production
quota.
(6) Inadequate compensation and the lack of a sense of the
importance of their work on the part of revenue agents result in
few of them regarding themselves as having a career with any
real future.
Another group in the Boston region has pointed out that the morale
has been affected by the following factors:
(1) The blanket inclusion of political appointees into civilservice status, resulting in a great many political appointees being
given permanent status in the collection offices. To bring about
a change in this respect the quota system of production was set up.
(2) Publication by the Commissioner of the fact that of all
offices in the Bureau, the office in New England was the worst.
(3) The selection of top executives, such as directors, assistant
directors, regional commissioners, and assistant regional commissioners from outside the Service but under the protection of
civil service. Thus career employees are often bypassed when
executive vacancies are to be filled.
This group has indicated that the suggestions made by the Special
Advisory Committee of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
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Taxation should be followed in correcting the many faults with present
reorganization. Particular emphasis is placed upon the principle of
dual control; that is, the separation of audit and collections.
MAJOR CAUSES FOR

Low

MORALE

Autocratic top-level management, not filling top-level positions (or even of
the level above chief of audit) with career employees or with the most capable
people, but rather taking in outsiders who have the sponsorship of politicians
or even people from within the Service who have political influence. The Gestapo
methods of Inspection Service (guilty un til proven innocent). An anonymous
complaint gets a full-scale investigation which does little good to the subject
thereof, even though the subject be innocent. The large increase in nonproductive paperwork (statistical reports, new rulings and mims to be followed,
etc.), the great increase in detail assignments such as review, classification of
returns, taxpayer-assistance programs, special surveys or research, the package
audit, special training schools or courses, and many others, to the point where
there is little time left to make audits, and last but not least, the biggest injustice
to the mass of small taxpayers: The production requirements.
Apparently the Commissioner is the new administration's new broom. He is
out to make a record for the party. With an economy-minded Congress, he
must do it without additional funds and without the funds to hire additional
help; he can't improve on the quality of the previous management so he is out
to get numbers. It also could be that production requiremeDts are also designed
to payoff big business for its financial support in getting the present administration into office by setting the standards at such a level that audit of big returns
will have to be bypassed in order to meet the requirements. Also by loading
down the audit forces with detail work and the package audit, less audits ' will
be made and then mostly of the poor little guy. If the civil-service job description s are followed, the required production is not conducive to a quality audit.
As a matter of fact, most of the men are not doing the type of audits as described
in the civil-service job descriptions and when the time of the year comes around
for certification that the employees are performing the duties as per such job
descriptions, who wants to be one of those that will have to so certify? For
example, grade 11 is supposed to do difficult corporations with a volume of
$2,500,000 to $7,500,000; grade 12, $7,500,000 to $15,000,000; grade 13, above
$15,000,000. The grade 11 man should do 6 corporations per month. Just
imagine trying to make an intelligent package audit of 6 tax years of companies
with an average sales volume of $4,000,000 within an average work month of
21 work days and maintain that average through the work year. Better still,
imagine a grade 13 auditing 2 tax years a month of returns of over $15,000,000.
Of course, the whole theory of the present organizational setup is subject to
criticism for inefficiency, overlapping authority, and duties, or, in short, too many
chiefs and not enough Indians. Certainly the cost must be way above the cost
of the previous setup.
Years 1953 and 1954 must certainly show a tremendous drop in additional taxes
assessed by examining agents over 1951 and 1952. Must run at least $200
million.

The lessened morale in Washington as well as in the J\1assachusetts
district stems from the fact that the Commissioner has surrounded
himself with a few associates who refuse to discuss any matter with
the various department heads. In fact, the failure of reorganization
to accOlnplish the results it was intended to acconlplish appears to
be due mainly to the attitude of the Commissioner and most of the
various regional commissioners. Thus it is largely a personnel
problem, for with the proper officials in charge of the program there
is n~ reason why the reorganization should not result in a more efficient
serVIce.
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CHICAGO REGION

In a newspaper article appearing in the Chicago Daily Tribune,
Wednesday, May 11, 1955, it is pointed out that poor morale among
district workers in the Chicago region was due to the many experienced
workers being downgraded and many new workers upgraded to
responsible positions following the tax scandals in 1951. In some
instances keyworkers were reportedly transferred quickly from office
to office until they consented to resign. Another factor contributing
to low morale is the inability to obtain decisions from key executives.
Agents who have completed an investigation have been unable to
obtain regional approval, with the result that most tax cases reInain
unclosed from 6 to 12 months after work is completed.
The morale situation in the Chicago region is due in part to the
consolidation of the collection and audit divisions. Prior to reorganization these groups were separate. The deputy collector's office
handled more routine matters but from time to time appeared to be
subject to some political influence, while the revenue agent's office
seemed never to be subject to such influence. The consolidation has
reduced the prestige of the revenue agents, particularly when they are
called upon to assist in preparing returns under the taxpayer assistance
program.
One correspondent points ou t that the morale of the Internal
Revenue Service had degenerated to an all-time low in 1953. Reason
is the violation of trust by many high officials which resulted in
many respectable and honest employees leaving the Service.
The following quotation is taken from a letter submitted by a
former agent in the Chicago region:
I have never in 30 years known of a governmental service where the morale
of the employees is at sLlch a low point. It is pitiful when you see men by the
dozens who were excellent producers now relegated to minor work such as collections, stumbling along in disgust because they are not permitted under the new
policy and system of doing a lot of work that is productive and which they are
experienced and qualified to do and which they see every day, yet they can't
touch it and the investigators that can do this work, can't even make a dent in
it as they have so much to do, consequently it goes by the statute of limitation
and serves as an incentive for the taxpayer to try again to get away with the same
tactics.
Nothing gets a revenuer down more than to see a taxpayer getting away without paying his just taxes when he is not permitted because of his classification to
work on and collect that tax or because he has so much work to do that he can't
hope to work the case. That is the condition today as I see and hear of it.

A correspondent writing from Chicago reports that in the last few
years morale has rapidly disintegrated, and today few persons within
the Service are willing to make final decisions. The one major element
that permeates the Service today is fear-fea.r of criticism from the
Inspection Service, post-audit and congressional committees. He
notes further that it would be difficult for the Burean to attract
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ambitious personnel today simply because the Bureau is no longer a
great attraction, and that if the caliber of agents declines much further
pretty soon the public will be dealing with a group of grocery clerks.
This correspondent points out that several agents have told him that
it is apparent by now that reforms will not be forthcoming from
within the Service, but they express the hope that Congress will
dictat,e the reforms necessary to restore morale at the agent's level.

In a letter received from the State of Wisconsin in the Chicago
region, it is pointed out that the causes of the poor morale situation
are:
(1) Haphazard salary action by Congress coupled with an
inequity of raises and promotions held up because of a lack of
funds.
(2) Poor training program.
(3) The reorganization itself which seems to have caused
nothing but disorganization.
CINCINNATI REGION

An accountant from Toledo points out that the In orale is poor and
declining and attributes the change to the reorganization and the
methods used in accomplishing the reorganization.
Another writer points out that during the last 27~ years morale has
deteriorated to the point where the majority of the career employees
are expressing a desire to resign and new replacements are expressing
their sorrow in having resigned their previous positions to accept jobs
as revenue agents. It. is pointed out that inadequate compensation
and a poor promotion policy are responsible to a large extent for this
situation. As an example, this writer notes that recently a local newspaper carried an article on the recruitment of 50 revenue agents.
Their starting salary was approximately $300 per month and the
. article stated that promotions could be had to the extent of salary
amounting to over $8,000 a year. 110st of the persons who accept
these positions usually do so at a financial sacrifice and with the
expectations that they will receive substantial increases shortly after
completion of their training. vVhen these increases do not materialize
morale suffers.
The recent congressional investigations of the Internal Revenue
Service also had an effect on morale.
The following quotation was taken from a letter submitted by a
practitioner in the Cincinnati region:
Soon after the "reorganization" the morale of the agents fell to an all-time low
for the simple reason that the dignity, respect, prestige, etc., that attached to
their positions ha:l disappeared. The agents were brought down to the level of
the former deputy collectors of internal revenue, whose duties required no technical
knowledge of the law and regulations to any extent and whose appointments in
many instances were secured through political sponsorships. Their duties and
responsibilities were such that they did not require the training and experience
demanded of an agent assigned to examine complex returns of individuals,
partnerships, fiduciaries, and corporations.

I
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Anotl1er correspondent writes that the primary cause for poor
morale in the Cincinnati region stenlS from the lack of leadership and
supervision.
A practitioner from Indiana submitted a newspaper clipping, the
contents he felt contributed to the poor state of morale in the Cincinnati region. Excerpts from this clipping which appeared in the
Indianapolis Times, Tuesday, December 14, 1954, follow:
Wilbur Plummer, deputy collector of the Indiana office of the United States
Internal Revenue Service, has been an outstanding employee of the tax department here for 21 years.
His "reward" for faithful and efficient service is transfer against his will to the
"sticks," in this case Parkersburg, \V. Va.
In announcing the forthcoming transfer, Gary Campbell, internal revenue
director here, declined to say why he was ousting Mr. Plummer. He didn't, for
example, say West Virginia needed a highly qualified deputy director like Mr.
Plummer.
We've heard no convincing reason so far why he should be transferred to a less
desirable job.

Similar complaints were received from correspondents in other
parts of Indiana.
"Morale is not as good at present as it was in earlier years," writes
an accountant from Cincinnati. He notes that job insecurity is the
prime factor contributing to the present dtate of morale.
A questionnaire received from the Cincinnati region contained the
view that poor morale in that region is caused by a number of factors,
including the recent congressional investigations, job reclassification,
and inadequate compensation. The writer continues:
Stupid economy programs also have an unfavorable effect upon morale. In
1953, for most of that year, Congress had failed to appropriate sufficient travel
funds, as a result of which the investigative personnel limited their activities to
their own immediate areas and did not investigate cases in other cities. When
travel funds became available, the returns which had not been examined were
classifiei as prior years' returns and were sent back to the file section without
audit. Such procedure has as much merit as a contractor who hires 50 ad:litional
laborers and then becomes economy-minded and saves money by not buying
picks and shovels. At the same time, he maintains the laborers on the payroll.
Contrary to the impression of Congress and the public, the revenue personnel
resent such waste and such inefficiency but they are prevented from doing anything about such a situation.
The periodic "get current" programs are also most detrimental to morale.
Usually the cases for which extension waivers are necessary are those cases which
warrant extensive investigation. Ho"vvever, when some Congressman considers
he needs a little publicity in his home district, it is always a good idea to tell business people that the Bureau of Internal Revenue should be current and should
not be requesting extensions. As a result, these returns are washed out without
an extensive examination and the internal re.venue agent then is assigned some
small insignificant returns with squeal letters telling about some mother who may
work a couple of days per week or month at wall washing, etc., in order to buy
her children a few pieces of clothing or some item denied to them because of the
high cost of living. .The average internal revenue employee has his own indi"idual
problems resulting from grossly inadequate compensation and has no sympathy
with such enforcement and discrimination in tax investigations.
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In a communication received from the Cincinnati region; it was
pointed out that the promotion policies presently followed in the IRS
are responsible for the prevailing conditions of employee discontent.
We are daily losing well-qualified revenue agents who have tried to support
their families on their salaries in hopes of receiving a promotion. With the promotions not coming through, several of these men through necessity left Internal
Revenue Service in search of more lucrative positions. This practice tends to
leave Internal Revenue Service staffed with the less qualified, less conscientious,
and/or inexperienced employees in a great many cases. In September an examining officer (GS-ll) resigned to go into the automobile business. Several examining
officers have resigned since January 1 for similar reasons. Internal Revenue
Service cannot hope to keep C. P. A.'s and graduate attorneys admitted to the bar
emnloyed and contented on a GS-7 salary.

DALLAS REGION

An attorney writes that the factors creating a poor morale include:
(1) Current personnel practices which result in agents being
overburdened with instructions, etc., and with reports and
statistics he is required to submit.
(2) The delegation of technical authority by supervisors who
have worked their way up through the ranks in order that they
may devote more time to administrative functions.
(3) Practice of filling executive vacancies from sources outside
the Service. This results in leadership by men not qualified
either by experience or temperament to meet the requirements of
this position.
Another writer notes that morale in the Dallas region is poor and
points out that the consolidation of the audit and collection divisions
is primarily responsible. In addition, the standards of promotion
which resulted in grade 12 agents being passed over in selecting group
chiefs in favor of grade 9 and 11 agents has also contributed to the
loss of morale.
Another correspondent comments on the morale situation in the
Dallas region as follows:
I believe that taxpayer morale, employee morale, and even the very integrity
of the Internal Revenl1e Service are being sacrificed on the altar of "production
statistics." This is being done to cover up the failures of the reorganization,
and to make the reorganizers "look good." Other statistics could be compiled
which would make them look bad. "Production at any price" i~ still the policy
in effect despite recent pronouncements to the contrary.

Another practitioner writes:
The continuing deterioration of the effectiveness of the Internal R.evenue Service
over recent years is a very distressing matter. It is bad from the standpoint of
faithful personnel remaining in the organization. It is bad from the standpoint
of tax practitioners whose services have value in .direct relation to the efficiency
of enforcelr..ent activities. And it is bad, especia,lly, from the standpoint of loss
of public respect for the quality of enforcement effort.
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A practitioner from Arkansas writes that the present morale of the
Internal Revenue Service in this district is poor and attributes the
change to a number of factors evidenced by the follo'wing:
When the announcement of the reorganization came out there was a great
deal of apprehension that the organization would be disrupted by the reorganization factors. The announcement of the plans of the reorganization with the
announcement of the number of appointments to administrative positions also
tendered great discouragement to many career employees because it was found
that many of those who had been politically active were favored when the new
positions were created. The morale declined steadily during the years of 1952,
1953, and ]954 due to the changes proposed and/or put into effect in that there
were many cases of degrading of the employed career employees. The creation
of new positions in the new reorganization service were made without regard to
the abilities of many career employees.

A former revenue agent points out that the promotion policies of the
IRS have seriously affected morale:
I believe most of the trouble was due to failure to promote qualified personnel
to existing vacanciBs as they occurred. For example, a GS-11 ~position might
remain open, unfilled for a year or more, leaving all qualified GS-9's to grouse
about that, while all qualified 7's groused about the 9's not being promoted.
Transfer in grade from the collection divisions to the agents division also appeared
unfair and caused much criticism. For example, a GS-9 agent took a G8-11
supervisory job in the collectors division; a r. i. f. cut out the collector's job and
he transferred back as a GS-11 agent when he was incapable of auditing a case
of GS-11 difficulty. It appears that in this case, r. i. f. procedures should have
caused the agent to use his retreat rights to the GS-9 agent level.
There was also considerable grumbling about the increased number of statistical
reports the agent was required to submit to the district office and zone office each
month; however, in view of my experience in other agencies these requirements
were very reasonable.

An attorney from Texas comments as follows on effect of reorganization on employee morale:
The revision of administrative plan, in relation to personnel, while promising
much, did not succeed in doing anything in my judgment except to disturb, agitate,
and demoralize the men in the department. A general complaint among the
agents was that nobody knew his position or his authority or to whom he should
ultimately report or how permanent he might be in a given post. It was also felt
there were executives in Washington acting as "hatchet men" and that agents
could be singled out for discipline, reduction in rank, or dismissal for trivial and
personal reasons. Morale is an intangible but potent force and a feeling of
personal dignity and security is likewise a powerful factor in motivating the conduct of men in the discharging of their duties. Something happened that destroyed to a large extent the morale of the agent and his personal dignity.

An accountant from Oklahoma charged the congressional investigations of the IRS and production policies of the Service with responsibility for the present morale situation:
The Service has been so thoroughly discredited by the actions of the "top brass"
that the public has lost a lot of its confidence in the integrity of the Internal
Revenue Service and the attitude of the public toward the agents in the field reflects this. The agents tell us this. The Service has lost so many of their more
capable men that the quality of the examination they are making is not as thorough
as formerly. The agents tell us now that they are constantly prodded for production and are graded on the number of cases rather than the quality of their
work or the amount of tax they produce.
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An accountant from Arkansas submitted the following views with
respect to morale in that area:
I am unfamiliar with the results of the reorganization on a national scale but
have observed the results in Arkansas from a local level.
'
DUling the preceding 2 years, it would appear that many good changes have
taken place, but as usual, whenever drastic changes are instituted, manv fail in
their purpose. For example, during the past 2 years, many of the agents have had
a travel allowance of $10 to $20 a month. This means they are able to travel about
1 or 2 days a month. Since the bulk of the productive work is usually away from
metropolitan areas, this means that they have been unable to work anv cases on
which errors which are obvious on the face of the return cannot be corrected. It
goes without saying, this results in a tremendous loss of revenue.
Not long ago, additional agent8 were appointed to take the place of experienced
agents transferred to clerical assignments of a nonproductive nature although they
did not have travel for thE> agents then in the office. The result has been, instead
of the agents working productive cases, they have had to confine their activities
more or less to nuisance checks of returns in the metropolitan area. This serves
no purpose other than to keep the men occupied. but produces relatively little
revenue.
The present policy is to work as many cases as possible. This means that in
many cases revenue is lost by the agent in not taking enough time to work the case
:properly.
In some instances, there have been cases where agents have attempted to audit
the records of 3 different businesses in different cities all in 1 day, due to the fact
be had only 1 day's travel for that month. Needless to say, the examination made
was sketchy, which only encourages the taxpayer not to comply with the regulations.
In other cases, agents have requested the returns of individuals who they have
grounds to believe have received income upon which they have not paid tax;
however, they are unable to obtain these returns. This practice is termed "bird
dogging" by the agents and from past experience usually results in the best cases.
In one case of the sort, in prior years, it resulted in deficiencies amounting to
approximately $600,000; in another instance $35,000; and in many other instances,
tax deficiencies amounting to hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Mr. Andrews no doubt has attempted to conscientiously do a thorough job;
however, it would appear that the Bureau is more interested in statistics than in
tax. Examiners from the regional offices, who it would appear serve no practical
purpose have unlimited travel which results in no revenue, while revenue-producing agents are allowed only 1 or 2 days' travel a month. The balance of their
time is spent in either computing statistics or waiting for the next month's allotment.
While Mr: Andrews' figures as to the number of returns examined and the
revenues produced sounds encouraging, it is suggested that the revenues produced
during the preceding year be compared with any of the years 1948 through 1951,
keeping in mind the fact that there is a much larger number of examining agents
now than in the preceding years. I believe you will find that on a per capita basis
the agents produced far more revenue per man than is produced by the present
force.
I believe steps should be taken to reduce the amount of statistical work which
the agents are required to prepare. Instead of hiring new agents the money
should be used for travel and per diem so that the present force can work the returns which need the attention. The agents should be given enough time to
examine a return properly and when they know of a taxpayer who needs investigation, they should have authority to requisition the return.
It is my personal observation that the field employees would prefer to do the
job properly, and work the returns they know need working. The majority of the
men are capable, but under the present system cannot make any sort of a thorough
in vestigation. If the local offices were allowed to make up their own budgets as to
how much should be available for salaries and subsistence, thi8 would mean the
agents could be better utilized.

Another practitioner from Arkansas states:
It would appear that the many reorganizations of duties have seriously affected
the morale. It seems that many conflicting memorandums are received from the
regional office. One day instructions are received that all cases are to be thoroughly investiga.ted, regardless of the time element, and immediately following
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this another memorandum is received to the effect that not enough cases are being
worked, production is behind, and steps must be taken to increase the workload.
This together with fact that a travel allowance of only $10 or $15 a month is
allowed makes it impossible to work the cases assigned.
The cases pulled for investigation are those which an agent can work without
travel, regardless of whether the investigation is warranted or not, resulting in
numerous nuisance investigations without producing revenue.
Technical men from the ranks should be promoted to fill top spots instead of
taking administrative personnel from other branches who are unfamiliar with the
work.
Agents are nol, allowed to \vork cases when they have information as to possible
income tax deficiencies, but must take the cases that are assigned to them.

Among other factors, a writer from Louisiana attributes the decline
in employee morale to the following:
Drive for production. Apparently without knowing that the real reason for
drop in production is the result of reorganization taking the better agents off
production and loading them with supervisory and administrative details, the
Bureau is driving away for production and for larger number of closed cases.
The number of cases closed is the poorest way in the world to judge the results of
an agent's ,,·ork. There are no 2 cases alike and no 2 require the same time.
An agent should be free to use good jUdgment. In fact, it should be insisted
upon that he do just that in determining when to terminate an examination quickly
and when to extend one. A competent reviewer can accurately appraise the
results.
The "package audit"-that is, examining all Federal taxes on one visit-is a
failure. It has damaged morale and has accomplished nothing. Income tax
is complicated enough for one man to learn, stay posted on, and at the same time
do the volume of work required of a revenue agent. The other taxes-social
security, admissions, excises, etc.-he will use so rarely he will not keep posted
on them. He is out to produce revenue. This is a fact; regardless of how much
they preach that all they want is a good audit, he is judged to a large extent by
how much revenue he produces and he knows it, so he is going to concentrate
on the tax that produces the larger deficiencies and that is income tax and the
other taxes will be neglected if not completely ignored. Yet, in order to satisfy
the reviewer and other powers that be, he must spend a great deal of time swdying
these "nuisance taxes" and it usually is just for the purpose of satisfying the
reviewer and getting his reports accepted.

NEW YORK REGION

"The present state of morale is good," writes a correspondent, who
notes:
The reason for our feeling that morale and enforcement in Buffalo district have
not changed materially in recent years is that it has seemed to us that these aspects
have always been particularly good in this district. The administration, the
Internal Revenue Service, and the Bureau of Internal Revenue in the Buffalo
district has been good for a long time and we have felt that the morale of the
revenue agents and other Bureau employees with whom we have come in contact
has been a high level.

Reasons for the poor morale in the N ew York region appear to be
lack of job security and increased office administration in spite of the
lack of stenographic and clerical help.
The present state of morale in the Syracuse district in the New
York region is poor but is presently improving. This situation was
created by the lack of a director of internal revenue for a period of
approximately 1 yeal'.
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Another writer notes that the poor morale situation in the Syracuse
district is caused by direction of a district director who is not a career
employee.
Another correspondent from the N ew York region charges congressional investigations with responsibility for present low morale.
A group in the New York region are convinced that the recent reorganization was political and not inspired for reasons of efficient
service. This has resulted in a feeling of insecurity. In spite of this
feeling, the group notes that morale at present is good.

OMAHA REGION

The reason morale in the Omaha region is not good is that the delay
in completing the reorganization and the manner in which it was
accomplished, together with the uncertainty as to' how it might
affect the individual employee, had a bad effect. 110rale has become
even worse, however, because of the operations of the Inspection
Service and the unnecessary supervision which indicated the lack of
respect for the ordinary employee and doubt of his honesty and ability.
The shifting and reshifting of personnel and the way some things
were done-forcing shifts and retirements-has resulted in poor
morale in the Omaha region.
A practitioner from 11issouri points out that the procedures followed
by the Internal Revenue Service in connection with fraud cases have
caused numerous agents to rebel and leave the Service. He continues:
Another pra.ctice within the Service that has caused revenue agents to rebel
and which has lowered the morale of the Service is the practice, let us say, of a
group chief in instructing a revenue agent to treat certain matters in the taxpayer's return in a fashion which could properly be regarded not only as unscrupulous but as a fraud on the taxpayer, and if the report of the revenue agent
backfires, letting the revenue agent take the responsibility for the action.

Another writer in the Omaha region makes the following suggestions
which he feels would improve the morale situation:
Give the employees that are doing the productive work the advancement.s in
both position and grade. Likewise the Commissioner and staff should come up
through the ranks. Take new employees off the rolls as they come to the top,
not as to their politics. This would strengthen the civil-service system. Employees would no longer have the fear of losing their jobs just because the administration changed. The way it is now no one is sure how long they will hold their
position. Many of your employees are trying to make a career of their work and
tightfully so. Experience is a great asset in the Internal Revenue Department
and an injustice is being done the public by firing and changing good employees
as well the injustice done to the employee himf'elf.
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The following comments were submitted by a practitioner from
Denver, Colo.:
The morale situa tion in D en ver wa<; a dversely affected by the move of the
r egional offi ce t o Omaha. A number of t op p ersonnel h ere just r efu sed to m ove
away . D enver is a pleasant climate-O ma ha is a lousy one. Some left t he
Service, others are not happy wit h the se condary positions.

Job insecurity is responsible for the unnecessarily poor morale in
the Omaha region-insecurity of not necessarily b eing dismissed from
the Service but often a fear of being downgraded frOln present posi.
tions.
PHILADELPHIA REGION

A group of practitioners from the Philadelphia region submitted
their views relating to morale in that area.
The reorganization program changed many things. Practice of assigning men
from higher civil-serdce groups a nd older men in Bureau to assist during fili ng of
tax return period results in their being taken away from more important work.
Same criticism during subsequent p eriods when r eturns are sorted and classified.
To improye recruitm ent program, higher base pay and increases \yith greater
regularity should be provided.

A correspondent from Maryland notes that morale of the entire
Service has been badly affected by the conduct of the Inspection Service. He continues:
There is a feeling that this Service acts upon hearsay, rumors, etc., and that its
rules of procedure do not insure a completely fair and impartial hearing.

Another group from the Philadelphia region points to the following
list of factors which they feel have affected morale:
The declining morale appears occasioned primarily by(a) Lack of appropriations for additional personnel and pay increases for
existing p ersonnel;
(b) Failure of agents to receive promotions within the usual length of time;
(c) Increased pressure from their superiors ; and
(d) Increase in the number of collateral reports and statistical information
required of them.

Another writer comments on the morale situation as follows:
Feeling on part of agents that undue emphasis is placed upon production, that
they are subject to too many unnecessary rules and regulations of no importance,
i. e., that desk tops must be kept clear at all times, and that their activities,
both business and personal, are subject to unwarranted checking by local h eadquarters.

A correspondent from Delaware writes that the consolidation of
the Audit and Collection Division has attributed greatly to the adverse
conditions of morale. He writes:
The esprit de corps of the highly efficient internal revenue agents in charge
divisions was completely destroyed by the reorganization when the examining
officers were merged into the political hodge-podge of the collectors' offices.
Relatively little time is now spent examining returns; increasing time is spent
in myriad clerical functions, assisting at filing time, etc.
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An accountant from the Philadelphia region writes that according
to revenue agents with whom he discussed the problem, low morale
seems to be due to the pressure for production of audits and to continued investigation of the agents themselves.
Another accountant points out that morale has been affected by
too much pressure being placed on agents to close cases, leading to
their passing over what might have been a controversial item. He
feels that too much importance has been given to the number of cases
handled rather than to amount of potential tax involved.
A practitioner from New Jersey writes that uncertainty as to
what reorganization will mean to individual agents has affected their
morale. He points out that on one day a certain policy or program
is adopted which is subsequently changed or an assignment is made
which is changed before the agent involved has had an opportunity
to perform the function assigned. He also attributes responsibility
for the adverse morale situation to pressure for production placed
upon the agents.
Another writer commented on the present state of morale:
Feeling on the part of personnel that undue emphasis is placed on production
without regard to difficulties of l:mdit, unfair promotion policies, and feeling that
their actions (both at work and away from work) are subject to too much investigation and checking [has affected morale in the Philadelphia region].

SAN FRANCISCO REGION

An accountant from Washington State comments on morale in that
area as follows:
It is my personal opinion that there is considerable unhappiness among the
employees of the Internal Revenue due to the change that has taken place.
Please understand that none of them have actually complained to me in any way,
but in talking to them generally you just can't help realize that there isn't the
same enthusiasm that did exist and I really believe that the way the offices are
split now is resulting in personal jealousy here and there. In plain words, I don't
believe the Internal Revenue employees are as happy as they used to be.

A correspondent from Los Angeles notes that morale in 1953 was
good, but if morale in 1954 is to be maintained at the same high level,
the following suggestions should be followed:
(1) More help to keep the work current and to prevent the
accumulat.ion of discouraging backlogs.
(2) Recognition of a.bility and efficiency in those employees
who are doing an outstanding job by upgrading comnlensurate
with their responsibility and value to the Service.
A practitioner from Phoenix observes:
The geneml comment of the employees in this district director's office, Phoenix,
Ariz., would indicate that the morale is at a new low. One employee stated that
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in his opinion there were not more than two people in the district director's office
that were happy. This situation is unnecessary, and over a period of years has
not existed. I am of the opinion that it may be necessary to make certain changes
in order to strengthen the morale of the office. It would also be my opinion that
these changes would be beneficial to the public and to the Government.

In another letter it was pointed out that the tragic dec1ine in morale
is due in no small measure to the constant inquisition and surveillance
these people must expose themselves to in the vigilant process of
ferreting out the disloyal few. The activities of the Inspection
Service indicate too much emphasis has been placed upon a mechanical
cost accounting approach in the disposition of personnel problems
and efficient administration of the Internal Revenue Service.

In reply to the question, "What is the present morale of the Service
in your district?" the correspondent from Los Angeles writes:
There is no such thing as morale. No matter who you talk to, the answer is
always the same: "I am thoroughly disgusted and I don't care what happens."
The so-called reorganization was nothing but a political moye to put certain
men in high places. It was a colossal blunder insofar as reorganization was concerned, and everyone knew politics was 1::ehind this reorganization. As long as
the Service is controlled by politics we will never have a decent organization.

An attorney commenting from Los Angeles notes:
The Bureau of Internal Revenue, in my opinion, has been greatly harmed, both
with respect to internal administration, dissatisfaction and low morale on the
part of employees, and the confidence of the public, by the revelations within the
past few years of wrongdoing on the part of high officials of the Bureau, both in
Washington and in the field, and I believe the unrest among Bureau personnel
still persists and, to a certain extent at least, because of the reorganizations through
which the Bureau has recently passed and the apprehension that there may be
other reorganizations to follow. There seems to be a feeling of distinct uncertainty
as to what the future may hold for a number of the employees of the Bureau and
in some instances a feeling of resentment at certain of the changes that have been
made.

Another attorney points out that the low morale in the San Francisco region finds its source in the decreasing importance of the
revenue agent himself. This results in the loss of pride on the part of
the agent and more conferences at the group supervisor and appellate
level on the part of the taxpayer.
In another letter it is pointed out that morale in the San Francisco
region is bad, worse than it was in 1951 or at the end of 1953, and it is
still declining. The writer continues:
A number of younger agents I know have resigned apparently for dissatisfaction
with conditions. They seem reluctant, or unable, to give specific reasons. It
does not seem that the question of salary is the cause, for some of them, I feel
sure, cannot do as wel1 on that score in private employment.
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An accountant submits the following comments which he feels are
responsible in part for the present state of morale in the San Francisco
region:
Mr. X has been the sale agent working estate tax matters for the entire State
and while always overworked did an admirable job in reviewing and passing on
the voluminous work required in his capacity as estate tax reviewer.
We understand that Mr. X explained to one taxpayer the reason why he
couldn't examine his problem sooner (because he was only one man) and that the
taxpayer made inquiry of the department why only one agent was supposed to
handle such a load and that the department took immediate steps to assign two
addition agents to Mr. X's department but that Mr. X was put under the supervision of the men assigned to help him out. You, of course, realize this will put
an end to this man's career, if this report is true, and in talking with other agents,
whom we cannot identify, they express the opinion that if the department will do
this to X they can expect the same treatment.

In a letter received from a practitioner in Washington State, it is
pointed out that morale is poor, worse than in 1951, worse than at
the end of 1953 and declining. Causes include:
(1) Incompetent and fumbling supervision.
(2) Reorganization in this district, consisting priInarily of
piecemeal removal of office and staff fronl Tacoma to Seattle.
To emphasize this point the correspondent enclosed with his
letter a clipping taken from the Tacoma Sun News Tribune and
Ledger, December 5, 1954, which reads in part:
The suicide of Carl Hugo Carlson, 59, of 530 South 52d Street, can be
traced directly to the wholesale move of Internal Revenue Service employees
from Tacoma to Seattle last year, Dr. Frank James, Pierce County coroner,
said Saturday.
Carlson, an accountant, was one of 90 Tacoma employees whose jobs
were transferred to Seattle in JUly 1953. He had been commuting.

(3) Favoritism appears to have taken the place of merit and
seniority in promotions and job assignments.
(4) Downgrading of personnel, particularly in the case of
those employees who support retention 6f the office in Tacoma.

An accountant from Arizona comments on morale in that area as
follows:
How can morale be good under the following conditions?
1. Taxpayer and his agent are always wrong.
2. Additional tax is levied on arbitrary basis.
3. The majoJ.·ity of tax increases are too small to warrant proper recourse
by taxpayer.
4. Agent must know that in many cases his interpretation results in
unwarranted payment by taxpayer, which is no better than petty thievery.

Another writer from Arizona comments as follows:
R eorganization.-In many districts the district director was apparently hurriedly
appointed from a small group of applicants from outside of the Internal Revenue
Service and for that reason the person directing the internal revenue activities
in many districts is technically and administratively incompetent and unable to
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provide leadership necessary to efficient operation. The character assassination
now being encouraged by the present administration and the use of a wholly
inefficient Inspection Service has placed a premium upon the employees who
make as few decisions and do as little work as possible. It is becoming increasingly difficult for tax consultants and the taxpaying public to obtain decisions
from district directors' offices. Some employees have even stated that they
are passing their decisions to higher levels in order to avoid the possibility of
future criticisms.

An attorney from Arizona in commenting on the effects of Inspection
Service on morale in that region states:
The primary complaint, generally, seems to be with personnel practices and
promotions, coupled with dissatisfaction with the new Inspection Service. The
Inspection Service, comprised, as it apparently is in large measure, of persons
ha ving little or no knowledge of the functioning of the Internal Revenue Service
and the type of work done in various job classifications is a farce. To illustrate,
there have been numerous instances in which inspectors have spent days interrogating personnel with reference to the duties of their job by reason of their ignorance thereof, and additional days attempting to find out whether the particular
individual is perform.ing the duties assigned to him. In addition, there have been,
to my knowledge, instances.in which inspectors checking into the handling of
specific cases of a technical nature in which the inspector has not the slightest
conception of the ramifications involved, has seen fit to condemn the particular
employee for his handling of the case. I h~ve had the opportunity to go over
charges which have been preferred against several career employees in the past
month and, in my mind, no right-thinking person could base charges on such
technical violations, if they are violations at all. The Inspection Service, of
course, must justify its existence but to permit it, as presently constituted, to do
so at the expense of the Service generally is to permit the parasite to devour the
host.

An attorney writing from the San Francisco region notes:
I feel that the overall decline in the morale of the Service is attributable to all
of the factors mentioned, viz: Reorganization, personnel practices, standards of
recruitment and promotion. The reorganization has contributed largely to the
decline in the morale of the Service and of the taxpayers and of their representatives in the disposition of tax controversies. Placing responsibility for tax
negotiations in the hands of group chiefs is unfortunate in that the group chief
finds it difficult to disagree in a controversial field with the examining officers
who work under him. The old procedure of having the protest assigned to the
internal revenue agent in charge for disposition provided an area for more independent and objective approach to conferences. The elevation of deputy collectors to the equivalent status of internal revenue agents has been demoralizing to
the agents who have had pride in the several service qualifications to their jobs.
The su bordination of the chief counsel's office and of the position played by lawyers
at the old technical staff level to the accounting divisions has contributed to the
decline in the morale of attorneys who felt they had basic responsibility for legal
decisions. 'Ve have an outstanding group chief here in Fresno, but he is given so
many administerial responsibilities it is difficult for him to be available at all
times on advice to examing officers and in disposing of informal protests.

A correspondent blames the present morale situation in the San
Francisco region on the practice of filling vacancies with personnel
from outside the Service. He contends further:
Personnel practices growing out of reorganization-inexperienced and incompetent individuals who have been promoted to positions beyond their capacity
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A writer from Washington State points to several factors which he
feels have contributed to the present poor state of morale in that area:
Too many reorganizations; too much shifting of assignments, sometimes at
great personal expense; too many countermanding directives. The prevailing
opinion that the Commissioner responds to newspaper demands too readily without first explaining the Service's position-e. g., the "spot check" drive which
required agents to set aside substantial audits for minor examinations and the
large manpower given to fraud cases at the sacrifice of routine, necessary audits.
The financial statements required by agents was an insult and was a cause of great
dissatisfaction. The number of early retirements makes younger men uneasy
and causes many of them to believe that if the older men are leaving, perhaps they
better leave, too, while they have a chance. Inadequate training of new men.

An attorney from Idaho lists several factors which he feels are responsible for the poor morale situation in that area:
Employees are having difficulty in adjusting themselves to the reorganization
due to the uncertainty created by having the authority in the regional commissioner's office. The employee is not sure of continuing at his present post of duty
and also not sure what his duties are to be. Often the employee receives instructions on procedure only to have them withdrawn later. The administration is topheavy and as result funds have not been available to do the essential work of tax
collecting and verification. Employees have not been allowed to travel in order
to complete cases due to lack of funds. Some of the civil-service rules tend to
spoil some people when it comes to getting work done in the required time.

OTHER

A law firm in Washington, D. C., submitted a report in which it is
noted that the morale of the Internal Revenue Service is only fair.
Two reasons were given as to why morale was not good. They are:
(1) The reorganization initiated March 15, 1952, with its redistribution of the
duties and functions of the Service (some elements of which had been under study
in the Treasury from about 1947), would have had some effect on morale in any
event, a~ did the decentralization of 1938. The effect of this reorganization on
morale was intensified because it was initiated during, and as a consequence of,
an investigation of the Service on account of the wrongdoing of a few that developed into widescale suspicion in the public m"ind of widespread maladministration and misfeasance in the Service as a whole. The installation as a part of this
reorganization of a broader check on the performance of officers and employees,
coming as it did at such a time, became overemphasized to the personnel as
importing something in the nature of an extended probe, and it caused them to
become overcautiolls and disposed to avoid any responsibility for decisions
favorable to taxpayers.
(2) The installation of the reorganization was a time-consuming job which
involved a reshuffling and redistribution of personnel. Their uncertainty as to
what awaited them on this account, on top of a feeling of being under suspicion,
served to deepen their uneasiness. The reorganization was still in process when
the change of administration in 1953 occurred and the prospect of a further
reshuffling of personnel, coupled with a reduction of force, continued the feeling
of uneasiness especially as to the personnel in Washington.

A former employee of the Service, who stated that he left for reasons
other than reduction in force, submitted the view that the worst
morale destroyer was the manner in which the reduction in force
program was put into effect. He calls attention to several cases in
which reduction in force notices were distributed to personnel and
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then rescinded at the last moment. In certain instances this procedure was repeated several times, with the result that the employees
involved usually left the Service rather than continue under a system
in which there was no security.

An association submitted the views that the poor morale situation
could be attributed to several factors, among which are included:
(1) Inspection Service.
(2) Inadequate compensation and benefits coupled with a poor
promotion policy which results in a failure to fill vacancies as
they occur in order that the funds may be used to hire more
lower grade employees and in failure to pay overtime. Also
included is the practice of assigning work of a higher grade without reclassifying the worker to a higher grade and the practice of
raising grades of collection officers and keeping agents at the same
level.
(3) Personnel practices created as the result of the operation
of the Inspection Service, the main purpose of which appears to
be to "fire" Revenue Service employees in order that it may
justify its existence has tended to contribute to the low state of
morale.
(4) The reorganization itself which resulted in(a) Consolidation of units and functions which often
required moving the staffs and equipment, to the detriment
of the staff's esprit;
(b) The addition of nonproductive work being placed on
an already overworked staff; and
(c) The complete and sudden uprooting of tried, tested,
and customary ways and the substitution of an untried and
unfamiliar procedure without preliminary test runs or
pilot plants as tryout periods created unnecessary mental
and physical tension in the period of conversion.
An attorney from Washington, D. C., places responsibility for the
decline in morale of IRS personnel upon the activities of the Inspection
Service and to inadequate travel allowance.
Topheavy reorganization and inspection. I have been in practice before the
Service since 1919. I have never seen the morale of the employees lower. The
inspection program is highly insulting to them. There was a time when men of
good character were employed and were trusted to do their duties. A few years
ago some bad characters were employed and were caught stealing. Instead of
reverting to the old practice of trusting the men in the Service, an attempt was
made to correct the situation with a topheavy reorganization and an inspection
program.
The employees know that inspectors talk with their neighbors and friends
about their home life and other personal matters. ' Such snooping causes neighbors
and friends to become suspicious that they might have a crook among them.
If not, why are the many personal questions being asked by the inspection
program?
In my opinion the reorganization has weakened the Service. It is possible to
bring into a central point many complicated tax problems to be considered by a
few f<killed and learned specialists, but it is impossible to take the skilled and
learned specialists to the location of the many complicated tax problems.
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A group in the District of Columbia lists the following reasons that
morale in that area is not good:
Consolidation of revenue agents' offices and collectors' offices.
Use of revenue agents for routine jobs.
Lowered standard for revenue agents, brought about by use of former deputy
collectors as examiners.
Transfers.
Failure to recognize professional qualifications.
Demotion and discharge of highly qualified employees.
Bypassing of personnel over 45 years of age for responsible positions in favor of
younger, less experienced men.
Unreasonable interference with the private affairs of personnel by the Inspection
Service.

A correspondent from Washington, D. C., writes:
The most important to me is the one that a person who is at least 50 (and that
is putting the age high) does not have a chance of promotion. That is also true
regardless of age if the employee is a woman. Young men who do not really know
the work are pushed ahead of the people who have had years of experience.
Then again a knowledge of law appears to be essential to the interpretation of a
law. A number of key jobs are held by people who do not have a legal background.
ENFORCEMENT

1. As compared with the calendar year 1951, do you feel that agents are makin(l more
or less effective investigations, both as to number and Quality?
[Percent]
Region

More

Less

Same

Region

More

Less

Same

--- --A tlanta _________________ _
Boston __________________ _

g~~~ati~==============

Dallas __________________ _
New York ______________ _

30
17
25
25
31
31

58
63
53
60
58
26

12
20
22
15
11

42

Omaha _________________ _
Philadelphia ____________ _
San Francisco __________ _
Other ___________________ _

22
30
36
22

54
47
44
54

24

23
20
25

------Total _____________ _ - -28
21
51

NOTE.-The above percentages are based upon approximately 3,528 questionnaires and some 500 letters
received from all parts of the country.

III. INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE MEMORANDUMS AND
DIRECTIVES
UNITED STATES TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

TVashington, D. C., October 27, 1954.
To All Field Employees:
As a result of recent meetings with field employees, singly and in groups and
conventions, I have been impressed and seriously disturbed by the very evident
signs of discontent and worry among field personnel. The fact that so much of
the worry is unjustified, being based either on false information or on misapprehension, increases my conceni. The situation clearly reveals the magnitude of
the Internal Revenue Service problem of keeping almost 50,000 field employees
informed of national office thinking.
This letter to you can be only a poor su bstitute to the approach I would much
prefer-to talk about these matters in person with you, to reach a mutual understanding of where we stand and where we are headed. Since this is impossible,
what I will try to do in this message is to give you my thinking on a few main
topics, so that everyone will have a better understanding of what we in the
national office are seeking and what my philosophy of tax administration is.
The deepest anxiety seems to prevail about production quotas and performance
standards. Gross exaggerations and distortions have been spread about case
quotas for collection officers, office auditors, and revenue agents. I am afraid
that what was with us a very small bubble has in the course of passage throughout
the Service become a very greatly swollen balloon. It needs puncturing at once.
What has really happened is this: For some time we in the national office have
been disturbed by (1) the fact that the total number of individual cases handled
by the Service is not consistent with the total number of employees and (2) the
fact that there are some excessively wide variations in total case production among
the 64 district offices. I can assure you the figures are not explainable by such
factors as differences in case type, population density, number of employees, and
the like.
As a consequence, during 1954 we have been encouraging regional and district
offices to establish specific office standards of production, so that both supervisors
and employees know what is considered normal.
Now, to my dismay, I have learned that in some areas employees have the
impression that "production comes first." Nothing could be farther from our
desire. Certainly our volume of production is important, but the tax laws are
not going to be enforced if we become more interested in the number of cases we
handle than what we do with those cases. The quality of our work must remain
our first and foremost consideration.
Some employees have alleged to me that they have been given to understand
that quotas cannot be changed and that they must be observed regardless of leave
situations and the like. This is nonsense. There is nothing special about quotas;
they should be goals set for normal conditions. If they are wrong, they should be
promptly corrected; if they cannot be met for a time because of unusuh.l circumstances, allowance must be made.
I am sure that most employees agree that we must have production standards,
but they also believe, as do we in the national office, that they must be reasonable,
that is, attainable without sacrificing the nescessary standards of tax enforcement
or "putting our people under the gun." Ideally they should be arrived at by joint
agreement of the employee and his supervisor. I realize that setting performance
standards is one of the most difficult areas of supervision, and perhaps the national
office has been delinquent in not publishing more detailed guides. Consequently,
I have requested that a down-to-earth statement be prepared to give supervisors
our whole thinking on the subject. I hope this statement will be ready for release
in a very short time. If it fills the bill, it will do two big jobs: First, it will make it
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possible for every employee to know more concretely what is expected of him;
second, it will help protect those who want to do a day's work for a day's pay
from the dragging effect of shirkers.
r want to be perfect.ly frank with you about the problem of shirkers. Even
though they are few enough in number, we have our share, like every other
organization; and they are a problem. It's the old problem of "one bad apple
spoiling a barrel." You and I know there are a few individuals who want to be
"free riders"-the sort who have so little self-respect they are actually proud
to do as little work as they think they can get away with. You would be as
shocked as I have been to see the facts revealed about some of these individuals,
and it would help you to understand why we have to have production standards.
It is not fair to you, any more than it is to the Government, to permit a few
drones to blacken the reputation of thousands of conscientious public servants
whose intelligence and zeal can match any group anywhere.
While we are on the general subject of work standards r want to clear up one
other misunderstanding that has been reported to me.
r have been tald that in same areas the idea prevails that my attitude toward
our jab is "the customer is always right"; in other wards, that cam promises and
settlements are always prefereable to contested cases. This simply is not true.
As long ago. as last April I wrate the regional commissioners and district directors
about this matter, and since the message apparently did not reach all concerned,
I am attaching a copy for your personal information. Of course, r believe in
good public relations, and in efficiency, but never at the cost of proper tax
enforcement.
r realize that a major cause of worry far more than 2 years lies in the reorganizations and all the resulting personnel changes. I knaw this feeling and r sympathize with it.
Actually, Rearganization Plan No.. 1 of 1952, which started actian, was the
result of studies that had begun several years before. For over 2 years now we
have all been invalved in the huge task af reshaping the whole Service to make
it a mare efficient instrument af government. But greater efficiency was not the
only goal. We had to. take actian to meet criticisms of our setup fram the public
and to cut down the waste and delays resulting from overcentralization of wark
and authority in Washingtan. The overlapping of functions between audit and
collections had to be straightened out.
r know that some af the changes that we made have been hard to take. It is
never easy to accept new supervisors, new assignments, new work methods.
But in every way possible we have attempted to lessen the hardships invalved,
sometimes by deliberately slowing down the rate of change and always seeking
out every passibility of finding new assignments to protect those displaced. Far
thousands af our employees new assignments have braught pramations. For
thousands more new pramational apportunities were opened up. Where dawngrading could nat be avoided we have fallawed the principle of saving previous
salary rates to the greatest extent possible.
It has been a matter of regret to. me that so many of the changes have seemed
to indicate a reductian in the impartance af the callection pragram. Actually
what we are seeking is a strengthening af bath collectian and audit by a more lagical arrangement of the wark. While the tatal number of collection afficers is
being reduced, the generally higher collectian grades given them recently reflect
the increasing importance of their work. Step by step we are creating collection
and audit arganizations that are shaped for maximum efficiency and for maximum
promotianal opportunity.
Since there is evidence that the audit and callection changes are not as tharoughly understood as' they should be, I have requested that the two natianal
office divisians prepare comprehensive explanations of the changes made and
contemplated. It is my desire to have these statements get into. the hands of
every interested field employee, so that present misunde.rstandings can be cleared
up.
r have been told, tao., that there is fear in the field offices that in its zeal for
training and education, the Internal Revenue Service will begin to laak down
upon experience. It is true that we are striving to attract to the Service young
persons with the highest potential far development, and this includes emphasis
on demonstrated ability to learn. Further, concrete steps are being tnl,en to
broaden our internal training progmms-technical, supervisory, and executiye.
The advanced training center is but one example.
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This whole training program is motivated with two goals in mind: first, to help
as many employees as possible do a better job in their present assignment; second,
to assist employees everywhere in forging ahead within the Serdce. But I want
to assure you that in the final analysis, promotions in the Service are going to continue to be made on the basis of demonstrated abilities on the job, not on degrees
or training courses. 'Ve in the national office are firm believers in the value of
education and training, but we do not intend to let them outweigh proven ability
to do a job. If you stop to think of the backgrounds of the people who have been
selected in the last 2 years to fill new, key Internal Revenue Service positions,
you will see that this philosophy of promotion based on demonstrated merit has
prevailed.
We in the national office deeply sympathize with the problems onr field employee.<; and field officials have had to face in the last 2 years. Further, we recognize that many of the upsetting situations have been the result of the con~inuance
of change and inadequate explanations of national office decisions. But, increasingly, the benefits of reorganization are appearing. We are getting to know each
other better, and it is being more widely recognized that the reorganized Revenue
Service is completely devoted to the principle of a career system based on merit
and fairness-fairness to taxpayers, to the Government, and to employees.
We each face the challenge of helping to make the Internal Revenue Service an
outstanding example of successful tax enforcement in a democracy. If you have
any ideas to contribute toward our goal of progress through cooperation, paf's
them on to your supervisor, your personnel officer, or to one of us in Washington.
Working together we can make the Internal Revenue Service a source of pride to
ourselves and to the American public. That I am sure is your aim, and it most
certainly is mine.
T. COLEMAN ANDREWS, Commissioner.

TREAS1.TRY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,

TVashington 25, February 18, 1955.
Memorandum for Hon. George M. Humphrey, Secretary of the Treasury.
This month marks the second anniversary of my service as Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, and it has occurred to me that this is an appropriate time to
bring you up to date on some of the highlights of our operation.
Two years ago the initial stages of the reorganization of the Internal Revenue
Service had been completed. However, the big job of realining functions, defining responsibilities, modernizing procedures, and instituting proper controls
remained to be done.
vYe took the first 6 months to appraise the plan, concluded that it was basically
sound, and, with your concurrence, decided to continue it with some necessary
changes. For example, a topheavy administrative organization was avoided by
reducing the number of regional offices from 17 to 9.
The tedious task of making the reorganizati.on work was completed about
July 1954, and the bare blueprint that we inherited became a dynamic, effective
organization.
Now, then, how are we doing?
To answer that, we must look at the enforcement figures. The vast majority
of Americans play fair with our system of voluntary self-assessment. However,
this willingness to do so is affected by our diligence in dealing with those who,
intentionally or unintentionally, fail to carry their share of the load.
In the last 6 months of calendar year 1954 the Service audited 10 percent more
returns than in the same period in 1953. At the same time, additional taxes
produced by audit and other enforcement work increased from $644 million in
the last half of 1953 to $766 million in the last 6 months of 1954. This is a stepup
of over $120 million.
I am citing these figures on a 6-month basis he cause we do not have strictly
comparable figures as to the number of audits for prior years. This is so because
the audit figures reported for prior periods include numerous examinations which
were merely checks of the mathematical accuracy of the returns. These are not
"audits" as we concei ve the term todav.
Also, not all returns for prior years were mathematically verified. Today
mathematical verification is required in aU cases. Some mistakes, of course,
favor the taxpayer; others favor the Government. Last year, on balance, we
collected neady $48 million in extra taxes from this work on 1953 returns.
53874-55--6
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We also are giving increased attention to individual income-tax returns that
call for refunds. In 1954, our prerefund audits weeded out over $40 million of
improper claims.
In the fraud area, we are catching up with more tax evaders. In calendar
year 1954, 1,417 evaders were successfully prosecuted for criminal violations of
the tax laws. This was a 27-percent increase over 1953.
In our enforcement work, we have concentrated pretty largely on our audit
.and tax-fraud programs. There is another aspect of our enforcement activity,
however, that is important. That is the problem of the slow-paying taxpayers.
Here we needed a new approach.
We started out by overhauling our accounting system so that we would have
better information on our past-due accounts. We worked on this new system
during most of 1954, and its installation was completed by the first of this year.
Under the old system we measured delinquencies only when they reached the
distress stage. Now we pick them up immediately after the due date. On December 31, 1954, our delinquent accounts totaled $1,614 million. This large
balance must be reduced and we are taking vigorous steps to do just that.
That, in brief, is the enforcement picture. Now let's look at some other important activities.
One essential of a good tax administration is prompt settlement of disputes.
Taxpayers must have this service so they can budget their funds and make related business decisions. Here we ~have made what I regard as outstanding
progress.
On January 1, 1953, there were 21,490 disputed cases pending before our appellate people for decision. On December 31, 1954, this number had been reduced
to 9,213, a decrease of 57 percent.
Even when a taxpayer does not agree with the Appellate Division and files a
petition with the Tax Court of the United States he may still return before trial
of the case and reopen negotiations. In fact, most cases are being settled before
trial. In turn, this has resulted in exceptional progress in reducing the docketed
cases. The number of docketed cases pending on January 1, 1953, ",as 10,214.
On December 31, 1954, the number had been reduced to 8,044, a decrease of 21
percent.
On the side of better service, we have taken steps this year to pro vide greater
facilities for helping taxpayers fill out their own returns. 'Ve also introduced
this year a new, small card-type tax return for wage earners with incomes of less
than $5,000. This return, which has only 14 lines, will be used by millions of
taxpayers. As in the past, for those who use this return the Service will compute
their tax and send them a check, bill, or "even" notice. All our tax forms are
under continuous study in an effort to make them more simple and understandable.
I think it is significant to note that while the total personnel of the Service was
reduced from 51,292 to 50,234 during the calendar year 1954, the number of reyenue agents was increased from 7,994 to 10,992. Most of these additional agents,
all of whom were required to pass qualifying civil-service examinations, came from
the Collection Division where they had been doing audit work before all audit
responsibility was consolidated in the Audit Division.
The overall drop in Service personnel results largely from steps taken to increase
efficiency and improv e methods in our nonenforcement activities.
' Ve are, as you know, faced this year with the necessity for informing millions
of taxpayers about the requirements of the new Internal P,evenne Code. This
means not only that we must take time Oll.t of our regular activ ities to train our
people in the provisions of the new law but also that we are going to have t o giYe
much more assistance to taxpayers than ever before.
These drains on our manpower may possibly result in some lev eling off, or ey en
decline, in our enforcement w ork during the next 2 or 3 months. 1Jnder the
circumstances this is unavoidable. We will, of course, do everything within our
power to minimize the effect of the drain.
There are many other things I could tell you that the able and loyal people in
our Service have accomplished during the past 2 years but I hope I IU1\'e said
enough to convince you, as I am convinced, that we are now on a firm and effective
operating basis and have a solid foundation for an Internal Revenue Senice of
the very highest standards of efficiency and integrity.
T. COLEMAN ANDREWS, Comm£ss£oner.
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IR-Mimeograph No.6
Reo. No.6
Aud. No.2
UNITED STATES TR,EASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
TVashington 25, D. C., May 15, 1952.
ESTABLISHMENT OF PROCEDURE FOR INFORMAL CONFERENCES UNDER REORGANIZATION PLAN No. 1 OF 1952

Officers and Employees of the Internal Revenue Service and Others Concerned:
1. Purpose.-The purpose of this mimeograph is to describe informal conference procedure which will be applicable in the office of the Director of Internal
Revenue on and after the date Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1952 is put into
effect in each district.
2. Objectives of informal conference procedure.-The objective of the informal
conference procedure is to give taxpayers greater opportunity to reach an early
agreement with respect to disputed items arising from examinations made by
internal-revenue agents through the use of an informal procedure by means of
which such issues may be resolved prior to the preparation of the internal-revenue
agent's final report. Through this means, the disposition of disputed cases will
be brought closer to the taxpayer, improved coordination and supervision of the
activities of field examiners ","\Till be achieved, and the closing of cases by agreement without the necessity of the taxpayer filing a formal protest will be increased.
3. Organization of field groups.-The original examination of income, profits,
estate, gift, excise, and employment tax liability will be the primary function of
internal-revenue agents assigned as examining officers in the audit branch of the
office of each Director of Internal Revenue. Such internal-revenue agents will
be organized in groups, each of which will be under the immediate supervision
of a group chief, designated by the Director. The present groups will be reduced
in size and additional groups created so that, in addition to his general supervisory
responsibilities, each group chief may act in the capacity of conferee in conformity with the informal conference procedure described in this mimeograph.
4. Examination proced1.lre.-At the conclusion of his examination, the internalrevenue agent will discuss his findings with the taxpayer and will afford the taxpayer an opportunity to agree and to execute Form 870, or other appropriate
agreement form. In the event that the taxpayer does not agree, or does not wish
to execute an agreement form, the internal-revenue agent will inform the taxpayer
of his right to an informal conference. The examining officer then will furnish
the taxpayer a brief statement identifying the proposed adjustments, substantially similar to the exhibit A attached, as the basis for requesting an informal
conference, if desired. A copy will be furnished promptly to the group chief.
Such informal conference will be conducted by the group chief, or by such other
qualified employee as may be designated, with the examining officer present,
and will afford the· taxpayer an opportunity to discuss orally the proposed
adjustments.
5. Attorneys and agents.-If the taxpayer does not attend the conference but
is repre;;;ented by an attorney or agent, the rules with respect to their recognition,
the filing of powers of attorney, and the filing of fee statements will be applicable.
6. Reports and review.-A simple, short, informal conference report will be
prepared by the group chief, or other designated officer, with respect to each
caRe on which an informal conference was held. Such conference report will
show the date of the conference, the names and titles of the persons present, and
will set forth brieflv and concisely the facts ann the conclusions reached with
respect to each issue. The conference report will then be given to the examining
officer who will, in preparing the examination report, give effect to the conference
decisions. The examination report, the conference report, and all other data
relating to the case will be suhjected to review in order that uniformity in the
application of the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code, the regulations and
rulings, as well as general Bureau policy, may be assured.
7. D1dies of conferee.-In the conduct of informal conferences it will be the
duty of the group chief, or other officer who may be acting as conferee, to conduct
the conference in accordance with the objectives of the informal conference
procedure and to(a) Provide the taxpayer a. fair and courteous hearing at which he may
present his statement of the fact;;; and his view on the issues;
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(b) Make certain that all pertinent facts are included in the record and
are considered in arriving at the proposed recommendation;
(c) Make certain that the appropriate provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code are applied in arriving at the proposed recommendation;
(d) Make certain that the proposed recommendation is in accord with
Bureau interpretations as expressed in regulations and rulings; and
(e) Explain fully to the taxpayer the conclusions reached and the reasons
therefor.
8. Procedure after conference.-In the event that an agreement is reached at
the informal conference, the case will be processed in accordance with established
procedure. In the event that the taxpayer does not agree with the decision
reached at the informal conference, the examination report will be prepared and
a copy furnished the taxpayer, together with a 30-day letter affording the taxpayer the privilege of filing a formal protest, under oath, with the Director of
Internal Revenue. Such 30-day letter also will afford the taxpayer an opportunity to agree to the proposed determination. If no such protest or agreement
is received by the Director within the 30-day period, the case will be processed
for issuance of the statutory notice of deficiency, or other appropriate action.
If a timely protest is received, the case will be transmitted to the Appellate
Division.
9. Definition,c:;.-(a) The term "income, profits, estate, and gift tax," as used
in this mimeograph, will be construed to include any tax over which the Tax
Court of the United States has jurisdiction.
(b) The term "excise tax," as used in this mimeograph, will be construed to
include any Federal excise tax, except: (1) any tax imposed by chapter 8, 9, 15,
23, 26, or 27 A; (2) any tax imposed by subchapter B of chapter 25; (3) any tax
imposed by part V, part VI, part VII, or part VIII of subchapter A of chapter
27; and (4) any tax imposed by subchapter B of chapter 28, insofar as it relates
to liquor and tobacco.
(c) The term "employment tax," as used in this mimeograph, will be construed to include any tax imposed by chapter 9.
10. Jeopardy, fraud, and other special cases.-Nothing contained in this mimeograph shall be construed to preclude the taking Gf appropriate action where the
assessment or the collection of the tax is in jeopardy. The procedure described
in this mimeograph will not apply in any case in which criminal prosec.ution is
under consideration or in any case in which, in the discretion of the Director of
Internal Revenue, the Government's interest would be prejudiced thereby.
11. Prior instructions superseded.-The instructions contained in this mimeograph supersede prior instructions to the extent that such prior instructions are
inconsistent herewith.
JOHN B. DUNLAP, Commissioner.
(Attachment: Exhibit A.)
EXHIBIT A
REVENUE AGENT'S PROPOSED ADJUSTMENTS AFFECTING TAX LIABILITY

_________________________________________________________________ _
At the time the proposed adjustments affecting your tax liability were discussed you did not agree to the items marked (*) listed below.
You are advised that you may present your objections to the proposed changes
at an informal conference which may be requested within the next 10 days by
telephoning or writing to the address set out below:
Group Chief [Supervisor] _______________________ Telephone No. _________ _
Ext. _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ Address ____________________________________________ _
If you decide to accept the findings as set out below, please advise. If no informa.! conference is requested, an examination report will be mailed to you by
the Director of Internal Revenue.
~ame

.
Year ending ___ _
Net income per return __________________________________ _
Proposed
unallowable deductions and additional income:
(a) ________________________________ $ _____________ _
( )
( )

----------------------------------------------------------_
Total ____________________________________
--------------------------------

$--------------
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Proposed nontaxable income and additional deductions:
( ) -------------------------------- $-------------( ) --------------------------------------------- -------------Proposed corrected net income ______________ $ _____________ _
Other proposed adjustments affecting tax liability:

( ) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------Int~~;IRev~~~eAgent-----------------------------I5~e------------------

EXHIBIT D-7-0RGANIZATION CHART (REV.

1-5-53)

INDIVIDUAL AND CORPORATION TAX OFFICE AUDIT SECTION

Section divided into the required number of groups under gl~OUp chiefs, who
will be under immediate supervision of Head, Office Audit Branch: Conducts
-office or correspondence audit of income-tax returns and claims; prepares complete
.and factual reports supported by explanations, citations, and authority on cases
where adjustments are made; prepares short-form reports in no-change cases and
information reports when required. Conducts correspondence audit of incometax returns and claims filed by aliens, nonresident citizens, foreign corporations,
and domestic corporations whose books and records are located in a foreign
country; prepares complete and factual reports on all examinations made.
"Furnishes assistance to the public in preparing and filing tax returns or claims,
and assists persons who seek information on tax laws and regulations. Proposes
jeopardy assessments. Operates as a pool for special detail assignments, primarily
during filing period and subsequent processing of returns filed. Maintains
statistical and production reports. Group chiefs assume full responsibility for
supervising, planning, and achieving their assigned portion of the office audit
program; hold informal conferences with taxpayers or their representatives
and prepare conference reports directing action to be taken by examining officers;
orally explain the provision of the law and regulations to taxpayers and others
concerned which affect their cases.
UNITED STATES TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,

IR-Mimeograph No. 55-77
Aud. No. 25

Washington 25, D. C., June 23, 1955.

SUPERVISION OF AUDIT ACTIVITY

Section 1. Purpose
The purpose of this Mimeograph is to prescribe certain methods and procedures
'in furtherance of the policy of improving operations in audit activities at the
group level.

Section 2. Background
Studies for the improvement of operations in the audit area indicate that our
present program of field supervision at the group supervisor level fails to provide
.an established on-the-job review of the field examiners' audit techniques and
performance. In addition, there is evidence to support the conclusion that
failure to rotate group supervisors and technical personnel of field and office
audit groups has, in some instances, resulted in substandard performance by the
supervisor and personnel of his group. This may be difficult to correct under
existing policies and procedures. Consequently, the methods and procedures
Indicated hereafter have been designed to increase the efficiency of examining
officers and the effectiveness of group supervisors.
Section 3. Visitation Program
.01 Each group supervisor of a field group will visit at irregular intervals the
agents in his group while they are on the job at the taxpayer's place of business to
review the agent's work on the case, both completed and anticipated, provide
:such guidance and assistance as found necessary, and evaluate the work performance of the agent. Where pertinent and relevant, the progress of the audit
may be discussed with the taxpayer or his representative.
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.02 The number and frequency of a group supervisor's viRits to any individual
agent should be flexible and dependent, to a degree, on the grade and experience
of the examiner, the class of taxpayers examined, and other relevant factors.
The frequency and duration of visits to agents on the job should be such as will
provide adequate knowledge of the capabilities and characteristics of each agent
in the group, but in no event should an agent be visited less than twice each year.
The visits to agents on the job should ordinarily be made by the group supervisor
and not by a senior agent as it is felt that the examining officer will more readily
accept, and give greater weight to, a visit hy a group supervisor than one by his
delegate. Visitation by the group supervisor will enable him to become much
better informed on the abilities of the agents under his supervision. Group supervisors will keep in their offices appropriate records of the results of their visits.
These records should be utilized by the Chiefs of Branches and the Chief, Audit
Division, to determine the effectiveness with which group supervisors administer
the visitation program .
.03 It is anticipated that the yisitation program will require approximately
20 percent of the group supervisor's time. Therefore, it will become necessary
to designate, either on a permanent or rotating basis, a senior agent in each group
to assist the group supervisor in his administrative duties. It should also be the
policy that a group supervisor will not personally conduct an informal conference
with a taxpayer or :qJs representative where he has made an on-the-job visit.
Section 4. Rotation of Group Supervisors and Internal Revenue Agents
.01 As a matter of policy internal revenue agents should not receive all of their
training under one group supervisor and in furtherance of this policy all internal
revenue agents within a group should be rotated among other groups every 4
years. This may best be accomplished by reassigning each year 25 percent of
the agents in a group to a different group or groups .
.02 Because of geographical conditions existing in some districts, zones have
been established to simplify the administrative and travel problems of group
supervisors who have revenue agents under their jurisdiction stationed at outlying
posts of duty. As it may not be feasihle to rotate revenue agents in those districts, group supervisors should, wherever practicable, be reassigned to a different
group every 4 years provided it does not involve a change in post of duty .
.03 The rotation of agents or group supervisors will not be applicable to excise
and estate and gift tax groups unless there is more than one group of like specialistswithin the district .
.04 In districts having more than one office audit group, consideration shouln
be given to the rotation of auditors or group supervisors in the same manner asfield audit groups .
.05 The annual reassignment of technical personnel should be managed so
that the GS grade structure in the various groups will not be impaired .
.06 It is not intended that group supervisors and internal revenue agents
should be rotated between districts or posts of duty pursuant to the foregoing;
neither are the provisions of this Mimeograph to be construed as affecting the
existing authority of District Directors and Regional Commissioners to reassign
personnel whenever it is in the best interest of the Service.
Section 5. Rotation of Examiners on Cases
.01 Paragraph 4217, Part IV of the Internal Revenue Manual, states the
general policy with respect to the rotation of examining officers. Appropriate
measures must be taken to assure that, to the greatest extent possible, no examining officer will examine the same taxpayer's return consecutively. This should
not be construed as meaning that an agent cannot examine several years' returns
of a taxpayer at the same time. N or does it mean that examining officers assigned
to cases involving complicated accounting or technical determinations may not
make consecutive examinations if it would be in the interest of the most efficient
case managemevt to continue their assignments, as, for example, in the case of the
larger corporations .
.02 Where the agent's personal transactions with the taxpayer have been or
are significant in relation to the agent's or the taxpayer's financial position, such
as: (1) prior or current direct or indirect indebtedness to the taxpayer; or (2) n.
direct or indirect financial interest or in vestmen t in the taxpayer's business, it
will always be in the best interest of the Service to have the return examined by
another agent. In any instance where the business or social relationship with
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the taxpayer is of a nature that might impair the agent's impartiality and independence, it will be his duty to return the case to his group supervisor with an
appropriate explanation. Doubtful situations should be resolved in favor of
returning the case .
.03 Agents should be instructed to return to their group supervisors for reassignment the return of any taxpayer, on hand or subsequently received, the·
examination of which would be inconsistent with the above policy.
Section 6. Effect on Other Documents
Any internal management documents, the provisions of which are inconsistent
or in conflict with the provisions of this Mimeograph, are hereby amended or
superseded accordingly.
Section 7. Effective Date
This Mimeograph is effective June 23, 1955.
PAUL K. WEBSTER,
Assistant Commissioner (Operations).
Address correspondence to Audit Division (O:A:PPl).
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USE OF l\LO\NAGEl\IENT INFORMATION REPORTS

".01 For general 'planning purposes the management information rer,·ort system
will provide a cross section of the re1:>ults of actual examinations whieh will permit
the study and evaluation of tho existing methods of selecting returns for examination and of the existing examination practices and procedures. The results will
be separately tabulated in the national office for the 9 regions and will be made
available to the 9 regional eommissioners. These tabulations or pictures of t.he·
overall examination results will provide a basic frameworh of objective information around which the field managers of the audit programs and examining officers
can weave their personal experiences to develop improved audit planning and
programing. They will permit interregional comparisons of the general examina-·
tion practices and policies actually followed in t.he various regions, their strength
and weaknesses and possible methods of improvement.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"With the foregoing kinds of overall audit tabulations available to supplement
the experience and 'know-how' of the field audit personnel, especially the assist-ant regional commissioner (audit), improved methods of tax enforcement can be·
more quickly and successfully attained by programing and audit planning, and by
appropriate followup procedures. Stated another way, it is the ~earch for tax
returns with highly concentrated amounts of tax error that strains the abilities·
and 'know-how' of the examining officers and their supervisors and managers.
The nature of this search is indicated by asking the following question: What
readily visible factors or combination of factors found on different tax returns are
sure to indicate a high chance that the selection and examination of certain types
of tax returns will prove, after examination, that these were the returns most
urgently in need of examination and resulted in attaining the largest amount of
tax change possible with the available audit machinery?
"Moreover, what byproducts of reliable information have these examination&
produced upon which evaluations of existing programs may be based and improvements for the future derived? These byproducts are the management information reports."
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U. S.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Office of the Regional Commissioner
Boston 8, Mass.
Amendment No.1 to
RC-BOS-Memorandum No. 54-12
P. No. 54-7

Issued April 6, 19[;4-

MAINTENANCE OF DISCIPLINE

Section 1. Purpose
.01 To correct typographical errors on pages 3; 9, 12 (exhibit B), and to delete
-or otherwise change information on pages 9, 15 ~exhibit E), and 17 (exhibit G),
:and to identify the responsibility of Regional Commissioner.
Section 2. Amendments
.01 Wherever reference is made to District or District Director, requirements
-of this memorandum shall be equally applicable to Regional office employees and
the Regional Commissioner .
.02 Section 4.012 (1), page 3, now reads in part: "* * * based upon satisfactory duty performance." This should be corrected to read as follows: "* * *
based upon unsatisfactory duty performance."
.03 Section 10.013, page 9, reads in part: "* * * is to appeal the proposed
:ad verse action." This is corrected to read: "* * * is to cancel the proposed
adverse action." Section 10.013b, page 9, states in part: "* * * should specifically admit or point the reply so far as practicable." This should be changed to
read: "* * * should not refute the employees statements."
.04 On page 12, exhibit B, under "Note": Par. 3, reads in part: "* * * with
a return, restricted receipt." This should be changed to read: * * * with
return receipt requested." Par. 4, reads in part: "* * * Signature must be that
of 1st line Supervisor." This should be corrected to read: "* * * Signature
must be that of Supervisor bringing the charges."
.05 On page 15, exhibit E, add the following note at foot of page:
NOTE: Do not include the second and third sentences of paragraph 3 above
-commencing with "As a veteran preference eligible * * *," if adverse action is a
·suspension of 30 days or less. Veterans suspended for 30 days or less do not
have the right to appeal to the Civil Service Commission .
.06 On page 17, exhibit G, delete the first part of the second sample paragraph containing the statement "* * * for failure to qualify during trial period
* * *," and add the note as stated in section 2.05 above at foot of the page:
Section 3. Effective Date
.01 This amendment is effective as of February 24, 1954.
D. O. HAYS,
Assistant Regional Commissioner, Administration.
Intermediate distribution.

U. S.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Office of the Regional Commissioner
Boston 8, Mass.
RC-BOS-Memorandum No. M-12
P. No. 51-7
l\IAINTEN ANCE OF DISCIPLINE

Section
1. Purpose

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Authority
Policy
Definition
Responsibility
'rable of Penalties
Procedure
Sample Letters
Reeommendation To District Director
Summary
Revocation
E1Iective Date

Issued February 24, 1954
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Section 1. Purpose
.01 The purpose of discipline is to promote the best interests of the sen ice by
just enforcement of the st.andards of conduct for all employees.
Section 2. Authority
.01 This policy and procedure is prepa,red in accordance with part 9 of the
Federal Personnel Manual and Treasury Department Memorandum dated
October 27, 1053.
Section 3. PoUcy
.01 Management is responsible for promUlgating standards of conduct, for
recognizing and rewarding good conduct, and for disciplining employees for misconduct. Since responsibility for discipline is a part of the large responsibility
for employee evaluation, a balanced personnel program will emphasize the importance, not only of discipline, but also of appropriate recognition of aboveaverage performance and eX8mpb.ry conduct.
.02 It is not t.he intent of the Boston Region, Int.ernal Revenue Service, t.hat
high morale and effi,ciency be brought about through discipline. On the contrary,
it is recognized' that the most agreeable part of a supervisor's job is praising the
employee for good work or a job well done. The least appreciable part is reprimanding or disciplining him ,,'hen necessary. These two responsibilities are
inseparable in the daily job of every supervisor .
.03 "Going easy" on employees may mean just shirking responsibility. Employees respect, even prefer, a supervisor who is firm, yet fair in all his dealings
with them. Discipline, when administered in a just, prompt, and consistent way,
is a morale booster.
.04 In chronic or difficult cases, supervisors may find it desirable to consult
with the appropriate personnel office whose acquaintance with problems of
individual employees may serve advantageously to supplement the supervisor's
experience .
. 05 It is therefore the policy of the Boston Region that discipline must be
fair and just; like penalties must be given for like offenses, with due consideration
for mitigating or aggravating circumstances in each case .
. 06 The decision as to what disciplinary action should be taken in each case
must be based on a careful evaluation of the nature of the misconduct, the effect
on the Service, and the efi;ect on the individual employee .
. 07 Discipline, in order to be fully effective, must be timely. The effect on
the individual and on the Service is diminished in proportion to the time allowed
to lapse between the misconduct and the discipline. Promptness of action is an
essential requirement at every step in the disciplinary procedure .
.08 The action must be designed to promote the efficiency of the Service. In
many cases, an admonition or reprimand may be sufficient to remedy the situation .
.09 The repetition of the same offense after short intervals will be considered
in assessing any penalty, since such repetition indicates a deliberate disrespect
for authority. It is important that all employees be disabused of the prevalent
idea that it is almost impossible to separate permanent status employees forfailing to perform their duties in a satisfactory manner .
. 10 Demotion to lower grade positions will not be emplOyed as a disciplinary
action .
. 11 Disciplinary action will not be influenced by race, color, national origin,
creed, religion, sex, marital status, nor will it be influenced by political opinions
and/or affiliations (except those which are prohibited by law) .
. 12 Action will not be taken as reprisal for petitions or testimony under the
grievance procedure of this Region and appeals to the Civil Service Commission .
. 13 Disciplinary actions must be well SllppOl ted factually because in the event
of an appeal action, under certain conditions, the activity could be required to
restore the employee to duty retroactively. Restoration to duty retroactively
may be ordered by the Civil Service Commission if it is shown that the suspension
or removal was unjustified or unwarranted. The employee then must be paid
for the entire period he was off the payroll. (See RC-B08-Memorandum ,~o.
54-10, P. No. 54-5, Grievance Procedure, sec. 7.)
Section 4. Definition
.01 The terms as used in this Memorandum shall ha"\'e the following meaning:
1. Separatinn.-(1J Abandonment of position: This is a separation occasioned by an employee's action in quitting his post. of duty, failing to return
to duty aftel" the expiration of authorized leav e, or failing t.o return from
furlongh when called. (Action should be initiated when employee is absent
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.from duty for :i period of fi ye consecutive calendar days under snch circumstances.)
2. I nefficiency.-(l) Separation of any employee , serving under other than
a t.em porary a p pointment who hrts completed his trial or probationary period,
based upon satisfactory duty performance.
3. D isqualification.-(1) 8erarl),tion of employees serving probationary periods, or trial p(=>riocl.s, for nnsatisfactory duty per formance or other attributes
wh ich indicate lllls 1iiability for Federal f'mploym ent.
4 . T errninrttion.- (l) I s the action t.o be utilized. in separating any em ployee
s F~ rYin g uncler a temporary or tpmporary indefinite appointment who is not
mo re appro priately sep arated by "R.emo\al" or other term.
5 . R emovrtl.- ( 1) I s the action usee] in separating all employee on charges
of delinq ueney or misconduct.
-Section 5 . R esponsibiWy
.01 Employees are expeeted to put in a full day's worK, comply i' ith instructions from their superiors, and follow safe working practicps. All employees are
servants of the people and because of this~ their conduct is, in many insr.allces,
'subject to more restrictions and to higher stanC.ards than may be.the case in private employment. They are expect-eo t.o conciuct themselYes, Loth on and off
rluty, in a manner which "ill reflect fa ' ·orably upon them rond the I nternal Reyenue Service. They are expeeted to be honest, reliable, trustworthy, of good character and reputation, and loyal to the Go,-ernment. and to the InternrJ Ren' nue
·ServicE- .
.02 The responsibilities of supervisors include the maintenance of discipline.
All disciplinary actions begin with the supervisor, except those that may result
irom Inspection Service investigation. Supervisors
recommend the admonishmentorreprimand employees and, when necessary, promptly seek the application
'of more severe penalties .
.03 The District Directors are responsible for the administration of discipline
throughout their District. Responsibility for the discipline of employees under
their supervision must be shared by all operating officials and supervisors. Supervisors must by precept and example, provide the leadership which will encourage
.acceptable conduct and satisfactory performance of duties on the part of the
employees working under their direction .
. 04 When an employee's conduct is such as to require investigation, a full
'statement of the facts pertinent to the case and such evidence as is available
'shall be presented to the Regional'Inspector's office through the Regional Office .
.section 6. Table of Penalties
.01 Attached hereto are two tables of penalties designated as exhibit J and
exhibit K. These tables should be used as guides in imposing penalties. Exhibit J covers the more common on-the-job offenses, while exhibit K indicates
the administration of fines and imprisonment for some offenses. In this connection, it is pointed out that the disciplinary powers of this Region do not extend
beyond the removal of an employee from his position. Violation of laws proyiding punishment in addition to removal, will be reported to the Inspection Service
by the Regional Office. That office will investigate and report the matter, if
justified, to the appropriate civil authorities for prosecution of the offender.
Section 7. Procedure
.01 Supervisors are authorized to admonish and reprimand employees orally
and in writing. Written admonishments or reprimands will close with a statement informing the recipient that he may reply in writing within a reasonable
period (not less than 3 days). A copy of the admonishment or reprimand and
any reply thereto wHl be sent to the Personnel Office for filing in the employee's
personnel folder.
.02 When a more severe penalty is called for, the supervisor will for,,'ard
through his division chief, to the personnel office, Standard Form 52, Request
for P ersonnel Action, requesting the application of a more severe penalt~r and
attach thereto a statement of supporting details. An appropriate letter of charges,
based on the evidence submitted. will be prepared in the Personnel Office for the
signature of the supervisor bringing the charge. The employee's copy (original)
of the letter of proposed disciplinary action will be delivered to the employee by
his supervisor. Since disciplinary and separation actions are subject to rigid legal
requirements, the letter of proposed action must be delivered to the accused employee on or before the date thereof. In no case will the date of the letter to the
employee be adjusted without the approval of the Personnel Office.
1

,,,ill
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.03 The Personnt'l Officer or Admi nistmt,iY e Officer r esponsible for personnel
matters ,yill consider the employee's reply, if any, to the letter of proposed disciplinar~v action, and fonyard the case with his recom mendations to the District
Director for decision. Upon re ceipt of a rlecisioll, the Personnel OfIicer or tr.e
Administrath·e Officer ,yill write another let t er to t h e emplo yee informing him of
the decision, and if the decision is ad,'erse, prepar e Standard Form 50, N oUfication of Persollnel Action, effectin g the emplo yee 's sllspension or removal. This
second letter to the employee and the original of the St andard Form 50 ,,- ill be
delivered to the employee by his snpt'rvisoL prior to the effectiYe datt'o

Section 8. Sample L etters
.01 For nse in administering disciplin e, the sample letters may be used as
guides. (See exhibits A, B, C, D, E, F, and G.) It sho uld especially be noted
that the letters are specific as to the offense, th e time of the offen se, and the specific
proposed adverse action. It is not enough to state that, tlw agency proposes to
take "suitable action" or "corrective aetion" or "disciplinary action." I ndefinite
statements of the proposed actions may I)reju(1.ice the employee in the exercising
of his right to ansv,-er in the light of all the facts and circumstances . If h(') is
mislt'd into believing that no drastic 3.ct.ion is contemplated, he may disregard
the notice altogether, or submit only a cursory or informal answer .
.Section ,9. Recommendation to District Director
.01 Recommendation to Di8Grict Director:
1. After a reply to the letter of charges is obtained and after an in vestigation is made into all of the facts surrounding the case, a recommendation
must be made to the District Director through the Personnel Officer.
2. The recommendation shol11d be written on Inter-Office .M emoranfinm
and should contain an evaluation of the chargp., reply, and IJroposed penalty.
All of the facts should be weighed prior to sueh an evaluation. All supporting el' idence sllch as sworn statements, photographis, if any, and reports
should accompany the reeommendation.
3. The memorandum will be made in triplieate and should be submitted
in the follo,dng form:
(1) Original and first copy-District Director.
(2) Second copy 'will remain with case until final disposition of same.
(3) SF-52: Should be marked Tab A.
(4) Letter of Charges: Should be marked with Tab B.
(5) Reply to Charges: Should be marked with Tab C.
(6) Supporting Documents: Should be marked with Tab D-E-F, etc.
4. See exhibits H and I.
:Section 10. 8-l.lmmary
.01 The following procedures must be observed in processing any disciplinary
action. The provisions of the requirement column apply to all employees without regard to type or tenure of appointment and without regard to veterans'
·p reference, except as modified in the adjacent column.
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Requirement

1. The employee must receive

written ad vance notice
identifying the proposed
adverse action.

(a)

The advance notice must
state any and all reasons specifically and in
detail, for taking the
adverse action.

(b)

The advance notice must
state tbe date when it
is planned to make the
proposed ad verse action effective.

(c) The advance notice must

state that the employee
has a right to reply personally and in writing,
that the reply will be
considered, the time
within which reply
must be made.

(d)

The advance notice must
specify the employee's
status during the advance notice period.

(e) The advance notice must
be dated and signed.
2. There must be a decision made
as to w ha t action will be
taken.

Explanation or modification
1. It is not sufficient to state that it is proposed to take "suitable" or
"corrective" action since indefinite statements may prejudice the
employee's rights. Since the appointing officer may not rely upon
the employee's knowledge of the situation, the charges, and the
proposed action should be clearly identified. Although advance
notices are desirable in all instances, they are not mandatory in
cases of furlough because of unforeseen circumstances such as sudden breakdown in equipment, acts of God, or similar emergencies
requiring immediate curtailment of activities, nor in cases of suspension for less than 30 days affecting employees serving a trial or
probational period or serving under temporary or excepted appointments. The advance notice will be in the form of a seoarate letter
to emoloyee concerned, except that in "Termination" actions required by expiration of appointment or completion of job, a Form
50 ml\y be used for this purpose.
(a) The reasons must be stated in such fashion that the employee
may clearly understand the basis for the proposed action and
why he has been selected for the action where the reasons are
not personal to him. He win thus be in a position to submit
a defense, or reasons why the action should not be taken.
So far as practicable, specific incidents and dates shonld be
cited.
(b) Periods of advance notice must be sufficient to permit an employee a reasonable time to prepare and submit his defense.
Periods of advance notice will, in addition, conform to the
following:
(1) Veteran preference eligibles who are serving under war
service appointments, completion of probational or
trial period, must receive notice of any proposed
adverse action except suspension for 30 days or less, at
least 30 days in advance of the proposed effective date.
(2) So far as practicable, 3~-day advance notices will be
given to all employees for all adverse actions except
suspensions. When such 3~-day advance notices
would prejudice the Department's interest, however,
the period of advance notice may be fixed to cover not
less than 14 calendar days for all adverse actions,
other than suspensions, when applied to employees
not entitled to a 3~-day advance notice as provided
in (1) above.
(3) In emergency cases requiring prompt suspension of 30'
days or less, the advance notice period may be fixed at
not less than 24 hours. As a general rule, not more'
than 3 days should be provided as advance notice for
suspemions of 30 days or less. ,
(c) The advance notice will specifically indicate the name and the
address of the person to whom the reply may be made. The
time for making reply will be fixed to include that portion of
the advance notice period as will give the employee a reasonable time to prepare an answer and secure supporting affidavits. Whenever the advance notice period is 14 days or
more, at least one-half of the period should be provided for
the employee to make reply. In emergency cases reqniring
suspension for 30 days or less, a minimum period of 24 hours
must be provided for making reply.
(d) The employee must be permitted to remain in his position in a
work status during the advance notice period except where
such status might result in damage to Government property,.
be injnri'ous to the employee or others, or otherwise be detrimental to the Government's interest. In such exceptional"
cases, the employee may be detailed to a position where the
condition would not exist, or be placed on enforced annual
leave, or be placed on leave without pay with his consent.
He may not otherwise be involuntarily placed in a leave
withou t pay status during the advance notice period without
instituting a separate suspension action.
(e) See paragraph for discussion of responsibilities in preparation
of advance notice.
2. Following consideration of any reply by the employee and/or any
further information independently obtained during the period of
advance notice, the Personnel Officer must determine what, if
any. adverse action is warranted. In this connection(a) If it is determined that a more severe action is required or if It
is determined that any adverse action is, in fact, based upon
reasons other than those stated in the original advance notice,
a new advance notice must be issned and a new notice period
must be established to permit the employee an opportunity
to reply to the revised charges.
(b) The adverse action origin::llly proposed may be reduced without a new advance notice so long as the employee has had
opportunity to reply to the reasons for the rednced adverse
action. '1'he adverse action originally proposed may also be·
withdrawn or postponed when it is determined that such
action would promote the efficiency of the service.
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Requirement

Explanation or modification

3. The employee will receive a
written notice of the District
Director's decision.

3. A written notice of decision is required in all cases of adverse action,
and even though the employee may have failed to reply to an advance notice. Further written notice will be given if the decision
is to appeal the proposed adverse action. This notice must reach
the employee on or before the effective date of any adverse action.
(a) In instances when the employee did not reply to the advance
notice, any adverse decision may be in the form of a Standard
Form 50 effecting the adverse action at a prospective date.
H the employee replies to the advance notice, the decision
will bf' in the form of a separate letter which will transmit the
Form 50 when an adverse action is involved.

Notice of decision must
be dated and signed
by the District Director, and state the date
when any adverse action will become effective.
(b) The notice of decision
must state the basis for
the decision.
(a)

In instances when an employee has replied to an advance
notice, the notice of decision should specifically admit or
point the reply so far as practicable. As a minimum, the
notice of decision will state in general terms the basis for the
decision reached. Decisions may not be based upon matters which were not covered in an advance notice unless an
advance notice was not required.
(c) All employees subject to an adverse action will be advised of
their right to utilize the grievance procedure established in
RC-BOS-Memorandum No. 54-10, P. No. 54-5. In addition, employees eligible for veteran's preference who are
serving under war service appointments, or under competitive or excepted appointments of unlimited tenure after completion of probational or trial period, will be advised of their
further right to appeal to the Civil Service Commission
under Section 14 of the Veteran's Preference Act. (See ch.
Sl-FPM.) The address of the office to which a grievance
or appeal may be directed will be provided in the notice of
decision.
(b)

(c) Any notice of decision

involving an adverse
action must advise the
employee of his appeal
rights.

Section 11. Revocation
.01 Any other memorandum or parts of memorandums inconsistent or in
conflict with the provisions of this memorandum are hereby superseded or
amended accordingly.
Section 12. Effective Date
.01 This memorandum is effective immediately.

D. O. HAYS,
Assistant Regional Commissioner, Administration.
Intermediate distribution.
EXHIBIT A
SAMPLE SUSPENSION LETTER
DEAR MR. - - - : 1. This is to advise you that it is proposed to suspend you
for three days without pay on June 10, 11, 12, 1953, for being absent without
proper authority.
2. The specific charge set forth below is made against you in support of the
above proposed action:
(a) You were absent without proper authority on June 1, 2, and 3, 1953.
You made no arrangements to be absent for these days as required by Internal
Revenue Policy on Leave, outlined in RC-BOS-Memorandum No. 68, P.
No. 17.
3. You may answer this notice of proposed adverse action in writing and/or
orally, and may submit any evidence you desire within three (3) working days
after receipt of this notice. If you do not reply within the specified period, the
Personnel Officer will have no alternative but to assume that you are responsible
as charged and to administer the proposed penalty. The Personnel Office will
make such pertinent regulations and records available as you may require for
preparation of your reply to the charge. If you so desire, you may obtain assistance in preparing your reply from Mr. ____________________ , of the Personnel
Office.
4. Careful consideration will be given to your reply, and you will be furnished
a written notice of final decision.
Very truly yours,
ROBERT ROE, Examining Officer.
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NOTE
Par. 1: Specific days of sllspension must be shown. Penalty may be reduced
or canceled, but cannot be increased without a new letter of charges.
Par. 2: Charges must be specific so as to leave no doubt in employee's mind
of the offense he committed.
Par. 3: Reply must be made within three (3) working days after delivery of
letter. Date of receipt is not counted. If the letter cannot be delivered personally, send by Re""istered Mail, Return Receipt Requested. Reply will then
be expected 3 days f', ft p J' the date he signed for the Registered letter.
Par. 4: If the employee replies either orally or in writing a separate lettermust be furnished him. If he does not reply, appropriate remarks must be
placed on the Form 50 which informs him of the final decision.
Signature must be that of Supervisor who brings the charges.
EXHIBIT B
SAMPLE REMOVAL LETT:riJR
DEAR MR. - - - : 1. This is to advise you that it is proposed to effect your-removal from the Government service at the close of business, July 4, 1953, for
insu bordinati on.
2. The specific charge set forth below is made against you in support of the
above proposed action:
(a) On June 1, 1953, you refused to perform your assigned duties. You
were ordered to sort and staple together extra copies of printed matter, butyou refused to carry out the order. Your excuse was that this was not
part of your assigned duty.
(b) This is your second offense on record. There is a letter in your official
file dated May 5, 1953, reprimanding you for a similar offense.
3. You may ans"\,Ter this notice of proposed adverse action III writing and/ororally, and may submit any evidence you wish within three (3) working days
after receipt of this notice. If you do not reply within the specified period, the'
Personnel Officer will have no alternative but to assume that you are responsibleas charged and to administer the proposed penalty. The Personnel Office wilr
make such pertinent regulations and records available which you may requirefor preparation of your reply to the charge. If you so desire, you may obtain
assistance in preparing your reply from Mr. ____________________ , of the Personnel office.
4. Careful consideration will be given to your reply, and you will be furnished"
a written notice of final decision.
5. You will be continued in a work status in your present position during theperiod fixed by this notice.
Very truly yours,
JACK SMITH,
Assistant Chief, Operating Facilities Branch.
NOTE
Par. 1: Specific date of removal must be shown. Allow a full 30 days from dateof receipt of notice. Do not count the day of delivery as a day of receipt.
Par. 2: Specifically state charges. Remind employee of previous offenses.
Par. 3: Reply must be made within 3 working days after delh"ery of letter.
If the letter cannot be delivered personally, send by Registered Mail with a
return, restricted receipt. Reply will then be expected three days from the date
he signed for the letter.
Par. 4: If the employee replies either orally or in writing, a separate letter must
be furnished him. If he does not reply, appropriate remarks must be pL<tced on
the Form 50, which informs him of the final decision.
Signature must be that of First Line Supervisor.
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EXHIBIT C
SAMPLE ABANDONMENT OF POSITION LETTER
DEAR MR. - - - : Records of this office indicate that you have not reported
for duty since May 1, 1953.
Please reply within three working days after receipt of this letter as to whethe:L
or not you intend to return to duty. If you have not reported for duty by
May 14, 1953, or your reply is considered unsatisfactory, you will be separated
from the Government service at the close of business, May 1, 1953, for "Abandonment of Position."
Please address your reply to District Director, Internal Revenue Service, 227
Essex Street, Arlington, Mass., attention: Personnel Office. If you require
assistance in preparing your reply, you may contact Mr. ____________________ ,
of the Personnel Office.
.
Very truly yours,
JOHN P. SMITH, Personnel Officer.
NOTE
Action to notify person who has failed to return to duty upon expiration of
approved 'leave or who fails to report for duty, will be taken on the fifth workday
if the employee fails to advise his activity or fails to report for duty. The notice
will advise that he is to be separated for abandonment of his position (effective
date-first day of absence) unless he reports or contacts his superiof. (See
Table 2, S-I-14 FPM, for procedure, should employee return during notice
period.)
Par. 2: If it is not possible to contact the employee otherwise, a registered
letter with return receipt should be dispatched to his last known address afte:L
not more than 5 working days of unauthorized absence. When within the 14
calendar day period, the employee returns to duty or advises of his intention to
return to duty, no further action will be taken to process the separation for
abandonment of position. Failing a satisfactory explanation for the unauthorized
absence, the appointing officer may take any necessary disciplinary action such
as Charges for Absence Without Authority, etc.
Effective date of separation will be the close of business of ' the last day the
employee was present for duty, or the last day of authorized absence on leave or
fudough, as appropriate. Signature will be that of Personnel Officer.

EXHIBIT D
SAMPLE ADVERSE DECISION

A 1'\ ONVETERAN OR VETERAN
PROBA'rIONARY PERIOD

TO

SERVING

TRIAL OR

DEAR MR. - - - : 1. Receipt is ackno'\';ledged of your letter of January 9,
1953, submitted in reply to the charges contained in the notice of proposed
adverse action dated January 8, 1953; or
1. Reference is m9,de to letter, this office, dated January 8, 1953, concernilIg:
a proposal to suspend you for .5 days for being ahsent without pro per authority.
2. This matter has been carefully considered on the hasis of an interview held
\\ith you on January 1], 1953, arid personal investigation into the mm-ter. It
has been decided that you will be suspended on the 24th, 2Sth, and 26th of
Jannarv 19.53: or
2. This matter has been carefully consid.en~ct on the basis of your reply and
personal investigation into the matter. It has heen, etc.
3. You may appeal this decision to the District Director, Tnternal Re\'enue
Ser-dce, Hartford, Conn., if you desire, under the Grieyance Procedure as outlined in RC- BOS-.I\1emOl'andum Ko. 54-]0, P. No. 54-5) within 15 days, details
of which may be obtained from your supervisor.
Yery truly yours,
JOHN P. S'\HTH, PersonnPl Officer.
KOTE

Do not refute statements of employee.
Rb:nat,llre bv Personnel Officer,
This type o'f letter to be furnished employee if he replies to letter of charges.
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EXHIBIT E
SAMPLE ADVERSE DECISION TO VETERAN PREFERENCE ELIGIBLE WHO HAS
COMPLETED HIS TRIAL OR PROBATIONARY PERIOD
DEAR MR. - - - : 1. Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of January 9,1953,
submitted in reply to the charges contained in the notice of proposed adverse
action dated January 8, 1953; or
1. Reference is made to letter, this office, dated January 8, 1953, concerning a
proposal to suspend you for 5 days for being absent without proper authority.
2. This matter has been carefully considered on the basis of an interview held
with you on January 11, 1953, and personal investigation into the matter. It has
been decided that you will be suspended on the 24th, 25th, and 26th of January
1953; or
2. This matter has been carefully considered on the basis of your reply and
personal investigation into the matter. It has been, etc.
3. You may appeal this decision to the District Director, Internal Revenue
Service, 148 State Street, Bangor, Maine, if you desire, under the grievance procedure, within 15 days, details of which may be obtained from your supervisor.
As a veteran preference eligible, you have the further right to appeal this action
to the Director, First United States Civil Service Region, Post Office and Courthouse Building, Boston, Mass., within 10 calendar days after the effective date of
your suspension. If you decide to appeal under the Internal Revenue grievance
procedure, such appeal should be made prior to appeal to the Civil Service Commission, and will not abridge your right to appeal later to the Civil Service
Commission under section 14 of the Veterans' Preference Act.
Very truly yours,
JOHN P. SMITH, Personnel Officer.
EXHIBIT F
SAMPLE ADVERSE DECISION TO N ONVETERAN OR VETERAN STILL SERVING TRIAL
PERIOD WHO FAILS TO REPLY To LETTER OF CHARGES!
REMARKS TO BE PLACED ON WD FORM

50

Inasmuch as you failed to reply to the letter of charges issued you on April 5,
1953, your case has been considered on the basis of the charges furnished and
investigation into the matter.
Decision has been reached to effect your separation for failure to qualify during
trial period (Insubordination and a. w. o. 1.); or
Decision has been reached to suspend you for 2 working days for being absent
without authority on April 2 and 3, 1953.
You may appeal this decision to the District Director, 148 State Street, Bangor,
Maine, if you desire, under the grievance procedure, as outlined in RC-BOSMemorandum No. 54- 10, P. No. 54-5, within 15 days, details of which may be
obtained from your supervisor.
EXHIBIT G
SAMPLE ADVERSE DECISION TO VETERAN WHO HAS SERVED HIS TRIAL PERIOD
WHO FAILS To REPLY TO LETTER OF CHARGES
REMARKS TO BE PLACED ON WD FORM

50

Inasmuch as you failed to reply to the letter of charges issued you on April 5,
1953, your case has been considered on the basis of the charges furnished and
investigation into the matter.
Decision has been reached to effect your separation for failure to qualify during
trial period (insubordination and a. w. o. 1.); or
Decision has been reached to suspend you for 2 working days for being absent
without authority on April 2 and 3, 1953.
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You may appeal this decision to the District Director, 148 State Street, Bangor,
Maine, if you desire, under the grievance procedure, within 15 days, details of
which may be obtained from your supervisor. As a veteran preference eligible,
you have the further right to appeal this action to the Director, First United
States Civil Service Region, Post Office and Courthouse Building, Boston, Mass.,
within 10 calendar days after the effective date of your (suspension) (removal).
If you decide to appeal under the Internal Revenue grievance procedure, such
appeal should be made prior to appeal to the Civil Service Commission and will
not abridge your right to appeal later to the Civil Service Commission under
section 14 of the Veterans' Preference Act.
RC-BOS-Memorandum No. 54-12

P. No. 54-7

Effective Immediately
Page No. 18
EXHIBIT H

I NTER-OFflCE
MEMORANDUM
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I

MEMORANDUM OF RECOMMENDATION
DIRECTOR

TO

DISTRICT

To: District Director, Internal Revenue Service, Burlington, Vt.
From: Personnel Officer.
Subject: Disciplinary Action.
FINDINGS

Attached hereto are charges preferred against Mr. Joseph Young, clerk-typist,
GS-3, $2,750 per annnm. Mr. Young is a nonveteran, 26 years of age. and an
employee of the Collection Division, Accounting Branch, Bills and Warrants
Section.
1. Mr. Young is charged with leaving work without authority on the 22d of
April 1953, at 4:45 p. m., 15 minute::, in advance of the regular quitting time.
2. This is Mr. Young's first offense in 5 years of employment with the Internal
Revenue Service.
3. Mr. Young did not reply officially in writing to the charges. I interviewed
him personally, however, concerning this matter. Mr. Young stated that he
had on several occasions in the past requested permission to leave work a few
minutes early because of presfling personal matters that required his departure a
few minutes ahead of schedule. Permission has always been granted. In the
instance of April 22, 1953, Mr. Young again had occasion to attend to personal
business which necessitated making contact with a business firm before closing
time. His supervisor, Mr. Doe. was out of the office at the time, and so he presumed that he wOllld depart early with the sanction of Mr. Doe.
4. Inasmuch as this is Mr. Young's first offense in 5 years of service, it is felt
that this offense is not. serious enou.<:!;h to warr:mt a suspension as propoRPd on
attached Form 52, Tab A.
RECOMMENDATION

Recommended Mr. Young receive an official letter of reprimand and instructions
as to the manner in which he will request permiflsion to depart from his duties
ahead of schedule in the abflence of Mr. Doe. He should also be informed that
any further offense will warrant more serious disciplinary action in the form of a
suspension from duty.
JOHN P. SMITH, Personnel Officer.
Attachments:
Tab A: SF-52 RequeRt for Personnel Action.
Tab B: Letter of Charges.
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Schedule of certain disriplinrrry offenses and penalties for civilian employees in the Internal Revenue Servl,ce
Range of penalties (warnings, s:.lspensiolls. discharges)
TypC' of offenses

I

1st infraction
Minim m I Maxim
- - - - - 1 - - - -- 1

m

2d infmction

I !\Iinim

ill

I ~nfraction

Reckoning
period

Remarks

Maxim m ! '\1inim m Maximicm
' - - - - -1- - - - - - - II

~

ATTENDANCE

\\-arning _I I day f .r I \\-arning __ 1 \0 flays - -I
each day
absent.
___
do__ ___
VVarning__ _do ____ __ RemonlL _
2. Excessive emergency absence (does uot apply to leave
approved in advance).
3. Leaving work without authority:
.
(a) Leaving job to which assigned, or leaving Treas- I--_do _______ I 4 days _____ I___ do ______ _I 10 days ____ 1
ury premises at any time during working
hours without proper permissIon.
(b) Deserting post of duty or leaving post wIthout I--_do _______ I RemovaL 1 10 days ____ 1 RemovaL I
proper relief.
.
1.

ahsence: Unexcused or unauthnri -efl
absence on any scheduled day of work.

Unauthori ~ ed

Warning - I Rpat()\-nl 11 yrar

----I

__do ____ _ __ do ___ ____ 3 years ___ _

t:r:I

Susjlensi ,ns arC' In additi')fi to
n m;)ay st.atus f ,r days abspnt.

z
~

t:r:I

~

5 days __ ___ I ___ do _______ 1 1 yeiJ-L ___ _

30 days ____ I___ do ______ _L __ do ___ ___ _ For guard and patrol officers,
and enforcement officers in
the Alcohol and Tobacco
Tax Division.
4. Unexcused tardiness __________ ______ __________________ .I ___ do ______ -I Warning __ 1 Warning __ 1 Warning __ 1 Warning __ 1 2 days _____ 1 6 months __ For 4th and subspquent offenses during reckoning period, impose proportionately
heavier suspensions or remove.
5. Falsifying muster or attendance record: Making a false I---do-------I RemovaL_I 15 days ____ 1 RemovaL_I RemovaLI ____________ 1 No limiL_
entry for oneself or for another employee.
.
6. Unexcused failure to ring clock or sign attendance record ___ do_______ 1 day ______ 1 day ______ 5 days_____ 5 days_____ 15 days____ 6 months __
or otherwise check in.
SAFETY AND SECURITY

~
~

t:r:I

-<
t:r:I

Z
q

t:r:I

w

t:r:I

~

-<
~

a

t:r:I

7. Failure to report personal injury or accident- ___________ I___ dO _______ I___ dO _______ I___ dO ___ ---I---do----- -· I---dO -- -----I---do --- ----11 yeaL ___ _
8. Carelessness endangering the safety of personnel or ___ do ____ ___ 20days ____ 10days ____ RemovaL_ 15days ____ RemovaL NolimiL_

equipment.

9. Failure to observe precautions for personal safety: ___ do _______ 1 day _____ _ 1 day_____

3 days _____ 5 days __ ___ 15 days ____ 1 year ____ _
Failure to observe written regulations, posted rules or
signp, or oral instructions; or failure to use protective
clothing or equipment.
.
.
10. Smoking in unauthorized places: Any form of smoking I---do-------I RemovaL I 15 days ____ 1 RemovaL I RemovaLI ____________ 1 2 years ___ _
in places or areas where smoking is not permitted,
.
especIally in the vicinity of flammable material.

e.o

01

&hedule of certain disciplinary offenses and penalties for civilian employees in the 1 nternal Revenue Service-Continued

eo
~

Range of penalties (warnings, suspensions, dischargJg)
1st infraction

Type of offenses

2d infraction

3d infraction

Reckoning
period

Remarks

Minimum I Maximum I Minimum I Maximum I Minimum I Maximum
SAFETY AND SECURITY-Continued
11. Failure to carry proper identification wbere required:
(a)

(b)

I

Loss or misplacement of identification badge, or warnin g--11day ------1 Warning __ 15dayS _____ 15dayS _____ 115daYS ____ 11year____ _
pockettocommission.
,
Failure
wear badge properly
wbile on Treas- ___ do _______ Warning _____ do _______ 1 day ________ do _______ 10 days _______ do ______ _
ury premises.

~

t?;j

Z
1-3
t?;j

~

ATTENTION TO DUTY-PRODUCTION
12. Loafing: Willful idleness, wasting of time, or deliberate 1---do-------15 da y s-----i 3 day s-----i lO day s----i 1O days----i RemovaL-i--- dO ----- ••
failure to be at work on tbe task assigned.
13. Failure to make inspections (customs) __________________ 5 days _____ 30 days____ 15 days____ RemovaL 30 days _______ do_______ No limit._
14. Sleeping during working bours __________________________ Warning _____ do_______ 10 days _______ do_______ 15 days _______ do_______ 1 year ____ _ Whether employee bas attempted concealment should
enter into determination of
the penalty.
15. Careless workmansbip: Sucb as carelessness or negli- ___ do ______ .! 5 days _____ 1 Warning __ 1 10 days ____ 1 Warning __ L __ do _______ L __ do ______ _ Demote in lieu of removal
wbere appropriate.
gence in workmanship resulting in serious inaccuracies or an excessive spoilage or waste of materials, or
delay in production.
16. Failure to carry out orders: Failure or excessive delay in ___ do _______ L __ do _______ 1 3 days _____ I___ do _______ 1 10 days ____ L __ do _______ L __ do_ ---.-carrying out work assignments or instructions of
superiors.
17. Careless loss or damage to Government records, prop· ___ do _______ I___ do _______ I___ do _______ I___ do _______ I___ do _______ I___ do _______ I___ do _______ 1 Demote in lieu of removal
where appropriate.
erty, tools, or equipment.
18. Malicious damage or destruction to Government rec- ___ do _______ 1 RemovaL I 15 days ____ 1 RemovaL_I RemovaL-I- ___________ 1 No limit._
ords, property, tools, or ~quipment. or to tbe property
of others.
19. "Covering-up" defective work: Attempting to conceal ___ do ______ .! 10 days ____ 1 10 daYs ____ I ___ do _______ 1 15days_. __ 1 RemovaL I 2 years ___ _
defective work, or removing or destroying defective
work witbout permission.
PERSONAL CONDUCT

I____________ I______ ------1------------1

20. Acceptance of bribes: Acceptance of money or a tbing I RemovaL_I ____________ I____________
No limit._
of value for tbe purpose of influencing official action.
2). Acceptance of gratuities: Including acceptance or Warning __ RemovaL 30 days ____ RemovaL RemovaL ____________ No limit __
solicitation of money or other things.

Z
:>
~

~

t?;j

<!

t?;j

Z
q

t?;j

rI1
t?;j

l:O
<!
H

ot"j

22. Outside employment:
(a) Engaging in permitted outside employment 1---dO-------1 warning __ 1 wamin g __ 130 days ____ 1 warning __ 160 day s ____ 12 years ___ _
witbout approval.
(b) Engaging in probibited employmenL _____________ do_______ RemovaL_ RemovaL ---- ________________________________ No limiL_
01 23. Automobiles:
~
(a) Willful use of Government automobiles for 30 days ____ 1 30 days ____ 1 40 days ____ 1 60 days ___ _1 RemovaLI ____________ I___ do ______ _
-l
nonofficial purposes.'
t(b) Driving a car on official business wbile under 10 days ____ 1 RemovaL I 30 days ____ 1 RemovaLI ___ do _______ I____________ I___ do ______ _
I
tbe influence of liquor.
g:
(c) Negligence in operation of official car resnlting Warnlng __ 1 30 days ____ 1 Warning __ I___ do _______ 1 10 days ____ 1 RemovaLI ___ do ______ _
in damage to property or injury to persons.
(d) F ailure to report accidenL ____________________ _ 1 day ______ II0 days ____ 1 5 days _____ 130 day s ____ I___ do _______ 130 days ____ I___ dO ______ _
24. Oommission of a crime for which a sentence of imprison- Warning __ RemovaL Warning __ RemovaL RemovaL _______________ do ______ -I Loss of time at work must be
00
ment may be imposed.
charged to leave without pay.

I

~g:27. Falsehood:
~~~;~~;;~~~:==
====== =misstatemcnt
===== == ========or==
======== == ===of==1- Warning
~~~-~~~!~=__ I==RemovaL_
=== == == == =1==15===days__
== ====
==========I=RemovaL
==== ==== ==_____________
=I===== == == ===I=___
==~~=====
Intentional
concealment
__=I==
RemovaL_
do ______==
_

28.

29.
30.

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

material fact in connection with work, or employment; or in any record, report, investigation or otber
procerding.
Fighting: Fighting, threatening, attempting or inflict- ___ do ______ -' 10 days ____ 1 10 days ____ I___ do _______ 1 15 days ____ 1 RemovaL I 2 years ____ 1 The use of a dangerous weapon
ing bodily injury on another; engaging in dangerous
might warrant removal on
horseplay or resisting competent authority; disorderly
1st offense.
conduct.
Gambling: Betting or gambling, or promotion thereof 1---dO-------1 RemovaL_I ___ dO _______ I___ dO _______ I___ dO _______ I___ dO _______ 1 No limit __
on Treasury premises.
ImplOper, immoral, or indecent conduct: Any improper ___ do __________ do_______ 15 days _______ do_______ RemovaL ________________ do ______ _
conduct which violatcs common decency or morality
or brings discredit upon the Department; or use of
obsccne language.
Improper financial dealings: Improper use of official 1---dO-------I---dO-------130 days ____ I___ dO _______ I___ dO _______ I____________ I___ dO ______ _
information or records.
Collusion. aga.inst the in~erest?f the 00vernmenL_: ____ RemoyaL -- __________ ------ ______ - --- ___________________________________ do ______ _
InsubordmatlOn: IntentlOnal dlsobedlence, threatenmg, Warnmg__ RemovaL_ 15 days____ RemovaL_ RemovaL _____________ 2 years ___ _
assaulting or resisting authority; disrespect, or use of
insulting or abusive language to anyone in authority.
Intoxication: Reporting for duty or being on duty under 1--_do _______ 1 10 days ____ 1 5 days _____ I___ do _______ 1 15 days ___ -I RemovaLI ___ do ______ _
tbc influence of intoxicating liquors; selling or drinking intoxicants in Treasury Department buildings.
Mistreatment of persons on public contacts or of indi-I ___ dO _______ 1 RemovaL_I 30 days ____ I___ dO _______ 1 RemovaL_I ____________ 1 No limit __
vidualstaken into custody.
Theft: Actual or attempted tbeft of Government prop- ___ do __________ do_______ 15 days _______ do __________ do ______________________ do ______ _
erty, tools, or equipment, or tbe property of otbers, or
property in Government custody.
Unauthorized use of firearms ___________________________ 5 days _____ 30 days ____ 30 day s ____ I___ dO _______ I___ dO _______ I____________ 12 years ___ _
Failure to report known violations of any criminal law Warning__ RemovaL_ 5 days ________ do __________ do_______ ____________ No limit-_
enforced by tbe Treasury Department.
Improper recommendation of accountant, lawyer, or ___ do __________ do ______ ~ ___ do __________ do __________ do ______________________ do ______ _
other representative to a person who bas an action by
•
or against bim pending in the Department.
Failure to safeguard classified matter ______________________ do __________ do_______ 15 days ____ I___ do ______ J ___ do ______ -' ___________ -' ___ do ______ _

See footnotes at end of table, p. 98.
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Schedule of certain disciplinary offenses and penalties for civilian e1nployees in the Internal Revenue Service-Continued

00

Range of penalties (warnings, sll8pensions, discharges)
Type of offenses

1st infraction

2d infraction

3d infraction

Reckoning
period

Remarks

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
PERSONAL CONDUCT-Continued
41. Constant quarreling, wrangling, provoking or inter- Warning __ 5 days _____ Warning .. 10 days ____ 10 days ____ 30 days ____ 2 years ____
fering with another in work, involving morale.
42. False charges: Making false or unfounded charges or ___ do _______ RemovaL _ 15 days ____ RemovaL_ RemovaL_ ------------ ___ do ___ ___
statements which slander or defame other employees,
supervisors or officials, or which reflect unfavorahly
on their honesty, integrity, motives or efficiency.
43. Failure to pay just dehts _______________________________
(See 'l'reasury Department Order No. 116, dated June 16,
1949.)
~

-----------r--------- ----------- -=--=-=-------- ----------- ------------

I Penalties given above are based on workdays, except the penalty prescribed in item
23a. This minimum penalty is statutory and is based on calendar days (5 U. S. C. 78 (c)).

NOTES
Warning must be in writing, and a copy placed in the employee's personnel folder.
Penalties for disciplinary offenses will, in general, fall within the range indicated. In
unnsual or exceptional circnmstances depending on the gravity of the infraction and the
past record of the employee, greater penalties than those indicated above may be invoked.
However, where an employee's past record is being considered with a view to applying
a more severe penalty than the offense warrants under the schedule, the letter of charges
must cite the previons infractions.

Where charges inclnde several offenses for which no previous punishment has been
meted ont, the maximum penalty imposed may be greater than the maximum provided
in the chart for any single offense.
If the maximum penalty is not imposed for a third infraction, snch maximum should
generally be imposed for any subsequent infraction.
The above list of offenses does not cover every possible type of disciplinary infraction.
Penalties for offenses not listed above will be recommended by supervisors, consistent
with the penalties for comparable offenses listed above.
Written charges must be presented in all suspeusion cases and the period of notice must
conform to the applicable law or regulation.
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TABLE OF MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES

NO~E.-In addition to those mentioned earlier in this section, there are certain
offenses for which, under express provisions of law or regulation, employees may
be pumshed by removal or even by fine or imprisonment. In some cases the
penalty is authorized, in other cases it is prescribed. It is impossib~e to spell
out all these offenses, but a considerable number are listed in this table.

Nature of offense

Law

Fraud in examination or appointmenL _____________ _
Intentionally making a false statement as to
any material fact, or practicing any deception or
fraud in securing examination, registration,
certification, or appointment.
lnducing withdrawals ______________________________ _
Attempting, directly or indirectly, to persuade,
,
induce, or coerce any prospective applicant, or
eligible to withhold filing application or to withdraw from competition or eligibility for positions
in the classified civil service, for the pwpose of
either improving or injuring the prospects or
chances of any such applicant or eligible.
Improper activity with respect to examination
ratings.
Willfully, corruptly, and falsely marking,
grading, estimating, or reporting upon the examination or proper standing of any person
examined under the Civil Service Act, or aiding
in so doing.
Willfully and corruptly making any false
representations concerning the examination or
proper standing of any person examined under
the Civil Service Act, or concerning the person
examined.
Improperly furnishing information relating to examinations.
Willfully and corruptly furnishing to any person any special or secret information for the purpose of either improving or injuring the prospects
or chances for appointment, employment, or promotion, of any person examined or to be examined
under the Civil Service Act.
Impersonating Federal officer or employee __________ _
Falsely assuming or pretending to be officer
or employee acting under the authority of the
United States, with intent to defraud either the
United States or any person.
Gifts to official superiors ____________________________ _
Soliciting contributions from other Government officers or employees for a gift or present
to those in a superior official position.
Accepting gifts or presents offered or presented
as a contribution from persons in Government
employ receiving a lower salary.
Making donation as a gift or present to official
superior.
Fraudulent use of official envelopes _________________ _
Using official envelope, label, or endorsement
authorized by law, to a void payment of postage
or registry fee on private letter, package, or other
matter in the mail.
Interest in claims against the United States _________ _
Aiding and assisting in prosecution of claim
against the United States. or receiving any gratUity or any share of or interest in claim from any
claimant otherwise than in discharge of proper
official duties.
Abuse of Government documents or records ________ _
Concealing, removing, mutilating, obliterating, or destrOying records or documents.

Civil Service Rule

V.

Maximum penalty
Removal.

Civil Service Rule' Such disciplinary action as
I, sec. 4.
Civil Service Commission
may direct.

Sec. 5, Civil Service Act; 5 U. S.
C.637.

$1,000 fine; 1 year imprisonment; or both.

Sec. 5, Civil Serv- $1,000 fine; 1 year imprisonment; or both.
ice Act; 5 U. S. C.
637.

Sec. 32, Criminal
Code, as amended; 18 U. S. C.
76.

$1,000 fine; 3 years imprison·
ment; or both.

Sec. 1784, Revised
S ta t utes; 5

Removal (mandatory)
notice in writing.

U. S. C. 113.

after

Sec. 227, Criminal $300 fine.
Code; 18 U. S. C.
357.
Sec. 109, Criminal $5,000 fine; 1 year imprisonCode; 18 U. S. C.
ment; or both.
198.

Sees. 128, 129,
Criminal Code;
18 U. S. O. 234,
235.

$2,000 fine; 3 years imprisonment; or both. If the guilty
person was in charge of the
records or documents and
actually concealed, removed,
mutilated, obliterated, or destroyed them, $2,000 fine,
3 years imprisonment, or
both, plus removal anti perpetual disqualification for
Federal office.
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TABLE OF MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSEs-Continued
Nature of offense

Law

Maximum penalty

Abuse of Government documents or records-Con.
Attempting to conceal, remove, mutilate,
obliterate, or destroy records or documents,
taking or carrying away records or documents,
with intent to conceal, remove, mutilate, ohlitererate, destroy, or steal them.
Taking and carrying away, without authority Sec. 40, Criminal $5,000 fine; 10 years imprison··
Code; 18 U. S. C.
from place whpre filed or kept, any document or
ment; or both.
92.
file, intended to be used or presented to procure
payment of money from or by the United States;
presenting, using, or attempting to use any such
document or paper, in order to procure the payment of any money from or by the United States.
Strikes ______________________ - ______ -_____ -- ------ --- Sec. 305, Public Immediate removal; forfeiting
Law 101, 80th
Participating in any strike against the Governcivil-service status; ineligibilCong., 1st sess.
ity for reemployment for 3
ment of the United States.
years by the United States
or any agency thereof.
Accepting salary or compensation after engag- Appropria tion $1,000 fine; 1 year imprison
ment; or both.
ing in a strike against the Government of the
acts.
United States or while holding membership in
an organization of Government employees that
asserts the right to strike against the Government of the United States.

MEMORANDUM TO REGIONAL COMMISSIONERS
The attached summary of the basic principles underlying desired relationships
between people at the various levels within our organization embodies the main
elements of your jobs as Regional Commissioners.
I hope you will embrace these principles and practice them and that you wilL
in turn insure their practice by District Directors. It is my firm belief that if
you will, our objectives will much more speedily be achieved.
T. COLEMAN ANDREWS,
Commissioner.
THE MANAGEMENT JOB OF A ThEGIONAL COMMISSIONER
Your job as Regional Commissioner can rightly be viewed as a complex one.
Fundamentally, however, it revolves around one simple objective: getting things
done through people. The complexity comes in the relationships existing between
the people and is magnified if the relationships are not mutually understood.
In the follOWing pages, then, your job of management will be looked at from
the standpoint of your relationships-with the Commissioner and his staff, with
your own staff, with your District Directors and their staffs, and with the public.
Notice that the words "Washington" and "field" are not used. Those two
labels, loosely applied throughout the Government, have a seriously adverse
effect on relationships by promoting misunderstanding-and even competition.
"Washington" will never quite understand the "field" and the "field" will never
quite understand " Washington" so long as each thinks of the other in those
terms. Understanding will come only When iVe begin to speak and think in
terms which cie~rly indicate who and what we are talking about and which I
reflect pursuit of the objectives of the Internal Revenue Service-not just those
labeled "vVashington" or "field."
What is a relationship as used here? It is the position of one person with
respect to another-the function each has, the authority each has, the re8ponsibility each has, the performance expected of each. Your relationships will be
discussed in those terms, and methods of discharging responsibility \vill be given.
Your relationship with the Commissioner and his staff
You represent the Commissioner. In your region, you act for the Commissioner and are therefore ultimately responsible to him for all activity in your
region. The discharge of your responsibility, however, is carried out largely in
your relationships with members of the Commissioner's top staff and in relationships behveen their staffs and yours.
For very pmctical reasons, the Deputy Commissioner has the job of providing
executive leadership throughout the organization. In that role, he directly supervises vou. He is your principal point of contact, the principal one to whom you
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make recommendations, the principal one who evaluates the quality of your
work.
. Each of the five Assistant Commissioners has the job, in his area of function,
of developing nationwide policy for the Commissioner's approval, nationwide
programs to carry out the policy, and nationwide measurements to insure effectiveness of the programs. These assistants, each of whom does a part of the
Commissioner's job for him, do not issue orders to you, but the Commissioner
expects them to give you a great deal of advice and guidance. To do their jobs
properly, they in turn should take a great deal of both from you.
You should ordinarily address your own written communications to the Deputy
or to the appropriate Assistant Commissioner. Matters which have. broad policy
implications or overlap two or more Assistant Commissioners' jurisdictional areas
should be addressed to the Deputy Commissioner. If on occasion it seems more
appropriate to address communications to persons other than these six the answer
most probably is that you are doing something which a member of your staff
should be doing for you.
Consider your relationship with the Assistant Commissioner for Administration, for example. It is in this area that you may be tempted to dip down deeper
than the Commissioner expects you to. Entwined in the intricacies of civilservice regulations, space negotiations, fund allocations, and the like, you will
not be able to discharge your larger responsibilities. Give your assistant in this
area wide latitude and discretion. Give him authority to deal directly with the
Assistant Commissioner for Administration and his Division Directors. Your
dealings with the Assistant Commissioner for Administration will then be on
matters meriting your attention and his.
Your relationship with the Assistant Commissioner for Operations has changed.
Before, he had the backbreaking job of trying to supervise you with one hand
and discharge his staff responsibility to the Commissioner with the other. Now,
he can concentrate on the vitally important job of coordinating policy, programing and evaluating work incident to Audit, Collection, Intelligence, Appellate,
and Alcohol and Tobacco Tax functions. Members of his staff, the Directors
of his divisions, should deal directly with their counterparts on your staff. If a
written communication in the Operations area deserves your attention, in that
it laps two or more Operations' functions, it probably likewise should deserve
the attention of the Deputy Commissioner or the Assistant Commissioner.
A matter does not necessarily deserve your attention merely because it has
been presented to you, for example, by your Assistant for Collection. To the
greatest extent possible, turn it back to him for handling directly with the Collection Division Director. Your dealings with the Assistant Commissioner for
Operations will then be on matters meriting your attention and his.
Your relationship with the Assistant Commissioner for Planning is an indirect
one. His is a job of basic research separate from day-to-day operational supervision and program planning. From these studies are derived recommendations
as to overall directional guides which influence long-range operating and budgetary
policies. Your communication with him will therefore be slight, except in
connection with sampling procedures and techniques used for statistical purposes.
Your relationship with the Assistant Commissioner (Technical) is mostly
advisory in nature. His is a job of interpretation, of formulating regulations
and rulings, of giving advice on and helping to prepare legislation, forms and
instructions. His staff will depend a great deal on your people for advice as to
the practical application of rulings and regulations. Your people may in turn
look to his staff for guidance on technical policies. On questions of major technical policy you yourself may have need for his guidance, and if so it should be
freely sought and given on a personal basis.
That is not to say that the Assistant Commissioners (Technical and Planning)
have little need for contact with you. To the contrary, they need to so arrange
their affairs that they can spend a good portion of their time in Regional Commissioners' offices-a principle applicable to all five. Only through such consultation and firsthand observation can they pursue their own jobs with proper
perspective and give you the caliber of guidance you deserve.
The Assistant Commissioner (Inspection) has a service role. His job is to see
that the character of prospective employees is above reproach, to see that the
conduct of employees already employed is likewise above reproach, and to assist
in the appraisal of their work and the management under which it is conducted.
This function of appraisal will in the future be fully coordinated with your
own supervisory function. Forthcoming operating instructions will reflect the
p rinciple that the job of appraisal of the work of employees in your region is
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primarily yours. You will then be expected to develop a program to accomplish
that job. Inspection activity will then be geared to your program.
Now as to your broad responsibilities to the Commissioner. First is your
responsibility for policy and program execution and evaluation. The Commissioner looks to you to carry out his policies and to implement the programs developed for him by his Assistants. One of the most important aspects of this
responsibility-and one too often overlooked-is that of constructively "sounding
off." If you carry out a policy to the letter while believing it to be wrong, you
have discharged only half your responsibility if you fail to make your views known.
In fact, one of your most important functions is to keep flowing to the Assistant
Commissioners and to the Deputy Commissioner a stream of constructive criticism
of policies and programs already established and of recommendations for new
policies and programs to be launched. Simple logic prompts the reflection that
it is difficult for an Assistant Commissioner to shape a program to your needs if
you fail to say what your needs are.
Another of your major responsibilities is supervising-in the vernacular,
"riding herd" on your own staff and your District Directors. This includes
informing them of their responsibilities and following through to see they are
carried out. In that process, you evaluate their effectiveness. At that point a
contingent responsibility arises-to replace any person not doing his job competently. If out of benevolence or for other reasons you allow an incompetent
person to remain in a job, you not only are failing to discharge your responsibility
but you are doing yourself a disservice as well. Your people make you and the
Commissioner and the Internal Revenue Service look good-or bad.
Your third major responsibility is initiating. The Commissioner expects you
to "want to start something." His policy is to delegate every possible action to
you, and that broad authority carries with it the expectation that you will be
constantly on the move to improve the procedures under which the delegated
action is taken.
The Commissioner holds firmly to the principle that full authority be given
you to carry out these responsibilities. You therefore shortly will be receiving
a whole series of additional delegations. He does not expect you to hold on to
them, however. To the contrary, he expects you to analyze them continuously
toward the objective of making every possible redelegation to Directors. The
basic concept supporting this principle is that each problem arising should be
disposed of by the decision and action of the lowest level supervisor who is fully
informed on the issue and who has the facts on which to base a decision. It is
his business to assume responsibility and to act.
To illustrate the importance of this concept, one Federal agency several J ears
dgO abolished all its regional offices when it found them taking decentralized
authority while simultaneously maintaining highly centralized control over
subordinate offices. It was readily apparent that a high degree of centralization
could be administered without the help of the regional offices. Regional administration in the Internal Revenue Service can be a success, or a failure, depending
largely on the degree to which you carry out the Commissioner's policy of
decentralization.
.
Relationships with your own staff
I t is in the relationships with your own staff that your major responsibilities
to the Commissioner are discharged. Here is the primary point of coordination
of all programs, the development and refinement of individual programs, the
development of management ability of your staff members, and the development
of good relationships between them.
In this relationship, you are the staff leader and your Assistant Regional
Commissioners are your staff members. Each helps to make and serves to
carry out your plans. The following summary of basic principles of staff relationships should not only guide you in working with your Assistants but should
also guide them and District Directors, as leaders, in working with their staffs.
You in fact have a responsibility to see to it that these relationships are understood and the basic principles followed.
As a staff leader, your job is to see that things are done, not to do them. You
should spend your time largely in thinking, observing, analyzing, training,
acquiring knowledge, planning, and organizing. In so doing , you direct the
doing and through the use of curiosity, imagination, and judgment, improve the
manner of doing.
To carry out your responsibilities to the Commissioner, yon obviously cannot
concern yourself with the numerous details which must first be studied and
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worked out 'i n order to render a prompt and clear-cut decision. Burdened with
detail, you will find it difficult to look very far into the future and equally difficult
to get around and test the effects of your leadership.
Full use must therefore be made of your staff. To achieve this full use, you
give one primary thing to them-delegation-and receive one primary thing from
them-completed staff action.
Delegation, with full authority to act, should be made to the lowest practicable
supervisory level. If there is then tangible evidence that the work is being
improperly done, the delegation should be temporarily withdrawn. Concurrently, there is demonstrated to you a need for prompt training or for an equally
prompt change in personnel.
Each staff leader should see to it that each supervisor fully understands the
following basic principle and should make it clear that the supervisor has the
authority to carry it into practice: Each problem arising should be disposed of
by the decision and action of the lowest level supervisor who is fully informed
on the issue and who has the facts on which to base a decision. It is his business
to assume responsibility and to act. That principle has been previously stated
but it bears repeating. It assumes, too, that delegation is not delayed pending
full proof of the individual's ability to discharge it. Best proof is to give it to
him, watch what he does with it, and not interfere.
Completed staff action is the study of a problem and presentation of a solution, by a staff member, in such form that all that remains to be done by the
staff leader is to indicate his approval or disapproval of the completed action.
The words "completed action" are emphasized, because the more difficult the
problem is, the more the staff member's tendency is to present the problem in
piecemeal fashion. Your staff member works out the details. Although it is
easy for him to ask you what to do, and it appears easy for you to answer, he
must resist that impulse. He will succumb to it only if he does not know his
job, or if you encourage him to consult you in the determination of details. It
is his job to advise you what you ought to do, not to ask what he ought to do.
You should not be worried with long explanations and memoranda. Rarely
does writing a memorandum to you constitute completed staff action, but writing
one for you to send to someone else does. The views of a member of your staff
should be placed before you in finished form so you can make them your views
simply by signing your name. In most instances, completed staff action results
in a single document prepared for your signature and without accompanying
comments except in the case of lengthy documents which should be briefed. If
the proper result is reached, you will usually recognize it at once. If you want
comment or explanation, you can ask for it. A rough draft is not precluded,
but the draft must be complete-not a half-baked idea used as an excuse for
shifting to you the burden of formulating the action.
The final test a staff member should give himself is this: Would I be willing
to sign the paper I have just prepared and stake my professional reputation on
its being right?
A good staff member knows what you want, the way you want it, then spares
no effort to give it to you that way. This does not mean he is to be a "yes" man.
To the contrary, he should have the personal courage and integrity to present his
best ideas and thoughts irrespective of the known opinion of others. Once a
decision is made, however, he must stick to it as if the decision had been his own.
A staff member must keep you informed on all important matters affecting
your responsibility. Your embarrassment can well be imagined when you
discover from an outside source that something has been going on in your office
for some time and a staff member has failed to inform you of it. Matters of
this kind are a real test of the judgment and commonsense of the staff member.
At the same time, you must recognize that this is not a one-way street. You
must keep your staff informed, both as to broad plans and as to individual actions
affecting them. The embarrassment of one of your assistants can well be imagined when, directing an action to one of his people, he learns for the first time
that you have already ordered it done differently. In this instance, not only
should you have immediately informed your assistant of your order but his man
should also have informed him of your order.
Closely connected with the principle that you should be informed of all important matters is another-an assistant should never trespass on your authority.
One who attempts to do so will quickly find he has lost your faith-and his usefulness. He represents you, not himself, and your wishes on matters of policy must
first be found out before policy is placed into effect.
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In dealings with persons both within and outside the Service, a staff member
should always clearly distinguish between the opinions he expresses from a personal viewpoint and those which are to be considered official. You are responsible
for official statements of your staff. You are not responsible for their personal
opinions and should not be subject to criticism because of their failure to make
such a distinction.
Each of your staff members has a positive as well as a negative obligation to
you. Not only should he protect you by proper conduct and by performing
correctly the work assigned, but he should constantly use initiative to improve
his value to you and to your office. He may not be criticized for attempting
more than he is required to do, but he should be criticized for being content to
perform only what he is given to do. Enterprise and imagination, tempered
with tact and a realization of the problems of others, will greatly increase his
usefulness.
Your responsibility is to stimulate him in this direction, to back him up, to
encourage his use of initiative. In so doing, you will earn his loyalty and respect,
neither of which you can command merely by virtue of your position.
Out of the so-called horizontal relationships between your staff members comes
teamwork-or lack of it. One of the first essentials in these relationships is
knowledge on the part of each assistant of each other assistant's function. Each
has a responsibility to assure himself that any action he takes which affects
another assistant's operations meets with the other's approval. Knowing what
the other assistants do, how they do it, and why they do it, he is better able to
see the implications before taking or proposing an action.
No assistant should ignore a problem on the grounds that it does not directly
concern his function. The important consideration is that it concerns the office,
and he therefore has a responsibility to stimulate a solution. To ignore the
problem is to contribute to the evil of overspecialization and in so doing to obscure
the purpose of being on the payroll in the first place- to help you.
Coordination comes out best in direct relations between staff membersassistants with assistants, division chiefs with division chiefs, branch chiefs with
branch chiefs. If an assistant dips beneath another assistant to discuss a matter
with one of his division chiefs without first telling him about it, he likely will put
the marble machine on "tilt."
There is a tremendous cumulative effect in sound staff work. Assuming that
authority to act has been delegated to the lowest practicable supervisory level,
that each problem arising is disposed of by the decision and action of the lowest
level supervisor, and that each staff member at each level fully discharges his
staff responsibility, problems become progressively simpler at each upward level.
The branch chief has more time and opportunity to be a leader. The division
chief finds his branches running more smoothly and can concentrate more on
providing executive leadership and furnishing staff recommendations upward.
Each of your assistants then spends little time in untangling operational knots
and is provided with a clear- picture of the work and progress of his divisions.
Each thus has more time to view the work of his divisions in perspective and is
able to provide clear-cut information, advice, recommendations and assistance to
you concerning his operations and plans.
Relationships involving technical guidance and assistance
Here without doubt is the toughest relationship problem in regional administration and therefore the biggest challenge to your ability as a Regional Commissioner.
The problem has been created largely out of widespread misunderstanding of
the essential purpose of a staff. The purpose is to help, guide, counsel, and
measure. It is when a staff gets the idea its purpose in life is to direct another
staff that relationship problems begin to multiply.
For example, the Audit Division Director under the Assistant Commissioner
(Operations) develops a broad, nationwide audit program for the approval of the
Commissioner. "Then the program comes to you, it comes from the Commissioner and it is your responsibility to carry it out. You do so by having your
Audit Assistant develop a regional program for you and you then give it to your
District Directors whose responsibility is to put the program in. operation with the
assistance of their Audit Chiefs.
Then a relationship of guidance and counseling and measuring begins to work
down through the three Audit staff levels. In direct relationships, the Audit
Division Director helps your Audit Assistant and he in turn the District Director's
Audit Chief in unraveling knotty technical problems. If the concept. of service
is followed, the relationships will not result in eit.her you or the District Director
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being caught in the middle, but if a concept of direction is followed, that result
inevitably will occur.
It is the concept of direction from one staff to a staff at the next lower level that
frequently stimulates the preparation of detailed operational procedures to be
followed in strict uniformity throughout the country. A concept of service,
however, will normally stimulate the preparation of broad programs and guidelines-what and why-with the expectation that you will take them from there,
giving you the opportunity to use your staff in telling your District Directors how
and when. This is regional administration in action.
If this concept of service could be embraced overnight by all staff members at
all three levels, the tough problem of relationships would resolve itself. That
result will not come overnight, however, or over any other short period of time.
It will come only after intensive effort on the part of Assistant Commissioners and
Regional Commissioners. Basic to the effort required on your part is your
acceptance of your responsibility to give aggressive program direction to our
staff members. If you fail to accept it, it is only natural for your staff members
to seek line direction from their counterpart staff members above them.
In your relationships with them, you are not merely an administrative assistant
providing them space, supplies, payroll service, and the like. You are in addition
their program director, and as such your job is to see t o it that each Assistant
has a definite program, that his activity is conducted in accordance with it, and
t hat its effectiveness is measured.
When you ask an assistant what his program is, you are asking these questions:
What are your objectives-exactly what is it you propose to accomplish? What
specific methods and procedures do you propose to use to accomplish the objectives
and when do you propose to use them? 'Vhat standards of performance have
you established for the methods and procedures? How do you propose to measure
the progress you are making toward accomplishment of the objectives?
If he cannot answer anyone of those four questions, he does not have a real
p rogram. Your job is to see that he does and that in doing it he gets all the
technical guidance and assistance he needs from his counterpart above him. If
necessary guidance is missing, your job is to make that fact known to the approp riate Assistant Commissioner or to the Deputy Commissioner and simultaneously
give recommendations. You will contribute to poor relationships if you are
content to agree with an assistant that "Washington can't quite seem to make up
its mind on what ought to be done." You will discharge your responsibility,
however, if you work out a plan of action with your assistant and then send a
clear-cut recommendation on what ought to be done.
It is well to remember that each assistant (appellate excepted) has two basic
program responsibilities, one concerned with operations over which he has immediate line direction, and the other concerned with staff supervision over operations conducted in Directors' offices. Only through establishment and followt hrough of programs for each can his responsibilities to you be effectively discharged.
. Habits in the Bureau being deeply imbedded and this concept of administration
being new to many key people, your job in smoothing the relationship is a tough
one. In the meantime, this maxim may help clear the air in specific instances of
d ifficulty: You have authority to give orders to your assistants; no one else has.
A somewhat different technical guidance and assistance relationship exists with
t he Regional Inspector. While he reports directly to the Assistant Commissioner
(Inspection) and is therefore not under your immediate supervision, his function
is one of service to you. He has no authority to give orders either to you or to
any employee of your region, except in a rare circumstance dictating seizure of
Federal property or funds because of actual or potential jeopardy.
He is expected to gear his inspection of offices to your own program of supervision. Specifically, this means he should never begin an inspection of an office's
audit activity, for example, without first conferring with your audit assistant to
reach an understanding on the scope and content of the inspection. Your audit
assistant., in this example, should actively participate in the inspection, freely
exchanging information with the inspectors and making sure that there is evidence
of guidance and assistance being given. Forthcoming operating instructions
will contain greater clarification of this relationship and will contain several
changes in inspection technique. Among other things, individual employee
evaluations will no longer be made, this function properly being one of regular
supervision.
The technical guidance and assistance relationship with the regional counsel
is also somewhat different. While he, too, is not under your immediate super-
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VISIOn, his function likewise is one of service to you. He is your legal adviser,
and as such is expected to gear his activities to the regional programs you establish.
While the regional inspector and the regional counsel are not in a strict sense
members of your staff, your relationships with them will be enhanced if you
encourage them to participate in your staff discussions. Only in so doing will
you be able to achieve the full degree of regional coordination for which you are
held accountable.
Your relationship with Directors
Your relationships with and responsibilities to the Commissioner and his staff
are almost exactly paralleled in the District Director's relationships with and
responsibilities to you.
For example, the above discussion of your relationships with the Commissioner
and his staff readily becomes a discussion of a District Director's relationship
with you merely by substituting a word or two:
"You represent the Regional Commissioner. In your district, you act for the
Regional Commissioner and are therefore responsible to him. The discharge of
your responsibHity, however, is carried out largely in relationships with members
of the Regional Commissioner's staff.
"(The Regional Commissioner) directly supervises you. He is your principa~
point of contact, the principal one to whom you make recommendations, the
principal one who evaluates the quality of your work.
"Each of the Assistant Regional Commissioners has the job, in his area of
function, of developing regionwide policy for the Regional Commissioner's
approval, regionwide programs to carry out the policy, and region wide measurements to insure effectiveness of the programs. These assistants, each of whom
does a part of the Regional Commissioner's job for him, do not issue orders to you
but the Regional Commissioner expects them to give you a great deal of advice
and guidance. To do their jobs properly, they in turn should take a great deal
of both from you."
And so on. The District Director has the same responsibilities to you for his
district as you have to the Commissioner for your region. The same principles
of staff relationships as given for your staff apply with equal force to the District
Director and hIS staff.
It is important that these principles be followed and these responsibilities fully
discharged by District Directors and their staffs because it is here that the great
bulk of the Bureau's work is done. In many respects the District Director's office
is the most important in the Service. Every effort should therefore be directed
toward service to it. You will err if you concentrate your efforts on controlling
District Directors. You will prove your worth if you concentrate on serving
them.
To serve them, you must spend time with them, both in their individual offices
and in conferences with all of them in your office. You thus learn firsthand of
their problems and of their recommendations for solving them. In considering
their recommendations, you will find them developing more quickly under your
leadership if you allow them widest possible discretion in the choice of methods
to carry out the Commissioner's policies and accomplish his objectives. Each
District Director is an individual. Each therefore 12:0es about doing things
differently. Let them. Overemph!1.sis on strict uniformity of method will
generate mediocrity and wiII stifle initiative.
In other words, give each District Director the opportunity to earn his pay.
Give him policy and program guidance, let him know what you expect in the
way of results, and then make it clear that you consider him the fountainhead of
improvement in method. You may stimulate some eye-popping ideas by using
this approach, but the important thing is that you will be stimulating.
Your relationships with the public
One accomplishment the Commissioner hopes to achieve as quickly as possible
is restoration of public confidence in the Internal Revenue Service. He himself
has made a material contribution, but the burden of responsibility is yours in
seeing to it t.hat every employee in your region reflects a sincere attitude of
service to the taxpayer.
Telling an employee to be nice is not enough. Telling him he must recognize
his public relations responsibilities is not enough either. The things that will
do it are good leadership and good management on your part and on the part
of District Directors. If you provide these two elements, contacts between
employees and the public will take care of themselves beautifully. By giving
an employee knowledge, showing him the importance of his job, and showing
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him how his job fits into the workings of the entire office, you will give him the
essential tools he needs. Then if he knows his job, if he is given recognition in
doing it, and if he has respect not only for his supervisor but for the head of his
office, service will be reflected in his daily contacts with the public because he
will be imbued with satisfaction and pride. You can depend on it, too, that he
will spread the word among his friends that his office is a crackerjack outfit.
This accomplishment is a particularly challenging one and one which must
come out of adherence to the principles of sound human relations. You and
your District Directors are of course expected to engage in many public relations activities, but the foundation of your approach should be recognition of
the simple truth that your employees have far more contact with the public
than you have. Sound staff work and sound staff relationships, coupled with
supervision reflecting the principles of sound human relations, will much more
quickly accomplish the Commissioner's objective than any frontal assault on
the problem of employee public relations as such.
B. FRAl\iK WHITE,
Special Consultant to the Commissioner.
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AUDIT POLICY AND PROCEDURE WITH RESPECT TO INCOME-TAX RETURNS OF OFFICIALS
AND CERTAIN EMPLOYEES OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

Section 1. Purpose
The purpose of this mimeograph is to restate and amplify the policy and
procedure to be followed with respect to the audit of individual income-tax
returns filed by officials and certain employees of the Internal Revenue Service.
Section 2. Background
.01 Com.-Mimeograph, ColI. No. 6692, dated October 1, 1951, and Suppl. 1,
dated October 31, 1951, outlined the audit policy and procedure with respect to
the examination of individual income-tax returns of officials and certain employees of the Internal Revenue Service, irrespective of whether or not the
information on the return indicated that an examination was warranted, with
respect to returns filed for the years 1948, 1949, and 1950. In some instances
returns for later years have been examined .
. 02 On February 2, 1953, a "Personal Attention" letter was addressed to each
District Commissioner concerning the audit policy with respect to the examination
of officials' and employees' returns and granted them permission to defer this
program generally for the years ending subsequent to 1950, with the exception
that if the return of an official or employee is selected for audit under the regular
selection method applicable to all returns, such audit should be made without
regard to the provisions of the foregoing mimeographs.
Section 3. Scope
The provisions of this mimeograph shall be applicable to all officials and
employees of the Internal Revenue Service presently occupying or hereafter
appointed to the following positions:
Technical Advjsors
Inspectors (all types)
Conferees
Investigators (all types)
Reviewers
Special Agents
Accountants and Auditors
Internal Revenue Agents
Office Auditors
Collection Officers
Returns Examiners
Attorneys
Legs,} Ad visors
Claims Clerks (all types)
Engineers
Storekeeper-G augers
Appraisers
Window Tellers
Stamp Tellers
Chemists
All other positions in G8-9 and above.
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Section 4-. Extent of A udit Coverage
.01 As a measure to insure the integrity of officials and employees, rather than
as a conventional audit program, it will be the policy to regularly examine the
income-tax returns of every currently employed official and employee occupying
the positions outlined in section 3, irrespective of whether or not the information
on the returns indicates that an examination is warranted. This program will
include the returns filed for the years ending in 1951 and thereafter .
. 02 The returns will be examined on either a 5-year or a 3-year cycle basis,
depending on the grade of the official or employee concerned .
. 03 Returns filed by officials and employees occupying positions in grade
GS-12 and below will be examined on a 5-year cycle basis. Accordingly, each
year the returns of approximately 20 percent of the personnel concerned in grade
GS-12 and below will be selected for examination until the returns for all such
officials and employees have been subjected to examination within each 5-year
period .
.04 Returns filed by officials and employees occupying positions in grade
GS-13 and above will be examined on a 3-year cycle basis. Therefore, each year
the returns of approximately 33% percent of the personnel in grade GS-13 and
above will be selected for examination until the returns for all such officials and
employees have been subjected to examin9,tion within each 3-year period .
. 05 After the returns selected for examination bave been withdrawn, the
remaining returns of all Service officials and employees, regardless of position or
grade will, each year, be subjected to the regular audit classification process and
any such returns warranting examination will also be investigated .
. 06 The returns of officials or employees subsequently appointed to any of the
positions stated in section 3, as a result of original appointment, transfer from
outside the Service or through promotion within the Service, will be examined as
soon as practicable after such appointment or promotion .
. 07 The date of the examination will be the governing factor as to the particular returns to be included in the examination. The returns filed for the 3
years immediately prior to such examination will be selected and audited concurrently. The necessity for requiring the officials and employees concerned to
execute consent agreements on Form 872, waiving the statute of limitations on
assessments, should be avoided as far as practicable. However, consent agreements should be procured for those returns where the statutory period for assessment is about to expire in every instance where such consents are considered
necessary.
Section 5. Employees' Financial Statements
.01 Prior to starting an examination of the returns, the examining officer will
require that an employee's financial statement be filed by the official or employee
concerned. Upon receiving notification from the examining officer that such
financial statement is required, the official or employee will prepare the statement
as of the date he receives notification, on Form 1361-A and return it without
delay to the examining officer .
. 02 The employee's financial statement will remain in the file of the case during
the course of the investigation and until such time as the correct tax liability is
finally determined. After final determination of the tax and completion of all
necessary administrative action in connection therewith, the financial statement
will be detached from the case and forwarded to the Regional Inspector for filing,
except that statements filed by officials and employees of the National Office
will be forwarded to the Assistant Commissioner (Inspection). The financial
statements, Form 1361, previously filed in accordance with the provisions of
Com.-Mimeograph, CoIl. No. 6701, dated October 19, 1951, and supplement
thereto, presently on file in the National Office, will be forwarded to the various
Regional Inspectors for association and filing with the financial statements subsequently received in their offices, except that the financial st.atements previously
filed by officials and employees of the National Office will be retained in the Office
of Assistant Commissioner (Inspection).
Section 6. Examination Procedure
.01 The general rules rel:1ting to examinations, proposed changes, appellate
rights, special investigations, etc., will apply in the case of officials and employees
to the same extent that they apply in the case of all other individual taxpayers,
except that a survey after assignment report will not be acceptable in lieu of an
audit of the return. If a return has been previously examined it need not be
reopened if the record indicates that a satisfactory audit was made. In every
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case involving amended returns, any changes made by such returns in the original
liability will be reported in detail.
.02 Examinations will be made by the Audit Division in which the official or
employee's post of duty is located unless it is more expedient to have the examination conducted by another division. Such examinations may be made in the
office, by correspondence, or in the field depending upon the circumstances of
each case, but contact must be made with the official or employee or his duly
authorized representative in every case. A statement that the desired contact
has been made must be prepared by the examining officer and be attached to the
closed returns. .
Sect1:on 7. Other Income, Travel Expense, Etc .
.01 In verifying the correctness of various items in the returns such as other
income, dependency credits, itemized deductions and gains or losses from sales or
exchanges of property, etc., the returns of officials and employees will be treated
in the same manner as the returns of all other individual taxpayers insofar as the
submission of substantiating evidence is concerned .
.02 Questions concerning travel expenses and per diem of officials and employees should be resolved in accordance with the position of the Service as stated
in 1. T. 4012, C. B. 1950-1, 33.
Section 8. Reports of Examination
.01 In general, the revised income tax audit forms prescribed in IR-Mimeograph No. 54-79, dated May 5, 1954, will be utilized by revenue agents in the
preparation of reports relating to the audit of officials' and employees' returns .
.02 The prescribed procedures will be followed with respect to those cases
where the audit of the returns results in deficiencies or over assessments.
Section 9. Closing Letters
Where the examination of the returns discloses that they should be accepted
without change, the official or employee will be furnished with a closing letter on
Form 850-C, as provided for in section 4421, part IV, Internal Revenue Manual
and IR-Mimeograph No. 54-99, dated June 2, 1954.
Section 10. Reports to be Furnished Regional Inspector or Assistant Commissioner
(Inspection)
.01 In any case resulting in a deficiency in tax of $100 or more, regardless of
the basis for the deficiency, a copy of the examining officer's report will be forwarded to the Regional Inspector after assessment of the deficiency and completion of all necessary administrative action in connection therewith. Similarly,
a copy of the examination report will be prepared and transmitted to the Regional
Inspector when facts are disclosed which indicate that an official or employee is)
or has been, engaged in prohibited or unauthorized business activities or financial
dealing of an irregular nature .
.02 If during an investigation of the returns of any official or employee the
revenue agent discovers what he believes to be indications of fraud, he wili immediately suspend his examination and follow the applicable procedures provided
in section 4560, part IV, Internal Reve'nue Manual. Upon final determination
of the tax liability and completion of all necessary audit and assessment action in
connection therewith in fraud or suspected fraud cases, the entire file, including
copies of the special agent's report, if any, will be immediately forwarded to the
Regional Inspector for such further action as the circumstances warrant .
. 03 In any case described in section 10.01 or 10.02 above, where the individual
is an official or employee of the National Office, the report will be forwarded to the
Assistant Commissioner (Inspection) rather than the Regional Inspector.
Section 11. Records and Progress Reports
.01 Each Audit Division must maintain such records and controls as are
necessary to insure the desired audit of the returns of all officials and employees
concerned within the 5-year or 3-year period and to indicate the progress of this
audit program .
. 02 A 3 x 5 card, "Record of Offidals' and Employees' Returns," should be
prepared immediately for each official and employee currently on duty in the
positions described in section 3 of this mimeograph. The card should show the
name and address of the official or emploj ee, grade, position, and office to which
attached. Promptly after the returns to be examined have been selected the
record cards of the officials and employees involved will be withdrawn from the
file and the op!m year returns for such personnel will be requisitioned from the
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Collection Division. After receipt of the returns in the Audit Division and the
procurement of the necessary employee's financial statement, the record card
should be noted to indicate the year or years of the returns received for examination and the filing of the financial statement. After completion of the examination, the results of the audit should be stated on the record card, together with
any further information respecting the case, including any comments as to the
correctness of the financial statement that the examining officer considers should
be noted thereon. After the case is closed and the financial statement forwarded
to the Regional Inspector, the record card should be noted to indicate the disposition of the financial statement. Similar controls and records should be
maintained with respect to officials and employees hereafter appointed or promoted to the positions described in section 3.
. .03 The monthly report of examination of employees' returns (Reports Control Symbol No. I:IS:l), comparable to the report required to be filed by District
Directors pursuant to Com.-Mimeograph, CoIl. No. 6692, Suppl. 1, dated October
31, 1951, will be prepared with respect to returns examined for 1951 and subsequent years. The report will be addressed to the Commissioner, Attention I :IS
and will be forwarded by each District Director within sufficient time to reach
the National Office not later than the 10th work day of the month following the
closing date of the report. There
be attached to thf' report a list of the cases
completed during the month showing the name, address, and change in tax
liability, if any, for each official and employee whose returns have been audited.
The report prepared for 1951 and subsequent years will exclude therefrom data
with respect to the examination of returns of applicants for Internal Revenue
positions.
Section 12. Effect on Other Df)cuments
This mimeograph supersedes Com.-Mimeograph, CoIl. No. 6692, dated October
1, 1951, and Suppl. 1, dated October 31, 1951. Any other internal management
documents or parts of such documents, the provisions of which are inconsistent
or in conflict with the provisions of this mimeograph, are amended or superseded
accordingly.
Section 13. Ejjective Date
This mimeograph is effective January 18, 1955.
T. COLEMAN ANDREWS,
Commissioner.
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U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Wa~hington 25, April 2, 1954-.
MEMORANDUM TO REGIONAL COMMISSIONERS AND DISTRICT DIRECTORS

The urgent need for the prompt assessment and collection of every dollar of tax
revenue due under the law has been emphasized in prior discussions and communications. Similarly, our policy to increase the number of agreements and to
reduce to the minimum areas of controversy between taxpayers and the Service,
especially in our audit and appellate work, has been repeatedly stated. It is
vital that there be no misunderstanding of the interrelationship of these two ideas.
In a nutshell, it is our duty to see to it that to the greatest possible extent,
considering the resources at our disposal, all taxpayers promptly pay the correct
amount of their taxes with the least possible controversy.
By "correct amount of tax" we mean just what we say. To exact more from
any taxpayer is to take property without due process of law, and we certainly do
not intend to operate on that basis. Nor, looking at it from the other side, should
we knowingly ever exact less from any taxpayer than we sincerely feel he owes, for
to do so would be to discriminate in that taxpayer's favor to the detriment of all
other taxpayers and make ourselves guilty of a serious breach of trust.
By "l~ast possible controversy" we mean that our objective is to obtain the
greatest possible number of agreements to our determinations without sacrificing
the quality or integrity of those determinations. We bclieve that the number of
agreements can and should be increased, but we do not expect, of course, that all
cases can be closed by agreement either in Audit or Appellate.
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Moreover, while we want to make absolutely sure that we approach every disagreement with a taxpayer in a spirit of conciliation, taxpayers as well as ourselves must realize that conciliation is not a one-way street, that taxpayers must
be as willing to recognize the weight of argument when it is on our side as we are
to recognize the weight of argument when it is on their side.
We do not wish to promote unnecessary controversy or engage in unnecessary
litigation. At the same time, we should seek agreements only on a proper basis,
never settlement at any cost. In short, the guide must be the rule of reason;
carefully, intelligently, conscientiously, and fairly applied.
I urge you to take immediate steps to make certain that there is no misunderstanding of these matters in your region or district.

T.

COLEMAN ANDREWS,

Commissioner.
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